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All-optical synchronization for quantum networking.

Abstract: This manuscript reports the development of fundamental resources for long

distance quantum communication based on fibre telecom technology and non-linear op-

tical waveguides. After a general introduction on quantum communication, the thesis is

structured along three parts.

The first part illustrates the development of two photonic polarization entanglement

sources suitable for quantum networking. Both sources allow the generation of paired

photons in the telecom C-band of wavelengths via spontaneous parametric down conversion

(SPDC) in periodically poled lithium niobate waveguides (PPLN/W). The first source relies

on type-II phase matching. In this configuration, two important elements, namely fiber-

based walk-off compensation, and deterministic separation of the paired photons using low-

loss, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) filters, are detailed. On the other

hand, the second source relies on type-0 SPDC process. Thanks to advanced filtering and

interferometric strategies, the produced paires photons can be manipulated at will regarding

both their spectral bandwidth and entanglement state, respectively. The source is therefore

adapted to a broad variety of quantum photonics applications.

In the second part, two high quality heralded single photon sources (HSPS) are high-

lighted. The first HSPS relies on on-chip generation and spatial multiplexing of heralded

C-band telecom single photons towards achieving higher bit rates. This source relies on

the hybridization of two enabling technologies, namely four PPLN/Ws integrated on a

single substrate for photon generation by SPDC and laser-written waveguide technologies

for routing and multiplexing purposes. Interestingly, such a hybridization has never been

demonstrated before. The second HSPS takes advantage of passive temporal multiplexing

of a single SPDC process. By taking advantage a 10 GHz repetition rate telecom laser and

DWDM filters, combined with an efficient type-0 PPLN/W, an ultra-fast HSPS emitting

single photons in the MHz regime at a telecom wavelength is demonstrated.

Finally, an all-optical approach towards efficient and accurate synchronization of remote

entangled photon pair sources within quantum relay architecture over long distances is

presented. This particular synchronization technique highlights the use of ultra-fast
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picosecond pulsed telecom fiber laser, operating at 2.5 GHz repetition rate, acting as a

master optical clock, enabling to accurately synchronize the emission of photon pairs in

the telecom C-band of wavelengths at two remote locations. This innovative approach is

applied for synchronizing two remote PLLN/W based sources operated at 2.5 GHz, and

preliminary results on two-photon interference obtained with single photons coming from

each source are shown and discussed.

Keywords: quantum communication, quantum networking, integrated non-linear

optics, quantum optics, PPLN waveguides, polarization entanglement, heralded single

photon source, quantum interference, quantum relay.
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Synchronisation toute optique d’un réseau de communication quantique.

Résumé : Ce manuscrit expose le développement de ressources fondamentales pour les

communications quantiques à longues distances basées sur les technologies des fibres op-

tiques télécoms et des guides d’onde optiques non linéaires. Après une introduction générale

sur les communications quantiques, cette thèse est structurée en trois parties principales.

La première partie illustre le développement de deux sources d’intrication photonique en

polarisation adaptées aux réseaux quantiques. Les deux sources permettent la génération

de paires de photons dans la bande de longueur d’onde C des télécoms via la conversion

paramétrique spontanée (SPDC) dans des guides d’ondes non linéaires intégrés sur niobate

de lithium périodiquement polarisé (PPLN/W). La première source s’appuie sur un accord

de phase de type-II. Dans cette configuration, sont détaillés deux éléments importants, à

savoir la compensation par une fibre optique de la biréfringence induite dans le cristal non

linéaire, et la séparation déterministe des paires de photons par le biais de filtres à démul-

tiplexage en longueur d’onde (DWDM) à faibles pertes. La deuxième source repose sur

un accord de phase de type-0. Dans cette configuration, grâce à des solutions de filtrage

et d’interférométrie avancées mises en place après le cristal non linéaire, les photons pro-

duits peuvent être manipulés à volonté, aussi bien en terme de largeur spectrale que d’état

d’intrication. La source est par conséquent adaptée à une grande variété d’applications en

photonique quantique.

Dans la seconde partie, sont discutées les réalisations de deux sources de photons uniques

annoncés (HSPS) de grande qualité. La première s’appuie sur la génération et le multiplex-

age spatial sur puce de photons uniques annoncés dans la bande C des télécoms dans le

but d’atteindre des taux de génération accrus. Cette source repose sur l’hybridation de

deux technologies clé, à savoir quatre guides d’onde non linéaires intégrés sur une même

puce pour la génération des photons et la technologie d’écriture de guides d’onde par laser

pour le routage et le multiplexage. Notons que ce type d’hybridation n’avait jamais été

démontré auparavant. La seconde HSPS exploite le multiplexage temporel passif d’un pro-

cessus SPDC unique. En effet, l’utilisation d’un laser télécom cadencé à 10 GHz et de filtres

DWDM, combinés à un guide d’onde non linaire de type-0, a permis d’implémenter une

source ultra-rapide émettant des photons uniques à des cadences de l’ordre de quelques
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MHz dans la bande C des télécoms.

Enfin, nous présentons une approche tou-optique visant la synchronisation efficace et

précise de sources distantes de paires de photons intriqués, agencées selon une architecture

de type relais quantique distribué. Cette technique de synchronisation innonvante met

en avant l’utilisation d’un laser télécom impulsionnel picoseconde cadencé à 2,5 GHz en

tant qu’horloge optique de référence. Cette horloge autorise la synchronisation précise de

l’émission de paires de photons dans la bande C des télécoms en deux lieux distants. Cette

approche est appliquée à la synchronisation de deux sources basée sur des guides d’onde

non linéaires opérant à 2,5 GHz. À ce titre, des résultats préliminaires d’interférence à

deux photons obtenue à partir de photons uniques en provenance de chacune de ces sources

sont montrés et discutés.

Mots clés : communication quantique, réseaux quantiques, optique intégrée, op-

tique quantique, guides PPLN, intrication en polarisation, source de photons uniques

annoncés, interférence quantique, relais quantique.
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General Overview

A brief overview, from the birth of quantum physics

to the exploitation of entanglement in quantum communication.

Disregarded by some, loved by some, and admitted by many. This statement perfectly de-

scribes quantum physics, from the time of its infancy up to nowadays. This is not surprising

considering all the weird phenomena that it predicts, notably coherent superposition and

entanglement, which have no common-sense, i.e. classical explanation. Despite the doubt

from a number of world-renowned physicists, including Albert Einstein, the quantum theory

backers, led by Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg (among others), had somehow managed

to refute every single criticism expressed against quantum physics. Progressive debates be-

tween Einstein and Bohr since the early 1920s was somehow stopped in 1935 when Einstein

and his co-workers proposed an important challenge to the quantum community through

one of the most influential paper of the 20th century entitled “Can quantum-mechanical

description of physical reality be considered complete?” [Einstein et al. 1935]. Ironically,

beyond schrödinger’s insight on entanglement, it was no other than Einstein, Podolsky and

Rosen (EPR) who first went deep inside the question of entanglement. Among others, EPR

trio introduced the concept of local hidden variables in order to have possible explanation

for the strong correlations that could be revealed using entangled particles. Being caught

off-guard with this new implication of quantum theory, it took months for Bohr to come for-

ward with his arguments refuting the idea of EPR. Since this challenge (known today as the

EPR paradox), Einstein was no longer active in defending his views. Nonetheless, during

his lifetime, all the debates were purely philosophical. Only in 1964, John S. Bell took Ein-

stein’s arguments very seriously and proposed a way to verify the existence, or not, of these

so-called local hidden variables [Bell 1964]. This was the kick-off point where physicists be-

came more motivated than ever to test for themselves, the new found inequality. Five years

later, John Clauser, Michael Horne, Abner Shimony, and Richard Holt proposed a way to

obtain entangled photon pairs, emitted in an atomic cascade of calcium. They also outlined

the experimental procedure for the violation of the Bell’s inequality with the generated
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entangled photons [Clauser et al. 1969]. Clauser himself, together with Stuart Freedman,

demonstrated, for the very first time, such a violation [Freedman & Clauser 1972]. Just a

few years later, the most convincing violations of Bell’s inequality were demonstrated in Or-

say between 1981 and 1982 by Alain Aspect, Philippe Grangier, Jean Dalibard and Gérard

Roger [Aspect et al. 1981,Aspect et al. 1982a,Aspect et al. 1982b]. However, the quest has

not stopped there since people started questioning the possible loopholes of Bell’s inequality

tests. As an answer to non-believers, very recently, the Delft experiment has succeeded in

violating the Bell’s inequality in a loophole-free environment [Hensen et al. 2015].

A year after the historic Orsay experiment, quantum physics finally met information

science. A seminal paper written in 1984 by Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard, enti-

tled “Quantum cryptography: public key distribution and coin tossing” had give birth to

BB84, standing as the very first quantum key distribution protocol (QKD) [Bennett &

Brassard 1984]. Without doubt, this marked the beginning of the quantum communication

era [Gisin et al. 2002]. In particular, quantum communication deals with transferring qubits

to a remote locations, with the principal objective of implementing QKD protocols over long

distances. All over these years, different types of QKD protocols have been proposed, from

a simple one way protocol exploiting single photons [Bennett & Brassard 1984, Scarani

et al. 2004a,Gisin et al. 2004, Lo et al. 2005, Stucki et al. 2009, Scarani et al. 2009] to the

use of entanglement as enabling resource [Ekert 1991,Gisin et al. 2002,Scarani et al. 2004b].

With QKD, truly random secret keys can be established between two users at remote lo-

cations within the possibility of detecting the presence of an eavesdropper. Besides QKD,

single photons are heavily exploited, namely in linear optical quantum computing [Knill

et al. 2001,Tillmann et al. 2013,Broome et al. 2013] and in quantum metrology [Polyakov

& Migdall 2009,Avella et al. 2011]. We have seen how researchers put some tremendous ef-

forts toward producing high quality single photons. Along the line, single quantum emitters

have been employed, so as to emit only one photon at a given time window. Theses type of

emitters include quantum dots [Santori et al. 2001,Press et al. 2007] and nitrogen-vacancy

(NV) center in diamonds [Tamarat et al. 2006, Mizuochi et al. 2012]. We also have seen

single photons being produced, notably at telecom wavelength, by heralded single photon

sources (HSPS) based on spontaneous parametric down conversion process in non-linear

crystals [Fasel et al. 2004,Alibart et al. 2005,Pomarico et al. 2012,Krapick et al. 2013,Ngah
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et al. 2015]. Entanglement, on the other hand, continues to be one of the major enabling

resource for various quantum applications, including also fundamental tests in quantum

optics [Kaiser et al. 2012a, Peruzzo et al. 2012]. In the context of long distance quantum

communication, entanglement is mandatory in enabling entanglement swapping in quan-

tum relay configuration [Collins et al. 2005,Zukowski et al. 1993,Gisin et al. 2002,Jennewein

et al. 2002,Aboussouan et al. 2010]. Moreover, the recently introduced DLCZ protocol [Duan

et al. 2001] has successfully called for the development of high quality, narrow band, po-

larization entangled photon pair sources [Kuklewicz et al. 2006, Piro et al. 2009, Kaiser

et al. 2013].

We have seen how vibrant is the field of quantum communication. Quantum com-

munication has somehow attracted a lot of attention in just 30 years. Since its earlier

days, much effort has been devoted to various aspects of this field. Already, we have seen

some commercial quantum communication devices, namely integrated QKD solutions and

quantum random number generators by idQuantique have been used in real world appli-

cations. This manuscript particularly focuses on the domain of quantum communication.

Throughout it, we propose several, fully guided-wave, quantum experiments by exploiting

photon pairs emitted in the telecom C-band of wavelengths, generated using periodically

poled lithium niobate waveguides and widely manipulated using standard fiber optical

components.

Content of this manuscript, a brief outline of the following chapters.

Part I Fundamental aspects of quantum communication

Chapter 1: Optical Communication: from the classical to the quantum world.

The first chapter of this thesis gives a brief discussion focused on the basics of classical

and quantum information sciences. Starting with the classical world, the notion of

“bit” which represents the most fundamental unit of classical information is recalled.

Furthermore, security issues concerning classical communication are also mentioned. Then,

the discussion shifts toward the field of quantum communication where the quantum bit

counterpart, the so-called qubit, is described. The most intriguing quantum phenomenon of
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entanglement is also subsequently entailed. In the context of quantum communication, the

advantages offered by quantum physics are summed up with the introduction of quantum

key distribution (QKD) protocols.

Chapter 2: Towards long-distance quantum communication.

In this chapter, we first outline several factors that limit the distance of which a secret

key can be established by QKD. We then highlights the concept of quantum relay such

that the distance of a quantum channel can be further increased using entanglement as

enabling resource. Furthermore, we compare different forms of quantum communication

by calculating their expected secret key rate as a function of the distance separating two

communicating parties, say Alice and Bob. Last but not least, enabling quantum protocols

required for quantum relay configuration, namely quantum teleportation and entanglement

swapping, are also discussed.

Part II Polarization entanglement generation at telecom wavelength

Chapter 3: Advances in polarization entangled photon pair generation.

This chapter is mainly focused on the prior art of photonic polarization entanglement

sources. The quest of polarization entangled photons from the early days of atomic-cascade

decays until the era of integrated photonics is described. Along the line, this chapter

also cites various efforts that have been carried out in photonic polarization entanglement

engineering, notably from different type of non-linear interaction of spontaneous parametric

down conversion (SPDC) in non-linear crystals. In parallel, a quick description on the

generation of photon pairs via SPDC in periodically poled lithium niobate waveguides

(PPLN/W) is presented.

Chapter 4: Compact polarization entanglement source based on a type-II PPLN/W.

The development of photonic polarization entanglement sources for future quantum

networking solutions stands as the main aim of this chapter. We basically highlights a

compact and practical approach for generating high-quality polarization entanglement in

a fully guided-wave fashion. Such a source benefits from photon pair generation in the
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telecom C-band of wavelengths via SPDC in type-II PPLN/W. Within this framework,

two important elements, namely fiber-based walk-off compensation, and deterministic

separation of the paired photons in two adjacent telecommunication channels using low-loss,

dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) filters, are detailed. Eventually, excellent

entanglement quality is observed through Bell-CHSH inequality test [Kaiser et al. 2012b].

Chapter 5: Versatile polarization entanglement source based on a type-0 PPLN/W.

With this chapter, another high-quality, telecom-wavelength, polarization entangled photon

pair source is considered and demonstrated. Considered versatile, the photons produced by

this particular source can be manipulated, in term of both their spectral bandwidth, and

entanglement state, to be adapted to broad variety of quantum applications, namely QKD

and atomic ensemble-based quantum memory devices. On the contrary to the development

outlined in Chapter 2, we rely in this chapter on the use of type-0 SPDC in PPLN/W

toward generating photon pairs. This chapter also outlines the engineering of photonic

entanglement from a co-polarized photon pair using an advanced interferometric solution.

As a proof for high-quality entanglement, the outcomes from Bell-CHSH inequality tests

are also presented [Kaiser et al. 2013].

Part III High-rate heralded single photon sources at telecom wavelength

Chapter 6: Prominent strategies for producing single photons.

This chapter highlights various strategies toward producing pure single photon states,

notably the use of single quantum emitters such as quantum dots and nitrogen-vacancy

center in diamond, and in particular the heralding technique benefiting from two simulta-

neously generated photons. This chapter focuses on the latter, i.e. the so-called heralded

single photon sources (HSPS). Then the general method of Hanburry Brown and Twiss

enabling to infer the singleness of the produced single photons, via the second-order

correlation function of light g(2)(0), as well as the notion of coincidence-to-accidental ratio

(CAR), are outlined [Hanbury Brown & Twiss 1956]. We note that both g(2)(0) and

CAR represent the figures-of-merit, gauging the quality of single photon sources. To fin-

ish, this chapter proposes some possible ways of improving the performances of such sources.
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Chapter 7: Spatially multiplexed single photons through hybridization.

This chapter stresses not only the generation of C-band telecom single photons via spatial

multiplexing of several PPLN/Ws, but also on the hybridization aspect combining two

different prominent technologies in the field of integrated optics permitting the devel-

opment of such sources. By taking advantage of both PPLN/W and femtosecond laser

direct-write (FLDW) integrated photonic chips, a compact, spatially multiplexed HSPS

is demonstrated. Interestingly, such hybridization has never been demonstrated before.

Besides the type-0 PPLN/W as the workhorse for generating photon pairs, two integrated

FLDW chips are also discussed in this chapter. Moreover, this chapter also outlines the use

of fast optical switching strategy in order to correctly route the correct heralded photons.

The performance of the source is gauged upon CAR measurements and the corresponding

results are discussed [Meany et al. 2014].

Chapter 8: Ultra-fast heralded single photon source based on telecom technologies.

The quest for high quality HSPS is continued in this chapter. Based on a different

approach compared to that of Chapter 6, we highlight passive temporal multiplexing

of a single SPDC process. By taking advantage a 10 GHz repetion rate telecom laser

and DWDM filters, combined with an ultra-efficient type-0 photon pair generator based

on a PPLN/W, an ultra-fast HSPS emitting single photons in the MHz regime at a

telecom wavelength is demonstrated. Moreover, the single photon character of the source

is inferred by measuring the second-order autocorrelation function g(2)(0) [Ngah et al. 2015].

Part IV Quantum networking based on entanglement swapping

Chapter 9: All-optical synchronization for quantum networking.

This final chapter represents the last major experimental work of this thesis. The aim here

is to demonstrate an all-optical approach towards efficient and accurate synchronization

of remote entangled photon pair sources within quantum relay architecture over long

distances. This chapter highlights the use of ultra-fast picosecond pulsed telecom laser,

operating at 2.5 GHz repetition rate, acting as a master optical clock, enabling to accurately
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synchronize the emission of photon pairs in the telecom C-band of wavelengths at two

remote locations. Within this chapter, a HOM interference experiment is demonstrated so

as to validate our proposed synchronization scheme.





Part I

Fundamental aspects of quantum

communication





Chapter 1

Optical Communication: from the

classical to the quantum world

Contents

1.1 Classical information and communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

1.1.1 The bit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

1.1.2 Optical communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

1.1.3 Classical approaches for secure communication, a very brief description 15

1.2 Quantum communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

1.2.1 The qubit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

1.2.2 Cloning a qubit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

1.2.3 Entanglement in bipartite quantum systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

1.2.4 Photonic qubits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

1.2.5 Secret key establishment, “quantumly” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

1.1 Classical information and communication

In our “modern” society, the way we live is in constant evolution, such that it not only

influences the way we communicate, but also the very way we see the information. Through

massive technological advances, we have seen revolutionary methods in communicating and

processing information. From radio broadcast to the use of fiber optical networks, from

fluctuating analog signals to the digitization, from bulk to pocket-size devices, from old-

school magnetic tapes to high capacity solid-state storage devices, we are indeed living the

marvel of information age.
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1.1.1 The bit

Older communication systems used to rely on analog signals. These analog signals are

transferred from a sender to a receiver through a medium that is known to be the channel

of communication. Depending on the carrier, the channel can be anything ranging from

atmospheric elements such as air and water, to wire-like structures of coaxial cable and

optical fibers. In reality, transmission of information within the communication channel

is unpredictable. Due to channel impurities, the signals can be heavily distorted resulting

in false interpretation of information by the receiver. To battle signal distortions in such

hostile environments, the digitization was introduced. Digitization consists in introducing

a binary representation of analog signals. A unit of digital information can only take a

single binary value, either 0 or 1, and this is what is famously known as bit (binary digit).

For instance, bits of information can be encoded with the reference to low (0) and high (1)

voltage level in telephony electrical circuitry. In optical communication, this is equivalent to

the luminosity level in a light pulse (see Fig.1.1 (a)). Information transferred or processed

in this way is normally immune to the channel impurities.

1.1.2 Optical communication

Since the advent of the single mode optical fibers, related standard telecom components, and

conventional computers, the way we communicate and process information have completely

revolutionized our society. Today, high-speed Internet comes in (almost) every home, and

almost everyone has a personal computer. Communication and data processing fluxes are

considerable, as are data storage capacities. To reach this level of maturity, major techno-

logical advances have emerged in many areas related directly or indirectly to Physics, from

both its fundamental and applied aspects.

On one hand, through the use of semiconductor devices, lasers have been miniaturized

(see Fig.1.1 (b)) and microprocessors have seen their speed constantly augmented. In order

to synchronize information transfer, these lasers, operating initially in the in continuous-

wave regime, are coupled to intensity modulators made of integrated optics (see Fig.1.1

(c)). On the other hand, optical fiber technology (see Fig.1.1 (d)) allowed establishing real

data distribution channels due to low propagation loss experienced by telecom wavelengths.
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(e)

(d)

(f) (g)

Figure 1.1: Conventional devices used in standard optical communication. (a): Represen-
tation of bits in the form of luminosity level contained in optical pulses. (b): An example
of widely used, semiconductor diode laser, emitting light in telecom range of wavelength.
(c): High-speed optical modulator used for information encoding. (d): Conventional low-
loss telecom optical fibers. (e): High-performance and low-loss dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) device. (f): Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). (g): Pocket-size
USB storage device.
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Today these channels are standardized (ITU standard for International Telecommunication

Union) and allow, in the telecom C band (1530-1565 nm), actual wavelength multiplexing

and demultiplexing of the conveyed data. This is referred to as dense wavelength division

multiplexing (DWDM), see Fig.1.1 (e), and there are up to 70 available channels, spanning

each 125 GHz (↔ 1 nm). By combining the capabilities of DWDMs, the possibility to com-

pensate the effects of chromatic dispersion in the fibers, and the advent of optical pulse fiber

amplifiers (called erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA), see Fig.1.1 (f)), information data

fluxes are nowadays considerable. Commonly achieved rates in standard optical communi-

cation links scale up to 40 Gbits/s, and current prototypes already reach the Tbits/s! As

such, Fig.1.2 shows the operating principle of an optical DWDM broadband link. Finally,

it is possible to store all this data in ever-augmented capacity systems, as is the case of

solid-state storage devices and USB sticks (see Fig.1.1 (g)).

optical

multiplexer

laser
diode

modulator

laser
diode

modulator

laser
diode

modulator

...

...

OADM

drop/add

optical
amplifier

optical
amplifier

receiver

receiver

receiver

optical

demultiplexer...
...

Figure 1.2: Schematic showing the principle of broadband DWDM communication link.
A series of high-performance telecom lasers emit each continuous light in their respective
wavelengths λ1 · · · λn. The intensities of these lasers are then modulated via high-speed
modulators. Lights propagate in several different wavelengths are eventually multiplexed
by a DWDM (see Fig.1.1 (d)), and they are recombined in a single mode optical fiber.
About every 500 km, an optical amplifier is positioned in the communication channel so as
to compensate for unwanted losses and chromatic dispersion due to fiber-based distribution.
Interestingly, an optical add/drop module (OADM) can be used to extract or subtract, any
carrier within the multiplexed channel. At the end of the line, a second DWDM is used to
demultiplex the incoming signals and proper redistribution of the carrier to final destination
is carried out.

If there is a take-home message to be remembered, out of the above discussion, we can

for sure say that everything is possible with today’s optical communication, and processing

of classical information. As a matter of fact, we know how to generate information using

semiconductor laser coupled to integrated intensity modulators, distribute it over virtually

unlimited distances via optical amplifiers and pulse amplifiers, store it without loss, with

an efficiency of 100% and over quasi-infinite time, handle and treat it at will. In particular,
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Fig.1.3 provides a map (probably non exhaustive) of all optical undersea cables linking the

five continents on Earth.

Figure 1.3: Fast digital connectivity across five continents via undersea fiber optical net-
works.

We will see all along this manuscript that quantum communication is still far away for the

above mentioned classical network performances. However, the field is advancing rapidly.

The problem we are facing lies in the very way quantum information is coded, namely that

it has to be manipulated coherently in order to protect its quantum essence. This is why

stringent technical problems have to be addressed for future developments of long-distance

and high-speed quantum communication networks. However, quantum information is a

very broad research area, spanning photonics, atomic physics, superconductors, crystals,

etc., and its future probably lies in the marriage of the most advanced technologies out of

both fundamental and applied physics research laboratories.

1.1.3 Classical approaches for secure communication, a very brief de-

scription

Today, digitization is everywhere. For instance, an instant messaging or skype session

between family members in Kuala Lumpur and Nice is done in a fully digital fashion. The

same applies for uploading a document to a cloud server based in San Francisco. So, the only

question left open is whether we are capable to ensure the security of our digital information

at hand.

Among other things, history tells us so much about previous civilizations. As we are
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now today, they were also concerned with the necessity of securing the information and

their ingenious methods dealing with such issue have laid the foundation of the art of

cryptography. In its simplest form, cryptography consists of writing messages, in such a

way that only a few can understand the underlying hidden information. In the ancient

times, the Egyptians already used hieroglyphics as early as 1900 B.C. [Singh 2000]. Once

considered to be bullet-proof, the mystery of ancient hieroglyphics was finally understood

with the discovery of Rosetta Stone in 1799. In ancient Greece, the “scytale cipher” or

“transposition cipher” was used in Sparta around the 5th century B.C. It involves the use of

a leather band spool written with alphabets and a cylinder having flat rectangles. For the

scytale cipher, the hidden message is revealed when the leather band is put in place, over

the cylinder. This is what we identify as the “algorithm”. Meanwhile, the diameter of the

cylinder and the size or period of the flat rectangles represent the “cipher key” that needs to

be secretly shared between two communicating parties. Later, in the 1st century B.C., a sort

of “substitution cipher” was frequently used by Julius Caesar where the nominal alphabet

is replaced by an alphabet located further down the sequence (algorithm). Therefore, the

shifting size (cipher key) needs to be agreed between the sender and the receiver beforehand.

The improvement of such substitution cipher would be the use of random shifting and this

is what has been achieved in the middle ages with the introduction of the cipher of Mary

Queen of Scots and Vigenère ciphers. However, such substitution ciphers can be easily

cracked with the frequency analysis of letters redundancy. This method of analysis was

pioneered in the 9th century by a renowned Arab polymath, Al-Kindi from Iraq. Due to his

contributions, he is highly regarded as the father of cryptanalysis.

The use of algorithm and cipher key still remain as the foundation of modern cryp-

tography. Compared to the ancient times, the applied algorithm becomes more and more

sophisticated. For instance, complex electro-mechanical rotor couplings are used as the

algorithm in the Enigma machine during the World War II. Today, the use of machines in

cryptography has been replaced by computers as we are benefiting from integrated logic

circuits, e.g. microprocessors, for fast digital information processing. Advantageously, any

imaginable superior algorithms can be constructed from just mere lines of programming

codes. Furthermore, the problem of distributing keys which represents the biggest concern

since ancient times has been circumvented by the introduction of public-key cryptosystem.
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Public key encryption: the RSA protocol

Figure 1.4: The schematic showing the principle of RSA protocol.

In public key cryptosystems (see Fig.1.4), two communicating parties each acquire two

keys. One key is private and it is kept locally by one user, say Bob. Contrarily, the second

one is public, and this particular key is made available for the rest of the world to see, say

any potential Alice. In this case, the ciphering of secret messages is done via the use of the

announced public key. Only the owner of such public key can decode the ciphered messages

using his/her own private key. This can be achieved, if and only if, both private and public

keys are somehow mathematically related.

The original idea behind the public-key cryptosystem comes from “Diffie-Hellman-Merkle

key exchange” concept. However, it was a devised version, jointly developed by R. Rivest,

A. Shamir and L. Adleman (RSA) in 1983 which has been extensively used until today. The

basic operation of RSA works as follows (see also Fig.1.4):

1. Initially, Bob chooses randomly two large and and distinct prime integers p and q.

2. Bob then computes p · q = n and n is called the modulus.

3. He then chooses an integer e with the condition that e < n and e is co-prime to

(p− 1)(q − 1).

4. Next, he computes another parameter d for which (d·e−1) is divisible by (p−1)(q−1).
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5. Eventually, n and e are announced by Bob as the public key. He keeps d to himself

and together with n, they act as the private key.

6. Alice or any potential user receive both n and e. She then uses them to encrypt

the message m. A ciphered message c is derived from c = me mod n. The ciphered

message c is then sent to Bob.

7. Bob finally decrypts the ciphered message c by performing cd mod n = m.

Obviously, an eavesdropper Eve can intercept n and can try to factorize the modulus n

in order to find p and q which leads to d. However, such an operation is extremely hard

to compute, it requires heavy resources and is time consuming. For instance, consider two

prime numbers a = 31 and b = 51. While calculating a × b = x = 1829 is relatively easy,

deriving a and b from x = 1829 is not something that we can do on-the-fly as it requires

special algorithm. This is what considered to be the mathematical trap-door problem. Even

though interesting, such type of security has never been proven. Today, it is still considered

secure due to the lack of better factorization algorithm on top of slow performing computers.

For what it’s worth, the RSA cryptosystem is still widely used, for instance, by financial

institutions and all over the Internet.

Private key encryption: the OTP protocol

When asked if there exists a conventional cryptography that is mathematically proven to

be absolutely secure, it would be the Vernam’s one-time pad (OTP) encryption protocol.

OTP is proven to be uncrackable. It is immune even against cryptanalysis. In order to

really understand the OTP protocol, we consider the following scenario between Alice and

Bob:

1. Initially, Alice and Bob share a private random key k ∈ {0, 1}n, where n is the key

size. In OTP implementation, the key needs to be of the same size as the intended

message.

2. A message m ∈ {0, 1}n is prepared by Alice. Next, she performs the modulo-2 addi-

tion (XOR operation) between k and m, resulting in a completely random encrypted

message e → m⊕ k = e.
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3. Alice sends e to Bob.

4. Upon receiving e, Bob performs the same XOR operation between k and e, resulting

in c⊕ k = m.

The strength of this encryption method lies in the fact that the generated encrypted

message is built up from a completely random sequence of bits k, showing hence zero

redundancy nor correlation. However, the key itself needs to be generated in a completely

random manner and can only be used once per message, hence the name “one-time pad”. Yet

secure, OTP is still considered inefficient. Similar to older cryptosystems, the big problem

in clouding OTP implementation is that the key needs to be secretly shared by Alice and

Bob. Furthermore, true randomness needs to be available at the key creation process for

which such element is something that our macroscopic world will never provide.

It is the aim of this chapter to show that quantum physics can actually provide viable

solutions to the problems discussed above. It is all summed up in the development of

quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols. As a whole, QKD itself cannot be regarded as

a complete cryptosystem, but it will act as the perfect complementary tool for the OTP

technique and QKD can somehow be seen as “secret key provider” tool. Starting from the

next section, we will explore, briefly, the world of quantum information, starting from the

explanation of the qubit, which is the smallest unit of quantum information.

1.2 Quantum communication

Analogously to classical information, a smallest unit for quantum information can also be

defined. Likewise, this quantum unit can also take either the value 0 and 1. However, in

the quantum world, the information can be treated differently, in a way that it will open

the door into new possibilities and paradigms. So, what is all the fuss about?

1.2.1 The qubit

The counterpart of the bit is the qubit (quantum bit). In general, we define a qubit as a

two-level quantum system. Such system exists in its own restricted, 2-dimensional complex

vector space, i.e. Hilbert space. Here, a quantum state simply points to a position in that
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space for which the position can be further expressed in term of the basis vectors. This can

be represented on the Bloch-Poincaré sphere of Fig.1.5. Using the so-called Dirac notation,

we can introduce the natural computation basis for a qubit which is B : {|0� , |1�}, where |0�
and |1� represent a pair of linearly independent vectors in a 2-dimensional Hilbert space.

What makes a qubit so special? Well, instead of being either only 0 or 1 like for classical

bits, a qubit can exist in a state such as

|ψ� = α |0�+ β |1� . (1.1)

The state |ψ� represents the general form of a qubit. As can be seen in Eq.(1.1), quantum

theory defines a qubit as a coherent superposition of sates (in this case, these two states are

labeled |0� and |1�). Already, this makes a qubit itself more general compared to a classical

bit. Here, α and β are complex numbers. As in common practice, |ψ� = α |0� + β |1� can

also be rewritten as

|ψ� =




α

β



 , (1.2)

where

|0� =




1

0



 , |1� =




0

1



 . (1.3)

Looking at such property of qubit |ψ�, one can ask a very important question: how

do we interpret the value of a qubit? Although it may seem paltry to some, for us to

know what state the qubit |ψ� actually is in, a projective measurement has to be applied.

Here, we stress that a quantum system can simultaneously be in different states before

measurement. Having said that, the outcome of such measurement is actually simpler than

one can imagine. In the simplest form, a measurement of the general state |ψ� = α |0�+β |1�
in the standard computational basis B : {0, 1} yields, randomly, either |0� or |1� which can

be associated with classical bits of 0 and 1, respectively. This is because the probabilities of

detection are given by the square modulus of the superposition coefficients α and β. In other

words, |α|2 defines the probability of collapsing |ψ� in 0 and |β|2 defines the probability of

collapsing |ψ� in 1. Therefore, in the quantum world, the following normalization condition
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should be satisfied,

|α|2 + |β|2 = 1. (1.4)

Ergo, the qubit state |ψ� can be represented by the following form

|ψ� = cosθ |0�+ eiϕsinθ |1� , (1.5)

where θ ∈
�
0 : π

2

�
and ϕ ∈ [0 : 2π]. So, it is possible to define a qubit state from those two

parameters θ and ϕ, thus allowing such state to point at the surface of the Bloch-Poincaré

sphere (see Fig.1.5). On the sphere, |0� represents the north pole while |0� depicts the south

pole. Meanwhile, the other two complementary bases
�

1√
2
(|0�+ |1�) , 1√

2
(|0� − |1�)

�

and
�

1√
2
(|0�+ i |1�) , 1√

2
(|0� − i |1�)

�

, located on the equator, represent the linear combination

of the orthogonal basis {|0� ; |1�}.

Figure 1.5: The Bloch-Poincaré sphere representation for the qubit |ψ� described in Eq.(1.5).
The north and south poles are represented by the state |0� and |1�, respectively. Meanwhile,
the other four poles, located on the equator, depict the linear combination of the orthogonal
basis vectors {|0� ; |1�}.

It is also important to note that a measurement perturbs the initial state of the qubit,

meaning the state after the measurement is associated with the outcome of the measurement.

1.2.1.1 A short note on complementary bases

In a 2-dimensional Hilbert space, any pair of vectors that is linearly independent could form

a basis. With this definition, we already defined the computational basis B : {|0� , |1�}. The
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basis B is said to be orthonormal as the inner products of the vectors �0|0� = �1|1� = 1 and

�0|1� = �1|0� = 0.

Conveniently, other orthonormal bases can also be introduced, for instance B� :
�

|0�+|1�√
2

, |0�−|1�√
2

�

. Now, let us perform a simple calculation involving two different vectors

correspond each to B and B�,

�
�
�
�
�0| |0�+ |1�√

2

�
�
�
�

2

=
1

2
(�0|0�+ �0|1�) = 1

2
. (1.6)

The result obtained in Eq.(1.6) strongly suggests that both bases B and B� are incom-

patible, i.e. they are complementary from the measurement point of view [Bengtsson 2007].

The above calculation can be interpreted as finding 1
2 probability of obtaining the state |0�

when the qubit |0�+|1�√
2

is projected on the basis state |0�. As a side note, the outer product

|0� �0| represents the projection operator on the state |0�.

Alternatively, we explain the concept of complementary bases as follows: we consider

two parties Alice and Bob. In her lab, Alice prepares a large number of qubits, solely in the

basis B : {|0� , |1�}. She then sends all the prepared qubits to Bob. Bob, on the other hand,

is completely clueless about the preparation basis used by Alice. Within his capability,

he has only two choices for the measurement basis. If he decides to measure the qubits

in the B basis, he will then obtain deterministic results with unit probability. Otherwise,

with basis B� :
�

|0�+|1�√
2

, |0�−|1�√
2

�

, his measurements will yield probabilistic outcomes with

the probability of 1
2 .

An example of probabilistic measurement concerning polarized photons is depicted in

Fig.1.6. We will see later in Sec.1.2.5 how the concept of probabilistic measurement plays

a major role in quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols.

1.2.2 Cloning a qubit

It is obvious that due to quantum superposition, a performed measurement will perturb a

quantum system, thus our knowledge on an unknown |ψ� is limited. Could we really use

this kind of incomplete information, for example, to regenerate the unknown state of |ψ�?
In other words, is it possible to perform a perfect cloning of |ψ�?

Imagine a perfect quantum cloning machine depicted in Fig.1.7 for which the working
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For a polarized 

single photon

PBS

Polarizer

a)

b)

SPS

Figure 1.6: (a): An example of two complementary bases for polarized single photons. The
polarization states are defined as H: horizontal, V: vertical, D: diagonal, A: anti-diagonal.
0 and 1 are the associated logic bit values. (b): A single photon produced by a single
photon source (SPS) is prepared in the {H,V } basis with the help of a polarizer. The
photon is then analyzed by employing a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and two single
photon detectors. If the PBS has the same orientation as that of the creation basis, the
outcomes are deterministic. If the PBS is rotated by 45◦, the creation and analysis bases are
complimentary, thus resulting in probabilistic outcomes with 50/50 chances for the single
photon to be either detected by the upper or the lower detector.

principle can be modeled as

|ψ�
����

State to be cloned

⊗ |k�
����

Empty ancilla state

Unitary operation−−−−−−−−−−−→ |ψ1�
����

Input state left untouched

⊗ |ψ2�
����

Cloned state

where |ψ1� = |ψ2� = |ψ�. Here, the ultimate goal is to reproduce the state |ψ� of an unknown

qubit on an empty ancillary qubit |k�. If the perfect cloning operation is successfully

performed, two states |ψ�1 and |ψ�2 will be produced as perfect replica of the input state

|ψ�. In general, an “ideal” QCM should feature three major characteristics:

• Universality: the quantum cloning machine should work identically regardless of the

input state.

• Optimum fidelity: it is the overlap between the output states and the input state,

Fi = �ψ |ψi|ψ�. Ideally, Fi → 1.

• Symmetry: it defines the indistinguishability between the two output states.
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Figure 1.7: Representation of a quantum cloning machine (QCM). The system is fed with
two inputs, e.g. two photonic qubits. Here, we aim to clone the state |ψ� of the gray photon
to an ancillary blank photon which is initially prepared in the state |k�. Once the machine
performs the unitary transformation U , two gray photons in the state |ψ�1 and |ψ�2 are
made available at the output, with |ψ� = |ψ�1 = |ψ�2. It is important to note that the
initial gray photon is not destroyed by the cloning operation.

Suppose that a unitary transformation U (energy conserving and universal) can actually

permit a perfect cloning of an unknown state |ψ� on an empty ancilla state |k�, i.e.,

U(|ψ� |k�) = |ψ� |ψ� . (1.7)

In the quantum world, the state |ψ� can always be associated with a linear combination

of orthogonal basis {|0� ; |1�}, leading to

|ψ� = α |0�+ β |1� . (1.8)

Due to the universality of a perfect QCM, the unitary transformation U should allow

perfect cloning regardless of the input state. Therefore, U should also be effective for cloning

a general qubit state of the form α |0�+ β |1�. Due to the linearity of quantum physics,

U [(α |0�+ β |1�) |k�] = αU(|0� |k�) + βU(|1� |k�)

= α |0� |0�+ β |1� |1� . (1.9)

But this is in full contradiction to the fact that perfect cloning produces two identical

outputs,

U [(α |0�+ β |1�) |k�] = (α |0�+ β |1�)(α |0�+ β |1�)

= α2 |0� |0�+ β2 |1� |1�+ αβ(|0� |1�+ |1� |0�). (1.10)
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The difference in the results of Eq.(1.9) and Eq.(1.10) clearly states that a perfect

cloning of an unknown quantum state |ψ� is not possible. This affair has been long

discussed, and it was Wigner who was probably the first to emphasized the problem of self-

cloning in quantum formalism, and the theory was later completed by Wootters and Zurek

[Wootters & Zurek 1982]. However, the impossibility of cloning an unknown quantum state

never stopped researchers from proposing universal, symmetry quantum cloning machines.

A pertinent and important of such machines has been reported by Bužek and Hillery,

finding the optimum fidelity F of 5
6 � 83%, and has been demonstrated experimentally via

stimulated emission in non-linear crystals [Lamas-Linares et al. 2002] and in optical fiber

amplifier as gain media [Fasel et al. 2002].

At a glance, such restriction imposed by quantum superposition is deemed troublesome,

but the underlying advantage it brings may change the way we communicate.

1.2.3 Entanglement in bipartite quantum systems

A quantum system can also be composed of n-qubit systems, where each qubit can be defined

in the computational basis B = {|0� , |1�}. For instance, a two-qubit system a and b, also

said bipartite system, comprises two 2-dimensional Hilbert spaces, Ha and Hb dHa,b = 2.

Consequently, the Hilbert space, and its dimension, in which the bipartite system is defined

are given by

H = Ha ⊗Hb with dH = dHa × dHb = 4. (1.11)

Therefore, the possible states of a bipartite qubit system in the computational basis

are |0�a |0�b, |0�a |1�b, |1�a |0�b, and |1�a |1�b. Here, the coherent superposition of states

governed by quantum physics is always applicable, thus a general bipartite system |ψ�ab
can be written as

|ψ�ab = αab |0�a |0�b + βab |0�a |1�b + γab |1�a |0�b + ρab |1�a |1�b , (1.12)

with the normalization condition

|αab|
2 + |βab|

2 + |γab|
2 + |ρab|

2 = 1. (1.13)
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In some cases, depending on the given superposition coefficients, the state |ψ�ab can

further be separated into two sub-states |ψ�a ⊗ |ψ�b, which represents two independent

quantum subsystems. Such a situation can be obtained, for instance, with αab = βab =

γab = ρab =
1
2 ,

|ψ�ab =
1

2
(|0�a |0�b + |0�a |1�b + |1�a |0�b + |1�a |1�b)

=
1

2
(|0�a + |1�a)(|0�b + |1�b) =

1√
2
(|0�a + |1�a)

1√
2
(|0�b + |1�b)

= |ψ�a ⊗ |ψ�b . (1.14)

In this case, |ψ�a ⊗ |ψ�b represents a product state, for which any measurement on

quantum subsystem a will not affect quantum subsystem b, and conversely.

However, there are also cases where the separation of a quantum system into two sub-

systems is not possible, |ψ�ab �= |ψ�a ⊗ |ψ�b. Here, the whole state |ψ� is “perfectly” defined

but the individuals are not, i.e. a and b cannot belong to a single quantum system. We

consider the following inseparable quantum state of the form

|ψ�ab =
1√
2
(|0�a |0�b + |1�a |1�b). (1.15)

|ψ�ab is called to be an entangled state. Any measurement on the quantum subsystem a

randomly reveals either |0� or |1�, but at the same time, it imposes the state that belongs to

the quantum subsystem b. In general, this inseparability is a specific property of a composed

quantum system that can be formed from one, two or more subsystems, and this is what is

known as quantum entanglement.

In a bipartite system, there are four particularly famous inseparable states,







|Ψ+�ab = 1√
2
(|0�a |1�b + |1�a |0�b),

|Ψ−�ab = 1√
2
(|0�a |1�b − |1�a |0�b),

|Φ+�ab = 1√
2
(|0�a |0�b + |1�a |1�b),

|Φ−�ab = 1√
2
(|0�a |0�b − |1�a |1�b).

(1.16)

where all the states are considered maximally entangled due to equally-weighted normal-

ization. These four states are called the Bell states.
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1.2.3.1 A case to ponder

EPPS

PBSPBS

Alice Bob

Figure 1.8: Alice and Bob share a quantum resource which is an entangled photon pair
source (EPPS). The EPPS emits photon pairs in the entangled state |Φ+�ab = 1√

2
(|0�a |0�b+

|1�a |1�b). Photons from the same pair will travel in opposite directions, one goes to Alice
and the other one goes to Bob. Equipped with polarization measurement basis consists of
a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and two detectors, both parties will record which detector
fires upon the arrival of each photons.

We consider a situation where an entangled photon pair source (EPPS) emits photon

pairs in the maximally entangled state |Φ+�ab = 1√
2
(|H�a |H�b + |V �a |V �b) (see Fig.1.8).

Here, photons from the same pair are separated and travel in different directions, one goes

to Alice and the other one goes to Bob. Upon receiving their respective photon, Alice and

Bob both perform a measurement in {|H� , |V �} basis. Let us suppose that Alice knows

beforehand that the source is indeed an entanglement source and the second photon b

will end up at a trusted party Bob. Once Alice measures her qubit to be |H�, she will

know for sure that Bob’s qubit will also collapse onto |H�, even before Bob performs his

measurement. The measurement outcomes are noted and Alice will eventually compare her

results to that of Bob. Quantum physics predicts that there will be strong correlations

between both measurement outcomes and this is exactly what Alice observes. The only

thing that the quantum physics cannot predict is the state of Alice’s (or Bob’) photon

before the measurement.

A second set of measurements is conducted, but this time the source is replaced by

another source S†. The very same procedures will be conducted, but with the following

conditions:

• Rather than entangled states, the source S† produces a mere mixture of states made

of |Φ��ab = |0�a |0�b and |Φ���ab = |1�a |1�b, with P|Φ��ab = P|Φ���ab =
1
2 .
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• The source S† is kept secret to Alice.

Surprisingly, the new outcomes still show strong correlations as before. Therefore, Alice

might think that the source S† is indeed an entanglement source. Is she really capable of

differentiating between the two type of sources? With current procedures, she can never tell.

The truth is, the perfect correlation observed with the source S† producing a mixture of

states is only due deterministic outcomes as the analysis basis is the same as the preparation

basis (see also Fig.1.6). So in this case, the simple trick for them would be to perform

their measurements in the complementary basis and they will no longer observe the perfect

correlation. In other words, with the EPPS, they will observe strong (quantum) correlation,

while with S†, no correlation persist in the complementary basis. The correlation induced

by entanglement is indeed invariant by rotation of the analyzers. This property is the key

to actually verify and quantify quantum entanglement, and more importantly, it provides

the answers to what is known today as the EPR paradox.

1.2.3.2 The EPR paradox

The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox originally discussed in 1935 basically repre-

sented the most important challenge from Albert Einstein to the quantum community [Ein-

stein et al. 1935]. The fact that quantum theory works really well was of no discussion

to Einstein. All he ever wanted is the truth. For him, nothing could guarantee the truth

even if a theory works for centuries (remember Newton’s gravitation theory and special

relativity discovery?). The very nature of quantum theory itself proved to be troublesome

for Einstein. Worst, he just simply could not accept the idea of not having pre-determined

momentum and position values for entangled quantum particles which is the essence behind

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Even so, he never claimed that the quantum theory

championed by Niels Bohr was wrong, but rather incomplete. Basically, through this chal-

lenge, he tried to explain the quantum physics by introducing local hidden variable theory

(LHVT).

For now, we will continue on the previous experiment (see Fig.1.8). It represents an

ideal scenario for discussing the EPR paradox as it provides the most crucial ingredient

which is entanglement. We know that if Alice measures her photon, she will gain the
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information on Bob’s state without he even needs to measure his photon. Specifically,

if Alice’s measurement reveals |H�, so will Bob. This is what is predicted by quantum

mechanics. As for Einstein, he predicted the same outcome. So where is the paradox?

EPR paradox, in layman’s terms: Alice and Bob both share a pair of entangled

photons whose quantum state reads |Φ+�ab = 1√
2
(|H�a |H�b+|V �a |V �b). Say Alice measures

her photon in the {|H� , |V �} basis. If Alice’s measurement reveals |H�, she can deduce

the outcome of Bob’s measurement to be |H�, provided Bob uses compatible basis. To her

surprise, Bob decides to go with the complementary basis {|D� , |A�} instead. Let us assume

Bob finds |D� as the outcome. At the same time, he knows that from Alice’s measurement,

should he used the same basis as Alice, i.e. {|H� , |V �}, he would got |H� instead. Therefore,

Bob now has information on outcomes from two complementary bases. However, according

to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, this is just plain wrong. But how these two photons

know what is going on on the other side of the experiment? Generally, people come up with

two explanations, either these two photons possibly “talk” to each other in superluminal

fashion, or, there is pre-existing information embedded on these two photons when they were

first simultaneously generated at the source. Due to special relativity, Einstein champions

the latter hence the introduction of the local hidden variable models. Nonetheless, it seems

that people forget that those two photons were actually entangled to begin with. When

Alice performed her measurement, the entangled state had already collapsed. Surely after

that, Bob can measure his respective photon in complementary basis, but what he will ever

get is a meaningless, truly randomized outcome.

Since its appearance, the EPR paradox had been under serious debates between sci-

entists for about 30 years. As for Niels Bohr, he stood firm with his opinion that the

measurement outcomes are not pre-determined as well as the single qubit states are com-

posing an entangled pair of qubits. For Bohr’s and his supporters, an entangled state, as a

whole, is “perfectly” defined but the individuals are not. As in 1964, there came Bell that

took Einstein’s arguments very seriously and proposed a way to verify the existence, or not,

of these so-called local hidden variables.
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Figure 1.9: The experimental setup for the violation of Bell-CHSH inequality. It is more or
less the same with the experiment discussed in Sec.1.2.3.1. The only noticeable difference is
the introduction of rotating polarizing beam splitters (PBS) as polarization-state analyzers.

1.2.3.3 The Bell-CHSH inequality

Originally, Bell simply suggested to define a specific boundary on the statistical results of

space-separated measurements which can be used to differentiate between the quantum and

the classical worlds. Considering Bohr’s opinion that the measurement outcomes cannot not

be pre-determined, random measurement settings are applied. Thus, different measurement

outcomes are expected. The outcomes for repeated measurements are recorded and the

corresponding statistics is computed. If the statistics violates the Bell’s inequality, local

hidden variable (LHV) theories are then simply out of the picture.

To further describe the idea of Bell, again, we can always resort to the previous exper-

iment discussed in section 1.2.3.1. An updated version of such experiment is depicted in

Fig.1.9 where the use of entangled photon pair source producing the maximally entangled

state

|Φ+�ab =
1√
2
(|H�a |H�b + |V �a |V �b) (1.17)

is maintained.

First, let us consider Einstein’s arguments of the LHV theory. For this, we define λ as

the set of local hidden variables manifested in each jth generated photon pairs. Photons

from the same pair then travel in opposite direction toward two different measurement

apparatuses belonging to Alice and Bob, respectively. Alice and Bob are space-separated

so as to comply with special relativity. This way, any outcome on Alice’s measurements is
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independent on Bob’s, and conversely, which ensures the condition of locality.

Alice and Bob both employ an analyzer followed by two detectors so as to perform

a linear polarization measurement on each incoming photons with a dichotomous outcome

spectrum of ±1. As the quantum system is supposedly governed by the LHV model, detector

in which the photon ends up not only depends on the adjustable analyzer parameters −→a
and −→a � at Alice’s,

−→
b and

−→
b � at Bob’s, but also on the the local hidden variable λ. As a

matter of fact, −→a , −→a � and
−→
b ,

−→
b � are two possible orientations of the analyzers at Alice’s

and Bob’s locations, respectively. Consequently, the possible outcomes for each detected

photon by both parties can be represented by the following deterministic functions

A(−→a ,λ) = A, (1.18)

A(−→a �,λ) = A�, (1.19)

B(
−→
b ,λ) = B, (1.20)

B(
−→
b �,λ) = B�. (1.21)

As per Bell’s theorem, we then consider then the following quantity S,

S = AB +AB� −A�B +A�B� = (A−A�)B + (A+A�)B�. (1.22)

By taking into account Einstein’s LHV theory, we can straightforwardly deduce the

limits of the quantity S for A,A�, B,B� = ±1,

− 2 ≤ S ≤ +2 (1.23)

which can be further expressed as

− 2 ≤ E(−→a ,
−→
b ) + E(−→a �,

−→
b ) + E(−→a �,

−→
b �)− E(−→a ,

−→
b �) ≤ +2, (1.24)

where E is the expectation values for each combination of orientations.

Eq.(1.24) simply refers to a derived version of Bell’s inequality proposed by Clauser,

Horne, Shimony and Holt, i.e. Bell-CHSH inequality [Clauser et al. 1969] which is better

adapted to real experiments. Here, the quantity S is famously known as the Bell parameter
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which can be used to quantify the level of entanglement contained in a particular entangled

state.

From now on, we are going to investigate whether or not quantum physics is in agreement

with Einstein’s LHV model. As per Bell’s theorem requirement, two measurement settings

for each adjustable analyzer parameters −→a and
−→
b are fixed. The new corresponding bases

for −→a and
−→
b will be

�
|ϕ�a , |ϕ�

�
a

�
and

�
|ϕ�b , |ϕ�

�
b

�
, respectively, where the states |ϕ� and

|ϕ�� point at relative angles ϕ and ϕ� to the horizontal axis, respectively.

We actually can rewrite the individual state of a photon with unknown polarization in

the new defined bases of
�
|ϕ�a , |ϕ�

�
a

�
and

�
|ϕ�b , |ϕ�

�
b

�
. This leads to

|H�a = cosϕa |ϕ�a − sinϕa |ϕ��a , (1.25)

|V �a = sinϕa |ϕ�a + cosϕa |ϕ��a , (1.26)

|H�b = cosϕb |ϕ�b − sinϕb |ϕ��b , (1.27)

|V �b = sinϕb |ϕ�b + cosϕb |ϕ��b . (1.28)

Straightforwardly, the maximally entangled state of Eq.(1.17) can be rewritten as

|Φ+�ab =
1√
2

�

cos(ϕa − ϕb) |ϕa� |ϕb�+ sin(ϕa − ϕb) |ϕa� |ϕb��

−sin(ϕa − ϕb) |ϕa�� |ϕb� cos(ϕa − ϕb) |ϕa�� |ϕb��
�

. (1.29)

To actually compute the corresponding S parameter, we need first to define the proba-

bilities for the different possible measurement outcomes,

P++
ab =

�
�
�
ϕaϕb|Φ

+
ab

��
�2 =

1

2
cos2(ϕa − ϕb), (1.30)

P+−
ab =

�
�
�
ϕaϕb� |Φ

+
ab

��
�2 =

1

2
sin2(ϕa − ϕb), (1.31)

P−+
ab =

�
�
�
ϕa�ϕb|Φ

+
ab

��
�2 =

1

2
sin2(ϕa − ϕb), (1.32)

P−−
ab =

�
�
�
ϕa�ϕb� |Φ

+
ab

��
�2 =

1

2
cos2(ϕa − ϕb). (1.33)

Here, P++
ab and P−−

ab are the probabilities of having both photons exit through the same

output on both sides of the experiment. Meanwhile, the probabilities for both photons to
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exit through different outputs are represented by P+−
ab and P−+

ab . With these probabili-

ties, we can calculate the expectation values Eab (
�

correlations−
�

anticorrelations) that

compose the Bell parameter S (see Eq.(1.23)) by taking into account all the measurement

probabilities. For example, we have

Eab = P++
ab + P−−

ab − P+−
ab − P−+

ab

= cos2(ϕa − ϕb)− sin2(ϕa − ϕb)

= cos(2(ϕa − ϕb)). (1.34)

Eventually, the S parameter can be computed by summing up four expectation values

where each corresponds to four different analyzer settings, as required for the violation of

Bell’s inequality,

SQM = E(−→a ,
−→
b ) + E(−→a �,

−→
b ) + E(−→a �,

−→
b �)− E(−→a ,

−→
b �)

= cos(2(ϕa − ϕb
� �� �

Θ

)) + cos(2(ϕa − ϕ�
b

� �� �

Θ

)) + cos(2(ϕ�
a − ϕb
� �� �

Θ

))− cos(2(ϕ�
a − ϕ�

b
� �� �

3Θ

))

= cos(2Θ)− cos(6Θ), (1.35)

where Θ is the angel difference between analyzer settings. In Fig.1.10, we can see that

the maximum violation of Bell’s inequality is found at Θ = π
8 . This leads to

SQM = 3cos(
2π

8
)− cos(

6π

8
) =

3√
2
+

1√
2
= 2

√
2, (1.36)

and obviously, SQM = 2
√
2 > 2. As a consequence, quantum physics predictions clearly

violate the Bell’s inequality. In other words, this means that the concept of local hidden

variables, i.e., pre-existing information, simply does not exist in the quantum world. Beyond

that, later in Chapters 4 and 5, the same condition of SQM = 2
√
2 > 2 will be demonstrated

with our own polarization entangled photon pair sources.

Since Bell’s theorem was introduced in 1964, the quest for experimental violations of

his inequality has been long and hard. It actually started in 1972 when Freedman and

Clauser tried for the first time to violate the Bell’s inequality using polarization entangled

photons emitted in an atomic cascade of calcium [Freedman & Clauser 1972]. With their
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Figure 1.10: Evolution of the S parameter as a function of Θ where the the boundaries
between the classical and the quantum domains are clearly visible. The maximum violation
of Bell’s inequality is observed for Θ = π

8 , leading to SQMmax
= 2

√
2.

experiment, they could see a violation of the Bell’s inequality. This first trial has been

followed by several other attempts, violating or not, quantum theory. The uncertainty on

the results was highly affected by these experimental constraints and difficulties. Then

came in 1982 the “Orsay experiments” carried out by Aspect and his collaborators which

were deemed to be the most successful attempt in violating Bell’s inequality during that

era [Aspect et al. 1981,Aspect et al. 1982a]. However, the quest was not over since loopholes,

introduced by quantum physics non-believers, entered the game. In short, the two most well-

known loopholes are the locality [Bell 1964] and the detection [Pearle 1970] loopholes. Since

then, we needed to wait thirty more years until a loophole-free Bell test was experimentally

demonstrated by a group of researchers at Technical University of Delft [Hensen et al. 2015].

Alternatively, entanglement has become a key resource for quantum communication and

processing, notably within the perspective of building device independent quantum systems.

As a side note, information contained in [Aktas et al. 2015] might be of interest to some

readers.

We will see in the next chapters of this manuscript how to exploit photonic entanglement

for implementing long distance quantum networks operating at telecom wavelengths.
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1.2.4 Photonic qubits

Quantum superposition and entanglement are indeed mind boggling, so weird that nothing

in our macroscopic world can imitate such behaviors. It is only when we zoom deeper to the

extent of manipulating quantum systems that we can observe such intriguing phenomena.

Over the past few decades, we have seen tremendous progresses in the domain of pho-

tonics. From the first demonstration of Colladon’s water jet to the actual use of guided

waves in optical fibers for ultra-fast long distance networking, photonics is, together with

electronics, somewhat we are best at. We are advancing to the extent where the generation,

manipulation and detection of light all the way down to the single photon level are accessi-

ble. Together with enabling photonic technologies, photons are without doubt representing

the quanta that we are most comfortable with.

In quantum communication, we are dealing with transferring qubits from one location

to another over long distances. For this, nothing is better than the use of photons as infor-

mation carrier. They are fast and can be emitted at wavelengths compatible with current

deployed telecom infrastructures. Furthermore, they feature many observables that are

suitable for quantum information encoding, being more or less robust against decoherence

effects in optical fiber links. In the next section, we are going to explore the three most

employed qubit encoding strategies in quantum communication.

1.2.4.1 Qubit encoding strategies for quantum communication

Polarization encoding

HWP

SPS

QWP

Figure 1.11: Using only common linear optical components found in most photonic labo-
ratories, for instance, a set of of a half-wave (HWP) and a quarter-wave (QWP) plates to
transform the polarization state of the emitted single photons. With these apparatuses,
any polarization state in the 2-dimensional Hilbert space, represented by a Bloch-Poincaré
sphere.
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Feasible manipulation of photonic polarization using elementary linear optical com-

ponents [bin Abdul Khir 2012] has made it the most popular choice in photonic qubit

encoding. By employing, for instance, a combination of a half-wave and a quarter-wave

plates, one can engineer any state of polarization in the 2-dimensional Hilbert space (see

Fig.1.5). Both qubit states |0� and |1� are represented by the orthogonal polarization of

horizontal and vertical, respectively, i.e. |0� ≡ |H� and |1� ≡ |V �. Meanwhile, by simply ro-

tating the half-wave plate, we can define the diagonal and anti-diagonal polarization states

|D� ≡ 1√
2
(|0�+ |1�) and |A� ≡ 1√

2
(|0� − |1�), respectively. Eventually, thanks to the ro-

tating quarter-wave plate we can have access to circular-left and circular-right polarization

states, |L� ≡ 1√
2
(|0�+ i |1�) and |R� ≡ 1√

2
(|0� − i |1�), respectively. Polarization-encoded

photonic qubits can be conveniently analyzed using a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and

wave-plate followed by single photon counting devices. However, when the aim is to demon-

strate quantum communication over long distances, the use of optical fibers as the channel

medium is undeniable. Unfortunately, in optical fibers, photons suffer from polarization

drifts and dispersion due to fiber birefringence itself and birefringence fluctuation induced by

the enviromental changes. However, active compensation of fiber birefringence fluctuations

can be now be adopted to ensure the overall polarization stability in optical fibers [Xavier

et al. 2009], [Chen et al. 2007], [Chen et al. 2009].

Phase encoding

In the early days of quantum communication, researchers introduced phase-encoded pho-

tonic qubits. Back then, phase-shift keying was already a conventional method of digital

modulation used in standard telecommunication, not to mention the readily available, high-

performance, electrically-controlled phase modulators. Furthermore, the phase of a single

photon is much more stable in optical fibers compared to polarization. These are the reasons

why phase encoding is preferred for long distance quantum communication. The most ba-

sic implementation of phase coding can be done using a deployed balanced Mach-Zehnder

interferometer configuration where single-photon interference effect can be observed (see

Fig.1.12). In this case, the qubit states can be associated with the phase difference between

the two arms of the interferometer. For example, the state |0� represents the case where

no phase difference is observed while the state |1� denotes a phase difference of π. In the
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Alice

SPSSPS

Bob

BS

BS

Figure 1.12: The most simplistic model of phase encoding technique used in quantum
communication. Photons produced by a single photon source (SPS) are injected one by
one into a balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The encoding and decoding of quantum
information are performed with the help of two phase modulators, φA and φB. In the case
of compatible bases, φA − φB gives π or zero. For the complementary bases, φA − φB gives
π
2 or 3π

2 .

principle of quantum communication, the control of the phase encoding-decoding by two

communicating parties is performed with the help of two phase modulators, located in each

arm of the interferometer and at each user’s location. With this technique, there are two

major conditions that need to be fulfilled:

• The coherence length of the single photons Lphoton
coh should be longer than the path

length difference between the two arms (∆L) so as to ensure single-photon interfer-

encecan occur. This condition reads Lphoton
coh � ∆L.

• ∆L of the interferometer needs to be kept stable during the measurement for avoiding

interference pattern fluctuations.

Time-bin encoding

However, researchers were much more concerned with the latter (phase drift problem).

The resolution to this problem is actually to reduce the individual phase shift experienced

by each arm to the minimum [Townsend et al. 1993]. This can be done by simply joining

together, for the most part, the two arms in the same spatial mode. For this, two additional
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beam splitters can be used and eventually we end up in a dual-interferometer configuration

as depicted in Fig.1.13. In this case, one interferometer is used for encoding and the other

one for decoding the quantum information.

Interestingly, the use of dual-interferometer configuration has led to the demonstration

of another type of photonic qubits. Time-bin qubits were actually first demonstrated in

Geneva [Brendel et al. 1999] and till this very day, such qubits are considered to be the best

candidates for battling the decoherence effects in optical fibers. As the name suggests, the

encoding of information can be performed considering the arrival times of the qubits. For

example, if an optical pulse containing one photon is injected into an unbalanced Mach-

Zehnder interferometer, there will be only two possibilities: either the photon takes the

long arm or the short arm. Consequently, we are dealing with two output states namely

the early and the late time-bins which can further be associated with states |0� and |1�,
respectively. Obviously in this case, single-photon interference needs to be avoided, both

in the preparation and analysis unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometers at Alice’s and

Bob’s locations, respectively (Lphoton
coh � ∆LA,B). A simple measurement of analyzing the

time interval between the trigger signal from optical source and the firing of a single photon

detector can easily reveal which arm the detected photon had taken previously.

For the moment, the qubits are prepared only in {|0� ; |1�} basis. By adding a phase

modulator, we can have access to the phase coding capabilities. Moreover, by replacing

beam splitter in the interferometer by a variable one we can conveniently produce any

pure qubit state within 2-dimensional Hilbert space (see Fig.1.13). To decode such time-

bin information in different basis, the output photon is directed toward a second, equally

similar interferometer. From the very beginning, for the injected photon to arrive at the last

beam splitter, there are four different paths that the photon can propagate through. Within

these possibilities, there are two paths that interfere, thus no which-path information can

be gained. Those paths are lAsB and sAlB, where s and l denote short and long paths of the

interferometer, and A and B stand for Alice and Bob, respectively. Nonetheless, this serves

as another orthogonal measurement basis of
�

1√
2
(|0�+ eiΦ |1�), 1√

2
(|0� − eiΦ |1�)

�

, where Φ

denotes the phase difference between the two interferometers.

Aside from higher resistance to decoherence in optical fibers, we also benefit from the fact

that the time-bin encoding technique is not just limited to qubit [de Riedmatten et al. 2002].
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Figure 1.13: Time-bin qubits can be generated considering the arrival times of the carrier
single photons. In this example, a single photon is sent to an unbalanced Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. At the output of it, the photon will be in the superposition of early and late
states 1√

2
(|early�+eiφ |late�) → 1√

2
(|0�+eiφ |1�). From the previous equation, the phase φ is

defined by the setting of the preparation interferometer, which is the path length difference
between the long and the short arms. The encoding-decoding of quantum information are
performed by the help of variable beam splitters and phase modulators.

As opposed to the polarization observable, it is much easier to create the high-dimensional

time-bins and this can be achieved simply through the use of unbalanced interferometer

configuration. Moreover, time-bin observable has also been used in linear optical quantum

computing applications [Humphreys et al. 2013].

Other qubit encoding strategies

Among various photonics observables, one also can use, for instance, frequency-bin or an-

gular momentum qubits for quantum communication and processing. With frequency-

bin observable, qubit manipulation is done through the implementation of acousto-optical

modulators or combinations of electro-optical modulators with optical filters [Olislager

et al. 2010b,Olislager et al. 2010a,Olislager et al. 2011,Ramelow et al. 2013]. Meanwhile,

angular momentum qubits may not represent a household name, particularly in quantum

communication. However, more and more interests have been given recently toward angu-

lar momentum at single photon level [Mair et al. 2001,Lea 2002,Nagali et al. 2009,Nicolas

et al. 2014].
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1.2.5 Secret key establishment, “quantumly”

So far, we have witnessed the concept of quantum randomness in measurement outcomes

due to quantum superposition which can be further elaborated with the use of comple-

mentary bases. On top of that, we know already that an unknown qubit state cannot be

perfectly cloned. How come researchers invest so much interest in these weird aspects of

quantum mechanics? The answer is simple: beyond the no-go theorems of quantum physics,

physicists discovered a means to exploit them for advanced quantum applications, quantum

key distribution (QKD) being part of these.

Earlier in this chapter, we have discussed the limitations of classical information in terms

of data exchange security. For instance, an ideal implementation of the Vernam’s one-time

pad (OTP) method requires randomness in the key creation and the key itself must be

kept secret only between Alice and Bob. Interestingly, the resolution to these two problems

actually resides in the quantum world. We will shortly introduce the underlying ideas of

QKD. As QKD is ruled by the quantum aspects discussed above, a key can be constructed

with true randomness and simultaneously, it can be distributed secretly between Alice and

Bob with the certainty of detecting any attempt of eavesdropping. With the generated key,

messages can be conveniently encrypted and decrypted using the powerful OTP method.

1.2.5.1 The ideal case of BB84

The BB84 protocol, invented by Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard in 1984 [Bennett &

Brassard 1984] (see Fig.1.14), is the most famous among the various QKD protocols as

it was the first to be discovered and as it permitted to actually launch the field. The

essence behind BB84 is quite easy to understand from what has been presented so far in

this chapter. In this section, the protocol itself will not be discussed thoroughly, but the

important mechanism allowing absolutely secure key sharing between Alice and Bob will

be highlighted.

The most difficult part of the protocol involves the transmission of a set of truly ran-

dom qubits from one party to the other. To encode the information, for instance, on the

polarization state of a single photon, two complementary bases in the same 2-dimensional

Hilbert space are used, such as:
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• Rectilinear basis of {H,V }.

• Diagonal basis of {D,A}.

To begin with, Alice randomly chooses between these two bases. In this fashion, every single

photon that is transmitted by Alice is truly random in polarization. Although difficult, this

can be achieved by using a quantum random number generator (QRNG) to drive the basis

selection.

The randomness in qubit preparation is crucial to ensure the security of the protocol.

Imagine an eavesdropper Eve is secretly listening to the transmission. For her to gain some

information, she is forced to make measurements. However, if the basis selection by Alice is

completely random, this will prevent Eve from knowing which basis she must choose for her

measurements. For the moment, the best she can do to hide her presence is to regenerate

the measured photons and send them back to Bob (commonly known as the intercept-resend

attack). Sure, half of the time, her guesses are spot on. But in the other half of the cases,

she will definitely introduce errors to the system due to wrong basis selections and this is

how her presence can be detected. In the literature, this error rate is defined as quantum

bit error rate (QBER). For a simple intercept-and-resend attack in BB84 implementation

with single photons, QBER is equal to 25%.

On the other hand, every transmitted photon is measured by Bob, also in a randomly

chosen basis such that even himself does not know whether his measurements yield deter-

ministic or probabilistic results (see Sec.1.2.1.1). Once the whole transmission is over, Bob

publicly announces the choice of his bases. Alice will simply reply whether or not he used

the correct basis for each measurements. But, neither Alice nor Bob reveals their mea-

surement results. To this point, they reconstitute a string of bits by discarding the cases

where Bob’s basis is incompatible with that of Alice. Provided there is no interception by

an eavesdropper, Alice and Bob should now share a common, genuinely randomized, sifted

key.

1.2.5.2 BB84 in a noisy channel

Is the obtained sifted key enough to be used for encrypting a secret message with the

OTP protocol? Well, it is not that simple. In reality, the communication channel can
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be considered noisy, where for instance, a transmitted qubit can be flipped with a certain

probability. Obviously, this also can contribute to errors. More importantly, we also need

to take into account the fact that the mighty Eve may have the possibility to replace the

noisy channel with a perfect one such that errors are solely contributed by her action of

eavesdropping. In this case, trying to discriminate natural errors from Eve-induced ones is

just impossible. Due to the latter, not all uncorrelated bits will be discarded during the

key sifting. Still, a smarter way of thinking would be to reconsider all errors are actually

originated from Eve.

In the face of such situation, any possible amount of information that can possibly be

gained by Eve should be reduced to the minimum. This includes further treatment to

the obtained sifted key involving privacy amplification at the price of heavily reduced key

rates. However, before performing privacy amplification, all errors in the sifted key need

to be removed through an error correction procedure. It is not the scope of this thesis

to actually discuss in details the operation associated with error correction procedure and

privacy amplification. For further insight into that matter, we would like to invite reader

to have a look on a review article referenced in [Gisin et al. 2002].

1.2.5.3 Enhancing QKD through Ekert protocol

A QKD system can also be based on the use of photonic entanglement, as was proposed by

Artur Ekert in 1991 [Ekert 1991]. In this case, the photons are no longer prepared by Alice

nor Bob. Instead, both receive each a photon from a common, entangled photon pair source

(EPPS) located in the middle of the communication channel. Considering, for instance, the

polarization observable for a maximally entangled state |Φ+�ab = 1√
2
(|H�a |H�b+|V �a |V �b),

Alice and Bob perform a measurement in one of the two bases (either rectilinear or diagonal

basis) where the basis selection is also made completely random (ideal case). Being really

similar to the procedure of BB84, a sifted key can be constructed from the correlations in the

measurement results featuring only compatible bases. Thanks to the use of entanglement,

the mechanism to detect the presence of Eve is based on testing Bell’s inequality, as discussed

in Sec.1.2.3.3.

Truly, such protocol further benefits highly from entanglement. For instance, one can

elegantly eliminate the need of external QRNGs, notably for driving the random measure-
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ment basis selection. By employing a beam splitter and two polarizing beam splitters at

both sides of the experiment, we can implement the so-called “passive basis selection” [Rar-

ity et al. 1994], allowing the photons themselves to personally choose between the two

complementary measurement bases. Furthermore, even if Eve has a total control over the

communication channel whereby she could alternate between the use of an EPPS and a

source producing a mixture of states (see Sec.1.2.3) such that extra information can be

gained, this can be revealed by verifying, as mentioned above, the so-called S parame-

ter through the Bell’s inequality test (see again Sec.1.2.3.3). In the same regard, other

eavesdropping activities can also be revealed through the same strategy.

1.2.5.4 Recent interests in QKD

Even though the security of QKD is backed up by quantum theory itself, the compelling idea

of unconditional security has somehow been tarnished by the so-called “side-channel ” at-

tacks targeting specific components in a QKD system. Worse, due to such attacks, even the

“supposed-to-be-absolutely-secure” commercialized QKD system has been hacked [Lydersen

et al. 2010a].

To battle all the side-channels, entanglement-based device-independent QKD (DI-QKD)

has been introduced [Acín et al. 2007,Gisin et al. 2010,Pütz et al. 2015,Aktas et al. 2015].

In standard QKD, Alice and Bob somehow should have, if not all, some insights regarding

their devices. For instance, in Ekert protocol, both Alice and Bob needs to assume that

the measurement basis selection is actually reflecting the true intended basis. If their

measurement system are fabricated by a third-party provider, they have no choice other

than to blindly trust the system. This is only one example among various assumptions

that define the level of security concerning any QKD implementations. The aim of DI-

QKD is to bring assumptions like this to the minimum which in return will strengthen

the security. In the meantime, the security of DI-QKD is granted with the violation of

Bell’s inequality. However, the protocol demands an overall detection efficiency nearing

unity (≥ 0.83) so as to close the detection loophole as required by Bell’s theorem [Massar

et al. 2002,Massar 2002]. This remarkably represents the biggest challenge toward efficient

implementation of DI-QKD protocol.

However, it is realized that most of demonstrated side-channel attacks on a QKD system
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are detector-related. These mainly involves the time-shift [Qi et al. 2007,Zhao et al. 2008],

the bright illumination [Makarov 2009,Lydersen et al. 2010a,Lydersen et al. 2010b,Lydersen

et al. 2011, Wiechers et al. 2011], the device calibration [Jain et al. 2011] and the detec-

tor dead-time [Weier et al. 2011] attacks. Based on this fact, researchers have came up

with an alternative solution which is, in a sense, more realistic. The measurement-device-

independent QKD (MDI-QKD) [Lo et al. 2012,Valivarthi et al. 2015] basically involves the

Bell state measurement by an untrusted third-party, thus eliminating all the side-channels

related to the detector, provided the sources are trusted. Apart from that, MDI-QKD has

another underlying advantage. It paves the way toward efficient quantum networking with

untrusted nodes due to the fact that its building blocks are identical to that of quantum

repeaters. Consequently, we are indeed one step closer to the realization of satellite-to-

ground QKD as the untrusted satellite issue can now be resolved with the implementation

of MDI-QKD.

For the moment, both DI-QKD and MDI-QKD represent hot topics in the field of QKD.
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Bob's bases

Bob's results

Sifted key
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Detector
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Figure 1.14: The working principle of BB84 QKD protocol. Alice encodes her qubits ran-
domly using one of the complementary bases, i.e. using rectilinear or diagonal orientations.
On the other hand, Bob measures the incoming qubits also in a random manner. Only
the bits corresponding to compatible bases between Alice and Bob are kept → sifted key.
In this example, the random selection of preparation and measurement bases are driven
by a separate quantum random number generator (QRNG). In the above gray box labeled
QRNG, we find an illustration of random bit generation based on the superposition of two
paths. Once the emitted single photon is incident on a beam splitter (BS), the photon
will be detected in either detector with an equal probability of 1

2 . If we discriminate the
detection events between the upper and lower detectors with a binary representation, a
pure random string of bits can be produced. As a side note, QRNG can also be based on
more efficient methods namely the vacuum noise [Gabriel et al. 2010] and the laser phase
noise [Qi et al. 2010a] [Xu et al. 2012] [Nie et al. 2015].
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BS BS

PBS PBS

PBSPBS

HWP HWP

Figure 1.15: Example of Ekert QKD protocol highlighting “passive basis selection”. An
entangled photon pair source (EPPS) is employed in the middle of the communication
channel. The source emits entangled photons in the state of |Φ+�ab = 1√

2
(|H�a |H�b +

|V �a |V �b). Both Alice and Bob will receive and measure each a photon from the same
pair. In this example, the random selection of measurement bases are performed through
the so-called “passive basis selection”, i.e. the need of external quantum random number
generators is eliminated. In the case of Ekert protocol, the key is constructed from correlated
measurement outcomes between Alice and Bob featuring only compatible bases.
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2.1 Pushing the “quantum” distance

Regarding QKD, the short distance of which a secret key can be established represents its

major limitation. Evidently, dark counts in single photon detectors and losses in optical

fibers contribute much to such constraint. Even though photons at telecom wavelength

face less absorption in conventional optical fibers (typically around 0.2 dB/km at 1550 nm),

establishing a QKD link beyond hundreds of kilometers is simply something that is difficult

to realize. One should also not forget, simply amplifying the light is of no help due to the

no-cloning theorem (see Sec.1.2.2).

However, beyond such losses, there lie other factors at play. The fragile aspect of a QKD

system can also be related to:

• Imperfect single photon sources. One of the possible attack exploiting the imperfec-

tion of a single photon source is the photon number splitting (PNS) attack [Lütken-

haus 2000]. This type of attack could happen if the single photon source emits more
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than just single photon at a given time. This will give Eve the possibility to “steal”

one (or a portion) of the transmitted photons. Consequently, Eve can perform her

measurement on the stolen photon without even affecting the measurement at Bob’s.

Closing the window of such vulnerability would require the use of better single photon

sources. In recognizing how important this is to the advancement of QKD, it is one

of the commitments of this thesis to answer such demand. A state-of-the-art review,

along with not one, but two realizations of high-performance single photon sources

will be demonstrated thoroughly in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.

• Imperfect single photon detectors. This represent another critical point that we should

pay close attention to. Aside of having the reputation of being the “weakest link” in

the security of a QKD system (see Sec.1.2.5.4), most of the single photon detectors,

notably in the telecom range of wavelength, exhibit low quantum detection efficiency

and high dark count rates. For a detector, having the efficiency below unity simply

translates to the extra losses gained by the system which further reduces the maximum

achievable key rates. Meanwhile, the dark counts are classified as the detection events

in the absence of actual photons which can lead to errors in the communication and

limited, or reduced, signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Notably, after a certain propagation

distance, the probability of detecting the photons will plunge below the intrinsic dark

count level of the employed detector, leading to irreversible loss of information.

It is an ugly truth that QKD is too dependent on technology. Slow technological improve-

ment considering huge financial and time constraints has indeed stagnated the advancement

of QKD in term of maximum achievable distances. This is where quantum entanglement

comes in handy. One important point that has been left out from the discussion of the

Ekert protocol (see Sec.1.2.5.3) is the fact that the produced correlated photons by the en-

tangled photon pair source are highly synchronized. This opens the possibility for Alice and

Bob to perform their measurements in terms of coincidences. Here, the advantage would

be the increase in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the decrease of the probability

of registering, simultaneously, a dark count in each associated detectors, such that higher

separation distance between Alice and Bob is attained. This brings us to the introduction

of the quantum relay concept.
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Next, we are going to calculate, for each scenarios, from the one-way implementation of

BB84 protocol down to quantum relay configuration consists of multiple sections, the secret

key rate r as a function of the distance d separating two communicating parties, Alice and

Bob.

SPSSPSa)

EPPSb)

EPPSSPSSPS BSMc)

EPPS BSM EPPSd)

Figure 2.1: Illustrations of different scenarios for quantum communication. (a): The most
simplest form of point-to-point communication involving two communicating parties. Single
photons emitted by the single photon source (SPS) are directly sent to the destination. (b):
Both communicating parties share a quantum resource which is located in the middle of the
communication channel. Here, an entangled photon pair source (EPPS) emits entangled
photons in two different directions toward Alice and Bob. (c) and (d): The cases of quantum
relay. The enabling quantum protocols for (c) and (d) are quantum teleportation and the
entanglement swapping, respectively. In the those graphics, BSM stands for Bell state
measurement, or joint measurement. BSM is capable of projecting two independent single
photons, when sent to a 50/50 beam splitter, onto an entangled state.

2.1.1 The case of one section: one-way BB84

We will first consider, for instance, the implementation of the BB84 QKD protocol dis-

cussed in Sec.1.2.5.1 in this chapter. As has been depicted in Fig.2.1 (a), the one-way

communication involves the unidirectional transmission of Alice’s qubits generated by a

single photon source to Bob. Before proceeding further, it is necessary to highlight some

important remarks:

• We define the transmission of the communication channel as t parameter and t is

actually none other than the probability of successfully transmitting a photon. We
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also define α as the losses in the optical channel for which α=0.2 dB/km (typical

value involving the use of optical fibers at telecom wavelength). In this case, the

transmission t can further be described as t = 10
−α·d
10 where d represents the distance

separating Alice and Bob in km.

• The use of avalanche photo-diodes (APDs) based on indium-gallium-arsenide (In-

GaAs) represents the most common approach toward detecting single photons at tele-

com wavelength (1300-1600 nm). Famous for its poor performances, this kind of APD

is usually limited to a typical value of 20% in term of quantum detection efficiency

(η = 0.2). Such APDs also exhibit a dark count probability PDC of 10−6/ns.

From the discussed parameters, we begin with defining the probability of detecting a

photon at the end of the line which is

Psignal = t · η. (2.1)

Meanwhile, the probability of registering a false detection Pnoise depends on the follow-

ings:

• The transmitted photon is left undetected → t(1− η)PDC .

• No transmission of photon at all → (1− t)PDC .

Therefore, Pnoise reads

Pnoise = t(1− η)PDC + (1− t)PDC = (1− t · η)PDC . (2.2)

Consequently, the probability of having any detection by the APD is given by

Pdet = Psignal + Pnoise. (2.3)

For a secure communication, a certain level of errors in the transmission can be tolerated

depending on the protocol itself. If this level is too high, it may suggest that the errors are

not all natural, but rather, some might be caused by Eve. This threshold can be expressed
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in term of the maximum tolerable quantum bit error rate (QBER)

QBER =
Pnoise

Pdet + Pnoise
. (2.4)

Throughout this section, we will consider a general threshold for QBER of 15% under

individual attacks assumption [Gisin et al. 2002]. Eventually, the QBER leads us to the

calculation of the key rates r,

r = Pdet

�

1− QBER

QBERthres

�

= Pdet −
Pnoise

QBERthres

. (2.5)

In a one-way implementation of BB84 protocol (see Fig.2.2), the key rate at zero distance

implies the loss-less scenario of the transmission channel thus the produced rate depends

heavily on the APD’s efficiency. The key rate then drops linearly as a function of the losses α

until a point where there is a sudden collapse due to signal-to-noise ratio in the transmission

equals or below unity, i.e. the probability to detect a single photon is comparable, or below,

the intrinsic dark count level of the employed APD. Before the collapse, the distance can

go up to 160 km (see Fig.2.2).

2.1.2 The case of two sections: entanglement-enabled Ekert protocol

Here, we consider the Ekert protocol depicted in Sec.1.2.5.3 where a photon pair source is

employed to provide Alice and Bob entangled qubit. In this case, the secret key is con-

structed from the correlations between Alice’s and Bob’s respective measurements. There-

fore, a valid bit can only be obtained through the detection from both detectors (issued

by photons from the same pair). Accordingly, the probability of detecting the transmitted

photons at both extremities P 2sec
signal is given by

P 2sec
signal = t · η2. (2.6)

Meanwhile, by taking into account the following cases:

• One photon is successfully detected by Alice at the same time as the detection of a

dark count in Bob’s detector, or the other way around → 2
√
tη(1−

√
tη)PDC .
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• The coincidence is due only to dark counts in both detectors, for which both

photons might get lost along the communication channel or simply not detected

→ (1−
√
tη)2P 2

DC .

We can define the probability of registering a false coincidence P 2sec
noise, such that

P 2sec
noise = 2

√
tη(1−

√
tη)PDC + (1−

√
tη)2P 2

DC

=
�√

tη + (1−
√
tη)PDC

�2
− tη2. (2.7)

Eventually, by injecting P 2sec
signal and P 2sec

noise into Eq.(2.5), we can see that the maximum

achievable distance for Ekert protocol is considerably increased (up to 320 km) compared

to the one-way implementation of BB84 protocol (see Fig.2.2). However, due to lower

probability of detecting a true coincidence, the key rate is lower than the previous case.

2.1.3 The case of three or more sections: the quantum relay

By shifting toward the use of an EPPS, the number of section through which (entangled)

single photons propagate is increased which leads to overall longer achievable communication

distances. The underlying factor that directly contributes to such advantage is the use of

coincidence type detection, such that the probability of registering, simultaneously, a dark

count in each associated detectors becomes very low. In other words, this strategy provides

an increase of SNR or at similar SNR, hence higher maximum achievable distances. Thus, it

is relatively intuitive to presume that the more sections are involved within a communication

link, i.e. emitting and detecting the n single photons, the farther the separation is between

Alice and Bob.

For a communication link involving n-section, the probability of having a good detection

reads

Pn−sec
signal = t · ηn, (2.8)

while the probability of having a false detection is given by

Pn−sec
noise =

�

t
1
n η + (1− t

1
n η)PDC

�n

− tηn. (2.9)
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To further increase the distance (see Fig.2.2), we can resort, for instance, to the imple-

mentation of quantum relay configuration within the framework of three or more sections.

Therefore, it is imperative to define the enabling quantum protocols making those situations

possible. For that purpose, we will next discuss the quantum teleportation (see Sec.2.1.3.1)

and the teleportation of entanglement (see Sec.2.1.3).
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Figure 2.2: The generated key rates as a function of the separation distance between two
communicating parties for different scenarios. The following parameters are adopted for the
simulation purposes: the losses of optical channel α = 0.20 dB/km, the quantum efficiency
of employed detectors η = 20%, the detectors’ dark count probability PDC = 10−6/ns and
a QBER threshold of 15%.

2.1.3.1 Quantum teleportation

Two best friends at remote locations want to establish a quantum link. For that purpose,

the receiver Bob asks the sender Alice to prepare an unknown qubit in the general state

(pure state) of

|ψ�1 = α |0�1 + β |1�1 , (2.10)

where the normalization of |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 is satisfied. Unfortunately, Alice cannot send

her prepared qubit |ψ�1 directly to Bob because they are not directly connected. However,
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they are somehow joined, indirectly, by an entangled photon pair source (EPPS) located in

the middle such that Alice and Bob share an entangled state that reads

|ψ�23 =
1√
2
(|0�2 |0�3 + |1�2 |1�3). (2.11)

where the subscripts 2 and 3 represent the individual photons. Consequently, both Alice

and Bob are found in a situation as depicted in Fig.2.3.

EPPS

SPSSPS

BS

&

U

1 2 3

Trigger
Alice

Bob

BSM

Synchronization

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram showing the principle of quantum teleportation. Teleporta-
tion involves the use of two quantum resources, a single photon source (SPS) and an entan-
gled photon pair source (EPPS). With the SPS, Alice prepares the photon 1 which carries
an unknown qubit |ψ�1 = α |0�1 + β |1�1. In the meantime, the EPPS emits a photon pair
consists of photons 2 and 3 defined in the entangled state |ψ�23 = 1√

2
(|0�2 |0�3 + |1�2 |1�3).

Together with photon 1 and 2, Alice performs a Bell state measurement (BSM) which al-
lows projecting both photons on one of the four maximally entangled Bell states (|Φ+�12,
|Φ−�12, |Ψ+�12, |Ψ−�12, see Eq.(1.16)). The outcome of such measurement will produce an
electrical signal, i.e. a trigger, alerting Bob on when to open his detector and on the choice
of the unitary transformation U that he has to apply on photon 3. BS: 50/50 beam splitter.

Thanks to the shared quantum resource, Alice can now “transfer” the state of her qubit

to Bob without letting go the originally prepared qubit. This trick is famously known as

the quantum teleportation protocol [Bennett et al. 1993]. In other words, teleportation

involves the transfer, through entanglement, of an independent single qubit onto another

photon initially entangled with a third one.
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As Alice and Bob both deal with three-qubit, i.e. tripartite system, issued by two

independent quantum systems, they can define a product state |ψ�123 that reads

|ψ�123 = |ψ�1 ⊗ |ψ�23
=

1√
2
(α |0�1 |0�2 |0�3 + α |0�1 |1�2 |1�3 + β |1�1 |0�2 |0�3 + β |1�1 |1�2 |1�3).(2.12)

By rewriting the computational basis as:







|0� |0� = 1√
2
(|Φ+�+ |Φ−�),

|0� |1� = 1√
2
(|Ψ+�+ |Ψ−�),

|1� |0� = 1√
2
(|Ψ+� − |Ψ−�),

|1� |1� = 1√
2
(|Φ+� − |Φ−�).

(2.13)

Now, we can conveniently introduce the four Bell states in the tripartite state |ψ�123 such

that

|ψ�123 =
1

2

�
|Φ+�12 (α |0�3 + β |1�3) + |Φ−�12 (α |0�3 − β |1�3)

+ |Ψ+�12 (β |0�3 + α |1�3) + |Ψ−�12 (−β |0�3 + α |1�3)
�
. (2.14)

The principle of quantum teleportation protocol can be understood through the inter-

pretation conveyed by Eq.(2.14). From this equation, it is found already that for each

projected Bell states for photons 1 and 2, the state of photon 3 appears really close to that

initial state of photon 1.

The Bell state measurement (BSM) done by Alice permits projecting, randomly, pho-

tons 1 and 2 onto one of the four maximally entangled Bell states with an equal outcome

probability of 1
4 . As of the moment, if measured, the state of photon 3 will also appear

random to Bob unless this particular photon is acted upon a specific unitary transformation

U . For this reason, Alice must somehow inform her measurement results to Bob through a

classical channel. Based on the information provided by Alice, Bob can conveniently choose

an appropriate unitary transformation (see Tab.2.1) so as to recover, by “teleportation”, the

initial state carried by photon 1.

The quality of teleportation experiments is gauged upon the fidelity which corresponds to
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Table 2.1: The relations between the results obtained through the Bell state measurement
(BSM) of photon 1 and 2, and the choice of suitable U transformation on photon 3. σx,y,z

are the two-qubit Pauli operators.

Projected Bell
states for
photon 1 and 2

Suitable U transformation
Corresponding
operators

|Φ+�12 nothing I
|Φ−�12 changing of the superposition’s sign σz
|Ψ+�12 swapping of the superposition coeff.1 between |0� and |1� σy
|Ψ−�12 both transformations mentioned above σx

the overlap of the teleported state and the initial state to be teleported. For an ideal case, the

protocol should yield a unit fidelity, thus at the same time allows increasing the separation

distance between Alice and Bob (see Fig.2.2). So far, experimental demonstrations of the

quantum teleportation protocol have been reported. Among others, we find in the literature

[Boschi et al. 1998] which dealt with polarization qubit and is recognized to be the very

first implementation of teleportation, other polarization qubit-based demonstrations include

[Bouwmeester et al. 1997,Ma et al. 2012a,Yin et al. 2012,Bussières et al. 2014], and several

time-bin implementations such as [Marcikic et al. 2003, de Riedmatten et al. 2004a, van

Houwelingen et al. 2006,Takesue et al. 2015].

Two final, important remarks:

1. Vis-a-vis quantum teleportation, one might associate the scheme to a quantum cloning

machine as the final state of Bob’s photon after the transformation U corresponds

exactly to the initial state of photon 1. However, such perspective is completely

wrong as the photon 1 is destroyed during the Bell state measurement. Therefore, no

qubit cloning can be achieved this way.

2. The use of the classical communication is compulsory towards communicating the Bell

state measurement results. Without classical communication, the state of photon 3

will be meaningless to Bob. It also ensures the non-violation of the special relativity

since there is no superluminal communication taking place between Alice and Bob.
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2.1.3.2 Entanglement swapping

Fruitful lesson learned from previous section: the quantum teleportation protocol benefits

from the fact that two independent photons 1 and 2 (see Fig.2.3), i.e. sharing no common

“quantum past”, can be made entangled through the Bell state measurement. Genuinely, this

notion can enable, not just the teleportation of the state of individual qubits, but also the

entangled states. The principle of entanglement swapping (see Fig.2.4) is quite similar to the

standard quantum teleportation protocol. Despite those protocols being completely similar,

a thorough discussion involving the mathematical framework and experimental setup on

entanglement swapping in quantum relay configuration will be presented later in Chapter 9

of this manuscript. Experimental realizations of entanglement swapping have been carried

out, among others, using polarization qubits [Pan et al. 1998,Yang et al. 2006,Kaltenbaek

et al. 2009, Jin et al. 2015], as well as time-bin qubits [De Riedmatten et al. 2005,Takesue

& Miquel 2009].

U

Alice

EPPS

BS

&

U

1 3 4

Trigger

Bob

BSM

EPPS

2

Synchronization

Figure 2.4: Entanglement swapping in the quantum relay configuration involves the use of
two entangled photon pair sources (EPPS). The two inner photons, namely photons 2 and 3
are directed toward the Bell state measurement apparatus. Consequently, these two photons
are now projected onto one of the maximally entangled Bell states. Such measurement
will produce a trigger signal which alerts Alice and Bob on when to open their respective
detectors and on the choice of unitary transformation U enabling the reconstruction of the
intended correlation between photons 1 and 4. As we know already, the BSM produces
probabilistic outcomes, making the trigger signal mandatory, granting, by the way, special
relativity. Remarkably, this condition holds true for all quantum protocols involving any
type of teleportation.

As a side note, in any “teleportation” protocol, whether it be the standard teleportation
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or even the entanglement swapping, the synchronization between photon sources (single or

entangled) represents an actual challenge for most experimentalists. This synchronization

issue depends heavily on the working regime of the employed sources such that one can

tackle this issue by operating either in continuous or pulsed regime. Nonetheless, both

solutions have their specific advantages and disadvantages, as addressed in [Aboussouan

et al. 2010]. Yet, one can always define a trade-off between the two. We will also discuss

this profoundly again in Chapter 9.
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It is fair to say that the challenge posed by the EPR trio [Einstein et al. 1935] has

somehow ignited the pursuit of photonic polarization entanglement sources. As a matter

of fact, some of the very first attempts to violate the Bell’s inequality [Bell 1964] involves

the exploitation of polarization entangled photon pairs generated through the implementa-

tion of atomic-cascade decays [Freedman & Clauser 1972,Clauser & Shimony 1978,Aspect

et al. 1981,Aspect et al. 1982a,Aspect et al. 1982b]. With such a strategy, relatively “bulky”

sources are implemented in order to obtain polarization entangled photons emitted by sin-

gle calcium ions via a two-photon cascade process. By “bulky”, we literally mean that such

sources, entirely, can easily dominate the available space offered by a standard lab room.

3.1 Advances in polarization entanglement via SPDC

Eventually, more and more compact entangled photon pair sources were introduced thanks

to the exploitation of spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) in bulk non-linear

crystals. Within the framework of photonic polarization entanglement, pioneering works

were mostly based on the exploitation of the so-called type-II phase matching of SPDC
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process. In 1993, T. E. Kiess and his co-workers demonstrated for the first time the viola-

tion of Bell inequality with 22 standard deviations [Kiess et al. 1993]. In this experiment,

cross-polarized photon pairs at 702.2 nm are generated thanks to the use of a 351.1 nm laser

light pumping a bulk, type-II beta barium borate (BBO) crystal. The entanglement post-

selection is then performed. Vis-a-vis the implementation, it is much easier to realize this

type of source compared to the atomic-cascade decays. More recently, the similar idea of

post-selecting the entangled state from a type-II generated photon pairs has been reported

in [Kuklewicz et al. 2006]. However, a major disadvantage concerning the entanglement

post-selection is the reduction of the achievable experimental rate by 50%. However, it was

in 1995 that P. G. Kwiat and his co-workers first demonstrated a “true” photonic polariza-

tion entanglement source that eliminates the need of any post-selection procedure. In this

work, again, a laser light at 351 nm is incident on a BBO crystal (see Fig.3.1). Consequently,

cross-polarized photon pairs at 702 nm are generated via the type-II SPDC process, but, in

contrast to [Kiess et al. 1993], the pairs are produced in two distinct emission cones. In this

case, the incident angle of the pump light on the BBO crystal has to be properly adjusted

such that the two emission cones can be made overlapped. Horizontally polarized photons

can be found in the extraordinary cone while vertically polarized ones are found in the ordi-

nary cone. By collecting photons only at the intersection points, say a and b (see Fig.3.1),

it is impossible to know the polarization mode associated with a photon that belongs to

that spatial mode. Therefore, the entangled state of |Ψ+�ab = 1√
2
(|H�a |V �b + |V �a |H�b)

is obtained. In the quantum photonics community, this type of polarization entanglement

source is referred as the “Kwiat’s source” or the “cone source”. Since then, countless experi-

ments in various branches of quantum information science have successfully benefited from

such cone source. To name a few, this includes the violation of the Bell inequality [Strekalov

et al. 1996,Weihs et al. 1998], the demonstration of the famous quantum teleportation pro-

tocol [Bouwmeester et al. 1997,Boschi et al. 1998], the implementation of both free-space

and fiber-based quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol [Jennewein et al. 2000, Erven

et al. 2008], the introduction of quantum dense coding for quantum communication [Mattle

et al. 1996], as well as entanglement-based delayed-choice experiment [Kaiser et al. 2012a].

The generation of polarization entanglement is not limited only to type-II SPDC. One

can also implement a suitable experimental arrangement permitting the engineering of po-
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Figure 3.1: Working principle of polarization entangled photon pair sources demonstrated
by P. Kwiat in 1995 [Kwiat et al. 1995].

larization entanglement from the use of either type-0 and type-I bulk crystals. For instance

in [Kim et al. 2000], two type-I bulk BBO crystals are installed on each arm of a bal-

anced Mach-Zehnder interferometer and pumped by the same laser source, resulting in the

generation of |ψ� = 1√
2
(|2H, 0� + |0, 2V �) states. Such states can be obtained through a

proper rotation of one of the employed bulk crystal. By post-selecting the events of interest

upon the action of the second beam splitter of the interferometer, an entangled state of

the form |ψ� = 1√
2
(|H� |H� + |V � |V �) is obtained. However, such Mach-Zehnder interfer-

ometric solution is prone to the environmental fluctuations such that the phase inside the

interferometer may vary. Even though in a free-space interferometric configuration, the

effect of such disturbances is much less severe than in a fiber-based one, the phase still

should be kept stable in order to observe high-quality entanglement. Therefore, the inter-

formeter should be stabilized either passively or actively, which adds to the burden of the

experimentalist. Such stabilization issue can be relaxed, for instance, by implementing a

Sagnac interferometric configuration, as demonstrated by B-S. Shi and A. Tomita in 2004.

In their experiment, generation of polarization entangled photon pairs is achieved through

the use of a type-I bulk BBO crystal positioned in a Sagnac loop [Shi & Tomita 2004].

As a matter of fact, both presented interferometric solutions still rely on entanglement

post-selection procedures. It is interesting to note that several years before, this issue has

again been addressed by Kwiat and his co-workers. In 1999, they demonstrated another

“cone” photonic polarization entanglement source by stacking together two identical type-I

bulk BBO crystals [Kwiat et al. 1999]. In this case, one crystal must be oriented perpen-
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dicularly to the other one in term of optical axis (see Fig.3.2). Then, when a diagonally

polarized pump field is incident on the stacked crystals, an entangled state of the form

|ψ� = 1√
2
(|H� |H�+ |V � |V �) can be obtained automatically. As a side note, there exists a

variety of methods for optimizing this particular type of source, as later proposed by their

group [Rangarajan et al. 2009]. The “stack” solution for polarization entanglement has also

been implemented with bulk type-0 periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP)

crystals [Steinlechner et al. 2012].

H-polarized
from #1

V-polarized
from #2

351 nm

Figure 3.2: Working principle of polarization entangled photon pair sources by stacking to-
gether two identical type-I bulk BBO crystals. one crystal must be oriented perpendicularly
to the other one in term of optical axis.

More recently, following past implementations for energy-time entanglement [Tanzilli

et al. 2001, Sanaka et al. 2001, Tanzilli et al. 2002] (note that all mentioned realizations

have relied on type-0 SPDC co-polarized photon pairs ), we have seen also the exploitation

of waveguide structures embedded in or integrated of the surface of the non-linear crystal

in which optical fields can strongly be confined over longer interaction lengths. This way,

high field intensities are available for any desired non-linear interactions. In order to satisfy

the conditions for the SPDC to take place in such structures, the quasi phase matching

(QPM) is implemented. In this sense, such structures are generally known as periodically

poled waveguide devices. Concerning the generation of the polarization entanglement in

periodically poled waveguide-based devices, several works have been reported on the use of

type-II SPDC [Fujii et al. 2007, Suhara et al. 2007,Martin et al. 2009,Martin et al. 2010,

Zhong et al. 2010]. This also includes the work of this thesis presented in chapter 3 (see

also [Kaiser et al. 2012b]). As has been discussed earlier, with bulk solution, polarization

entanglement can also be engineered from co-polarized photon pairs generated via type-0

and type-I interactions. The same could be achieved with waveguide-based implementation.
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Notably, the same experimental principle found in [Kim et al. 2000] has been implemented

using PPLN/W [Yoshizawa et al. 2003]. Interestingly, the work of Yoshizawa and his co-

workers that was performed in 2003 actually represents the first ever reported polarization

entanglement at the telecom wavelength of 1550 nm. In this particular experiment, two type-

0 PPLN/Ws are positioned each in one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and they are

pumped by the same laser source. Meanwhile in 2005, Takesue and his co-workers have

benefited from an unbalanced Michelson interferometer in order to generate polarization

entanglement from type-0 SPDC in a single PPLN/W [Takesue et al. 2005]. In 2007,

Jiang and Tomita have once again employed a Sagnac loop configuration. Only this time,

PPLN/W is employed in order to generate polarization entangled photon pairs at telecom

wavelength [Jiang & Tomita 2007]. Interesting enough, a combination of Sagnac and Mach-

Zehnder interferometers in a single experimental setup has led to a recent demonstration of

three-photon polarization entanglement [Hamel et al. 2014]. Recently, serious efforts have

also been made on electrically driven, photon pair generation in aluminium gallium arsenide

(AlGaAs) ridge waveguide layered structures toward generating polarization entanglement

[Boitier et al. 2014,Autebert et al. 2015].

As a short note, photon pairs can also be generated in a guided-wave manner via the

four-wave mixing (FWM) found in optical fibers [Fiorentino et al. 2002,Li et al. 2004,Take-

sue & Inoue 2004, Dyer et al. 2009], photonic crystal fibers [Fan et al. 2005, Rarity

et al. 2005,Fulconis et al. 2005] and more particularly in silicon nanophotonic devices [Sharp-

ing et al. 2006,Harada et al. 2008,Clemmen et al. 2009,Xiong et al. 2011]. Concerning po-

larization entanglement, several demonstrations have been reported in the literature. Good

examples can be found in [Li et al. 2005,Takesue et al. 2008,Takesue et al. 2010,Almeida

et al. 2011,Lv et al. 2013,Zhou et al. 2013]. However, the performance of FWM sources are

generally affected by Raman scattering and multi-photon absorption.

3.2 The relevance of polarization entanglement

Indeed, polarization entanglement represents the most natural and accessible entanglement

observables there is. Easy manipulation and analysis of photonic polarization state have

made it the most popular choice toward studying fundamental quantum effects in the early
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days of quantum physics. Sure, various entanglement sources based on other photonic

observables have been demonstrated over time. Particularly, since the introduction QKD

in 1983, we have seen highlights from a series of novel experiments exploiting, for instance,

the “time” correlation in the form of energy-time [Franson 1989,Kwiat et al. 1993,Tanzilli

et al. 2002], as well as time-bin [Tanzilli et al. 2002, Thew et al. 2002, Dynes et al. 2009]

entanglement in order to quantumly communicate over long distances. Facing to such

situation, it is not possible for someone to bring up the following question: is the photonic

polarization entanglement still relevant in this modern day of quantum communication

where long distance quantum link based on optical fibers is considered as the holy grail?

Or, is it only suitable for fundamental studies of the quantum mechanics?

It is an undeniable fact that in optical fibers, photons suffer from the polarization drifts

due to birefringence fluctuations induced by the enviromental changes. However, active

compensation of fiber birefringence fluctuations can be now be adopted to ensure an overall

polarization stability [Chen et al. 2007,Xavier et al. 2009,Chen et al. 2009]. Moreover, the

not so good perspective toward polarization entanglement has now been shifted thanks to a

breakthrough article published in 2001 entitled Long-distance quantum communication with

atomic ensembles and linear optics [Duan et al. 2001]. Through this theoretical proposal,

it is understood that the achievable distance of QKD can be considerably increased as per

following. While creating a single atomic excitation, an atomic ensemble can emit a sin-

gle photon. Similarly, the same behavior can be set-up for a second atomic ensemble. If

these emitted single photons are subjected to a projective measurement, these two distanced

atomic ensembles can be made entangled. In this case, proper entanglement generation is

expected when the photons are projected onto a polarization entangled state. Intuitively,

the same can be observed when considering two separate atomic ensembles share a pair

of polarization entangled photons. Consequently, both ensembles can also be entangled,

i.e. the entanglement is stored in the ensembles. By doing so, these separated ensem-

bles can act as quantum memory devices, aiding the synchronization between separated

polarization entangled photon pair sources for entanglement swapping applications, lead-

ing to more efficient overall network [Chanelière et al. 2005a,Sangouard et al. 2011,Kaiser

et al. 2013]. In order to ensure the correct functionality of this method, the single photon

spectral bandwidth should be adapted to the absorption bandwidth of the implemented
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quantum memories. Interestingly, this becomes one of the headlines to this thesis where a

photonic polarization entanglement source whose the emitted photon spectral bandwidth is

compatible with certain quantum memory devices is demonstrated.

Vis-a-vis the relevance toward demonstrating high-quality photonic entanglement

sources, two of such sources based on both type-II and type-0 SPDC in PPLN/W are

highlighted in this thesis. With the type-II source, we want to show how relatively compact

a polarization entanglement source for quantum communication applications at telecom

wavelength could be [Kaiser et al. 2012b]. Meanwhile, with a type-0 source, we aim to

demonstrate the versatility in term of single photon spectral bandwidth, to be adapted to

broad variety of quantum applications. To kick off, we first briefly describe the photon pair

generation via SPDC [Kaiser et al. 2013].

3.3 A quick recap on generating photon pairs via SPDC in

PPLN/W

Spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) process in nonlinear crystals has a good

reputation of being the most convenient tool for generating photonic entanglement. Being a

three-wave mixing process, SPDC is responsible for giving birth, with a certain probability,

to a a pair of lower energy signal (s) and idler (i) photons when a high energy pump

photon (p) is passing through a birefringent crystal featuring χ(2) non-linearity such as

lithium niobate (LiNbO3) , potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) and beta barium borate

(BBO). For all the three photon fields, conservation of energy and momentum must be

obeyed such that

ωp = ωs + ωi, (3.1)

−→
k p =

−→
k s +

−→
k i, (3.2)

where ω denotes the photon angular frequency. Meanwhile,
−→
k depicts the photon momen-

tum where
−→
k x =

2πnx

λx

−→u with x ∈ {p, s, i} . (3.3)
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Here, n is the non-linear medium refractive index, λ represents the photon vacuum

wavelength and −→u is the normalized vector along the light propagation axis.

In the early days, photon pair generation via SPDC has been demonstrated in many

quantum experiments, particularly, through the use of bulk crystals [Ghosh & Mandel 1987,

Hong et al. 1987,Ou & Mandel 1988,Shih & Alley 1988,Kiess et al. 1993]. In this case, the

condition of the Eq.(3.2), i.e. the phase matching condition is mostly fulfilled via critical

phase matching (CPM), also known as angle phase matching. As being circumstanced

by Eq.(3.3), CPM is achieved by selecting the good emission angle of a pump field at

particular wavelength to the optical axis of the bulk crystal. However, through CPM, it is

really difficult to maintain high field intensities over more than a few mm, thus reducing

the interaction lengths. To circumvent such issue, the employed crystals can be put inside

an optical cavity [Kuklewicz et al. 2006,Neergaard-Nielsen et al. 2007].

Another pertinent method to obtain the required high field intensities in non-linear

crystals is to confine light along a waveguide structure which is buried in or integrated

of the surface of the material itself. By taking advantage of such structures, light can

be strongly confined over much longer lengths, on the order of a few cm. Consequently,

unprecedented SPDC efficiency can be achieved. However, the conservation of momentum

is not naturally satisfied a waveguide structure. It is due to the dispersion of the material

itself that the phase of the interacting fields are potentially mismatched. Consequently,

after a short distance in the crystal, the signal and idler fields interfere destructively. In the

case of bulk crystals, the phase matching is fulfilled by compensating the dispersion through

the exploitation of the crystal natural birefringence [Giordmaine 1962,Maker et al. 1962].

As an alternative, the so-called quasi phase matching (QPM) can be implemented in or-

der to prevent the phase shift between the interacting fields, thus satisfies the conditions for

SPDC to take place in a waveguide structure. The QPM was early discussed in [Armstrong

et al. 1962] and [Franken & Ward 1963]. Thanks to QPM, the non-linear χ(2) coefficient of

the material is periodically inverted along the light propagation axis and thus compensates

any potential phase mismatches such that the original phase matching condition of Eq.(3.2)

is transformed into
−→
k p =

−→
k s +

−→
k i +

2π

Λ
·−→u , (3.4)
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where Λ denotes the poling period and −→u is the normalized light propagation vector. In this

case, an appropriate choice of Λ permits obtaining an artificial phase matching condition

for a desired combination of pump, signal and idler wavelengths within the transparency

window of the crystal (considering no technological constraint). Moreover, thanks to the

high dependency of crystal birefringence to the temperature, a fine tuning of phase matching

can be performed by simply heating up or cooling down the crystal. Note that in terms of

the transparency window, LiNbO3, KTP, and BBO materials are highly transparent over

wavelength ranges of 350-5200 nm, 350-2700 nm, and 190-3300 nm, respectively.

Concerning SPDC in LiNbO3, the highest non-linear coefficient d33 ≈ 30 pm/V used

for type-0 interaction can be exploited through the QPM. Such a value is generally six

times higher than the d31 coefficient of type-I interaction used in bulk crystals. Therefore

LiNbO3 can exhibit high conversion efficiency in the order of up to 10−5, leading to high

generation rate of photon pairs at a relatively low pump power. As a side note, the use

of bulk crystal configuration leads to conversion efficiency in the order of 10−12-10−10. In

order to compensate the lower conversion efficiency for high photon pair generation rate,

higher pump powers are therefore required.

Historically speaking, the persuasion of entangled photon pair source via SPDC is not

the main reason why QPM is heavily studied. Rather, the motivation is driven by the

inverse process of SPDC which is the second harmonic generation (SHG) [Fejer et al. 1992].

Nevertheless, the exploitation QPM to fulfill the conditions for SPDC in, for instance,

LiNbO3 has its own place in the world of quantum information science. It was in the early

of 21st century that we saw some of the very first demonstration of quantum entangle-

ment concerning photon pairs produced by QPM-based sources [Tanzilli et al. 2001,Sanaka

et al. 2001,Tanzilli et al. 2002].

Until today, most of the experiments involving the generation of photon pairs in pe-

riodically poled crystals basically exploit the three main interaction types which relate to

the polarization states of the pump, signal and idler photons (see Tab.3.1). For this thesis,

the exploitation of type-0 and type-II SPDC interactions in PPLN/Ws toward generating

photon pairs at telecom wavelength are highlighted.
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Table 3.1: The most exploited interaction types of SPDC for generating photon pair in
PPLN/W. In this thesis, the exploitation of type-0 and type-II SPDC interactions in a
PPLN/W are highlighted. Please note that the fabrication techniques concerning PPLN/W
is not this thesis’ aim. For further insight into the matter, information contained in [Fouchet
et al. 1987], [Sohler 1989], [Chanvillard et al. 2000] might be of interest to certain readers.

Interaction type type-0 type-I type-II

Polarization |V �p → |V �s |V �i |V �p → |H�s |H�i |H�p → |H�s |V �i
χ(2) coeff. of LiNbO3 d33 ≈ 30 pm/V d31 ≈ −5 pm/V d24 ≈ 10 pm/V
ηSPDC in 10−6 − 10−5 10−7 10−9

∆λ at 1550 nm 20-100 nm 20-100 nm 0.8-3 nm
∆ν at 1550 nm 2.5-12.5 THz 2.5-12.5 THz 0.1-0.375 THz
Natural entanglement Energy-time Energy-time Polarization
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Some results presented in this chapter were published in F. Kaiser, A. Issautier, L. A.

Ngah et al., High-quality polarization entanglement state preparation and manipulation

in standard telecommunication channels, New Journal of Physics, Volume 14, Number 8,

pages 085015, August 2012.

4.1 Motivation: quantum key distribution

Photonic entanglement is a key resource for quantum communication protocols, among

which today’s main application is quantum key distribution (QKD) in standard dense wave-

length division multiplexing (DWDM) ITU channels [Qi et al. 2010b,Yoshino et al. 2012,Pa-

tel et al. 2014]. Producing entangled photons within the telecom C-band of wavelengths
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(1530-1565 nm) enables implementing relatively long-distance quantum links, thanks to low-

loss optical fibers and high performance standard components. One of the most natural and

accessible entanglement observables is the polarization state of the photons.

In this chapter, we discuss a simple and compact, yet practical approach for generating

high-quality polarization entanglement in a fully guided-wave fashion. We take advantage

of a type-II photon pair generator. Moreover, both deterministic pair separation in two ad-

jacent telecommunication channels and walk-off compensation are achieved using standard

fiber components. Two-photon interference experiments are carried out both for precisely

determining the length of the fiber compensation stage, and for manipulating the produced

state between bosonic |Ψ+� and fermionic |Ψ−� symmetries [Matthews et al. 2013]. Even-

tually, we perform a Bell inequality test with the |Ψ+� state to quantitatively demonstrate

the relevance of both our approach and results.

4.2 Compact polarization entanglement generator: the exper-

iment

Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for generating polarization entangled photons at 1540 nm
taking advantage of a type-II spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) in a pe-
riodically poled lithium niobate waveguide (PPLN/W) pumped by a 770 nm laser. A
polarization maintaining fiber (PMF) is used as the birefringence compensator and a set
of two DWDMs separates the photons deterministically into the standard 46 and 47 ITU
channels. A standard Bell inequality apparatus measures the entanglement quality. On
Alice’s side, a Soleil-Babinet phase compensator (SB) permits adjusting the phase of the
entangled state. L: lens, PC: fiber polarization controller, HWP: half wave-plate, PBS:
polarising beam splitter, & : coincidence counter.

The overall experimental setup of the compact polarization entanglement source based
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on a type-II PPLN/W is depicted in Fig.4.1 where it can be broken into several categories

or segments which are:

• The generation of photon pairs;

• The walk-off compensation;

• The deterministic separation of photon pairs;

• The entanglement analysis.

As a matter of fact, this section is organized accordingly to the “development flow” of

the source. Note that any measurement outcomes concerning a specific segment are directly

discussed.

4.2.1 Photon pair generation

PC

M

L

Type-II

PPLN/W

Laser

@ 770 nm

M f-PBS

APD

Tunable

filter

APD

P

HWP

Figure 4.2: Outline of the experimental setup used for observing the polarization-dependent,
type-II SPDC emission spectrum. The pump light at 770 nm is first filtered by a prism (P)
in order to get rid of any unwanted infrared emission. The pump light is then horizontally
polarized by a half-wave plate (HWP) before being injected into a type-II PPLN/W. The
generated photon pairs are collected by a single mode fiber and sent toward a polarization
controller (PC) followed by a tunable filter. Next to the filter, a fiber polarizing beam splitter
is employed to split the incoming horizontal and vertical polarized photons. Eventually, the
separated photons are detected by two avalanche photo-diodes (APD).

We first begin by describing, experimentally, the photon pair generator itself. Let us

consider the experimental setup shown in Fig.4.2. Here, a continuous-wave (CW) laser

source (Coherent MBR110) is employed as the pump light. The laser pump light at 770 nm

is first incident onto a prism so as to filter out any undesired infrared emission produced
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by the laser. Consequently, only NIR light is allowed to be injected in a 3.6 cm long type-

II periodically poled lithium niobate waveguide (PPLN/W)1. Through the SPDC non-

linear interaction in such a waveguide, cross-polarized photon pairs |H�s |V �i around the

degenerate wavelength of 1540.2 nm are generated. One should note, however, that the

input light should be horizontally polarized so as to fulfill the QPM condition. This is

simply done by employing a rotating half wave plate just before the PPLN/W.

Already, we can proceed to the first, yet important, characterization of the waveguide

which consists of verifying the spectral indistinguishability of the produced polarization-

dependent SPDC emission spectrum. To this end, the generated photon pairs are collected

by butt-coupling a single mode fiber (SMF) to the PPLN/W. The collected photon pairs

are then directed toward a tunable optical filter (Yenista XTM-50). The transmission band-

width of such filter is fixed at 80 pm which is small enough to provide sufficient resolution to

the measurement as it is much narrower than the expected emission bandwidth. Following

the spectral filtering, the pairs are then sent to a fiber polarizing beam splitter (f-PBS)

where the transmitted and reflected photons are then detected by two free-running single

photon detectors (IDQ 220). Eventually, the corresponding count rates are recorded as a

function of the wavelength given by the tunable filter. In order to optimize the detection,

the global polarization drift experienced by both polarization modes across the experimental

setup is compensated by a fiber polarization controller (PC).

As shown in Fig.4.3, rather narrow SPDC emission spectra for both polarization modes

centered at the wavelength of 1540.2 nm are observed. Such a phase matching condition is

obtained through the use of a temperature stabilized PPLN/W at 110.2◦C, having a width

of 6µm and a poling period of 9µm. For both spectra, the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) is measured to be 0.85 nm. For most part of the spectrum, potential mismatch in

term of the wavelength, notably in the outer side peak regions, is observed. Remarkably, this

represents a major concern as any mismatch of the two polarization modes (aside the po-

larization itself) will degrade the quality of the expected entanglement [Martin et al. 2010].

Basically, any measurement that reveals the wavelength can indeed tell us in what polariza-

tion state the photon is actually in. However, good overlapping regions can be conveniently

1The sample is designed and fabricated at the University of Paderborn in Germany. Dr. Harald Herrmann
and Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Sohler are warmly acknowledged for their collaboration.
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Figure 4.3: Polarization-dependent SPDC emission spectrums for both polarization modes.
For both emission modes, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is measured to be around
0.85 nm. The phase matching conditions are obtained through the use of a PPLN/W at
having a sidth of 6µm and a poling period of 9µm. The PPLN/W is also temperature
stabilized at 110.2◦C. The two polarization modes show a near-perfect overlap with the
exception in the outer side peak regions.

distilled from the overall spectrum through a suitable spectral filtering. For instance, one

can simply employ a standard band-pass filter centered a the degenerate wavelength of the

produced photon pair (1540.2 nm), provided the acceptance bandwidth is adequately cho-

sen. Perhaps even more intriguingly, by cleverly arranging the filtering scheme, we can kill

two birds with one stone. It means that, first, such scheme can ensure high-quality entan-

glement by rejecting the unwanted photon on the side peaks and secondly, it can separate

deterministically the photon pairs at low level of losses.

4.2.2 Temporal walk-off compensation

As has been discussed previously, any physical parameter that could lead to some distin-

guishability between the two polarization modes would indeed degrade the quality of en-

tanglement. In this case, the temporal distinguishability, i.e. the temporal walk-off caused

by the waveguide birefringence, is no exception. During the photon pair creation process,

the birefringence inherent to the PPLN/W forces one photon to exit the waveguide slightly

earlier compared to the other one. Theoretically, this yields a time delay between the two
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|H� and |V � photons of

∆t =
L ·∆n

2c
, (4.1)

where L = 0.036m is the sample length, c = 299 792 458ms−1 is the speed of light in

vacuum, and ∆n represents the difference between the ordinary and the extraordinary

refractive indices. At the telecom wavelength of 1540 nm, the ordinary and extraordinary

refractive indices of LiNbO3 are 2.2115 and 2.1378, respectively. This leads to ∆n = 0.0737.

The factor 1
2 arises from the fact that in average, the photon pairs are generated at half the

length of the sample. By plugging in all the required parameters in Eq.(4.1), ∆t for our

sample is computed to be ∼4.3 ps. This value is proved to be comparable to the emission

coherence time of the PPLN/W itself (∆λ = 0.85 nm → ∆τ = 4.11 ps). Consequently,

this temporal mismatch cannot be considered negligible. Naturally, one would consider

to apply narrow filtering on the generated photons so as to greatly increase the photons’

coherence time [Piro et al. 2009]. If the photons’ coherence time is much greater than ∆t,

the constraint on the temporal walk-off can be completely relaxed. However, the price to

pay for increasing the coherence time is in a reduced available photon pair rate. On the

other hand, one could also apply the adjustable birefringence compensator setup [Martin

et al. 2010] as illustrated in Fig.4.4 in order to erase such temporal mismatch between two

polarization modes.

However, both solutions depicted above share the same drawback which is the acquisition

of unwanted additional propagation losses. In this regard, it is the aim of this chapter to

actually introduce an essentially loss-free, temporal walk-off compensation technique. Our

method simply involves the use of standard polarization maintaining fiber (PMF). This is

made possible by employing a PMF showing an opposite birefringence sign compared to

that of PPLN/W. The question is how long should the PMF be in order to erase the ∆t

contribution inherent to our sample.

Experimentally, the delay between two different polarization modes of incoming photons

|H� and |V �, which represents the natural birefringence of our sample, can be conveniently

estimated through a two-photon interference experiment. The quantum effect of two-photon

interference has long been used in HOM dip type experiments such that 100% dip visibility

is expected when two indistinguishable photons are simultaneously sent to a beam splitter
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Figure 4.4: Adjustable birefringence compensator. The experimental setup is very similar
to that Michelson interferometer. The principle of this birefringence compensator is very
simple. The incoming cross-polarized photon pair is first separated by a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS). In the path of each separated photon, a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and
a mirror (M) are employed. Each paired photon propagates twice through the respective
QWP fixed at 45◦, resulting in the rotation in its polarization state by 90◦. Eventually,
the paired photons leave the PBS through the same output. In order to erase the temporal
walk-off induced by the PPLN/W natural birefringence, the path of the initial |V � photon
needs to be made longer. A precise scanning of this parameter can be performed with the
help of, for instance, a motorized mirror.

[Hong et al. 1987]. In essence, this type of experiment requires the use of a delay scanner

so that the arrival time of one photon on the beam splitter can be easily adjusted relatively

to the other. Consequently, any delay between these two photons can be associated with

the position of the delay scanner. Inspired by such technique, we take advantage of the

adjustable birefringence compensator depicted in Fig.4.4 as a polarization-dependent delay

scanner apparatus. Eventually, we end up in a experimental configuration illustrated in

Fig.4.5.

Generally, information from two different cases of two-photon interference measurement

are required toward estimating correctly the length of PMF fiber so as to erase the tempo-

ral walk-off induced by the PPLN/W. The first case corresponds to the natural case where

the temporal walk-off across the whole setup is defined only by the PPLN/W birefringence
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Figure 4.5: Multiple measurements toward estimating the correct length of the the polar-
ization maintaining fiber (PMF) for temporal walk-off compensation. (a): Experimental
arrangement to calibrate the delay scanner apparatus. Here, a femtosecond pulsed laser
(λ = ∼1552 nm) is employed as light source. Through a first-order interference measure-
ment, the zero delay position of the delay scanner apparatus concerning both polarization
modes of the incoming photons can be inferred. (b): The first two-photon interference mea-
surement where the resulting outcome reflects the natural case where the temporal walk-off

across the whole setup is defined only by the PPLN/W birefringence. In this measurement,
the actual generated photon pairs by the type-II PPLN/W are used and only single mode
fibers (SMF) are employed throughout the setup. (c): The second two-photon interference
measurement. In this case, the outcome reflects the combined birefringence of both the
PPLN/W and the chosen compensator being the polarization maintaining fiber (PMF). As
a side note, the principle of the delay scanner apparatus is exactly the same as the one
explained in Fig.4.4.

(Fig.4.5 (b)). Meanwhile, the second case represents the combined birefringence of both the

PPLN/W and the chosen compensator (PMF) (Fig.4.5 (c)). However, it is imperative to

first calibrate the employed delay scanner (Fig.4.5 (a)) through a first-order interference ex-

periment to know exactly the zero delay position of the delay scanner apparatus concerning

both polarization modes of the incoming photons.

The calibration of the delay scanner involves the use of a femtosecond pulsed laser as

the photon source (Calmar Mendocino). Here, optical pulses at ∼1552 nm from such laser
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is polarized diagonally using a polarization controller (PC) such that it reads

|ψ�calib =
1√
2
(|H�+ |V �). (4.2)

Diagonally polarized photons are injected into the polarization-dependent delay scanner

apparatus for which the following quantum state is found at the output:

|ψ�calib =
1√
2
(|H, 0�+ eiφM |V,∆tM �), (4.3)

where ∆tM depicts the delay induced by the movable mirror affecting the |V � photon and

φM is the acquired phase directly related to ∆tM . The photons are then rotated by 45◦

using the second PC and after the fiber polarizing beam splitter, the photon is found in the

state of

|ψ�calib =
1√
2
(|H, 0�a + |V, 0�b + eiφM |V,∆tM �b − eiφM |H,∆tM �a). (4.4)

Here, the subscript a and b represent the path chosen by the particular photon for which

it will be eventually detected either by detector Da or Db. Consequently, the detection

probabilities concerning both detectors Da or Db are given by

Pcalib,Da
=

1

2

�

1 + e
− 4·ln(2)∆t2

M

τ2
coh · sin2

φM

2

�

; Pcalib,Db
= 1− Pcalib,Da

(4.5)

where τcoh denotes the coherence time of the employed calibration laser. Eq. (4.5) suggests

that the oscillation in the output intensity depends on the phase φM and one can straight-

forwardly deduce that when the delay between both polarization modes |H� and |V � is equal

to zero (∆tM = 0), the oscillation reaches its maximum. As for the real measurement, the

recorded outcome is shown in Fig.4.6 where the intensity in detector Da is obtained as a

function of the position of the delay scanner.

Now, we are interested in the first case of the two-photon interference experiment. From

the outcome of such measurement, the experimental value of ∆t due to natural PPLN/W

birefringence can be inferred. For this, we make use of cross-polarized photon pairs gener-

ated by the type-II PPLN/W. The generated photon pairs are collected using a standard
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Figure 4.6: The outcome from the delay scanner apparatus calibration via a first-order inter-
ference measurement. The plotted data represents the intensity recorded by the employed
detector as a function of the movable mirror’s position of the scanner apparatus. The black
curve originates from the actual experimental data while the red curves are the result of
a Gaussian fitting function. The reference zero position of the delay scanner apparatus is
found at 2µm.

single mode fiber (SMF), thus the following quantum state is obtained:

|ψ�SMF = |H, 0� |V,∆tSMF � . (4.6)

Here, ∆tSMF denotes the temporal delay between both polarization modes which is

solely defined by the natural PPLN/W birefringence. Both photons are then directed toward

the delay scanner and the state at the output of such scanner reads

|ψ�SMF = eiφM |H, 0� |V,∆tSMF +∆tM � . (4.7)

Next, after experiencing a rotation of 45◦, the quantum state after the f-PBS is given

by

|ψ�SMF =
1

2
eiφM

�
|H, 0�a |V,∆tSMF +∆tM �b − |H, 0�a |H,∆tSMF +∆tM �a

+ |V, 0�b |V,∆tSMF +∆tM �b − |V, 0�b |H,∆tSMF +∆tM �a
�
. (4.8)
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As opposed to first-order interference, the two-photon interference cannot be observed

through the detection events of a single detector. Instead, the coincidence events regis-

tered by two detectors Da and Db located each at the outputs of the f-PBS are used to

reveal the signature of this phenomenon. Therefore, we define the probability of observing

a coincidence event between Da and Db as

PSMF,DaDb
=

1

2

�

1− e
− 4·ln(2)(∆tSMF+∆tM )2

τ2
coh

�

, (4.9)

where, this time, τcoh denotes the coherence time of the photons which is defined by the

transmission bandwidth of the employed band-pass filter.

The step-by-step elaboration of the second case of the two-photon interference experi-

ment is actually the same as the first one. The only difference is that the PMF walk-off

compensator is now introduced (see Fig.4.5 (c)) leading to a combined birefringence of the

PMF itself and the natural one induced by the PPLN/W. From Eq.(4.6) to Eq.(4.8), the

∆tSMF parameter can simply be represented by ∆tPMF and it is stressed again that ∆tPMF

represents the combined birefringence across the experimental setup. For this reason, we

can straightforwardly write the probability of having a coincidence event between Da and

Db as follows:

PPMF,DaDb
=

1

2

�

1− e
− 4·ln(2)(∆tPMF+∆tM )2

τ2
coh

�

. (4.10)

From Eq.(4.9) and Eq.(4.10), we can clearly see that the corresponding coincidence

probability goes down to zero when ∆tSMF +∆tM = 0 or ∆tPMF +∆tM = 0, for which

this represents the optimal position of the HOM dip.

As can be seen in Fig.4.7, the obtained HOM dips correspond to different cases of two-

photon interference measurement. The HOM dips are obtained through the registration of

coincidence rate between detector Da and Db as a function of the delay scanner position,

i.e. the position of the movable mirror. Without the PMF, i.e only with the SMF, the

HOM dip is centered at a ∆tM position of -4.4 ps which is in good agreement with the

theoretical ∆t discussed earlier (refer to Eq.(4.1)). Meanwhile, with a 6 m long PMF,

the HOM dip center is found at ∆tM position of 3.38 ps. With this kind of information,

we are able to compute the specific compensation factor concerning the use of PMF at
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1540 nm which is 1.38 ps/m. Accordingly, to erase the temporal walk-off effect induced by

the natural PPLN/W brefringence, a 3.2 m long PMF should be added to the experimental

setup. This is proven by a third HOM dip measurement where the the dip is now centered

at ∆tM = 0.03 ps, indicating the temporal walk-off is nearly perfectly compensated.
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Figure 4.7: Hom dips with and without the PMF walk-off compensator. The associated raw
visibilities for the three dips are 94±5%. We note that, without the PMF compensator, the
HOM dip is centered at -4.4 ps (red curve) which is in good agreement with the theoretical
∆t (refer to Eq.(4.1)). With a 6 m long PMF compensator, the HOM dip center is found at
3.38 ps (black curve). Finally, with the estimated compensation length of 3.2 m of the PMF,
the dip is centered at ∆tM = 0.03 ps (magenta curve) indicating that the temporal walk-off

is nearly perfectly compensated. The blue colored vertical dashed line symbolizes the zero
delay position. As a side note, all of the above measurements are conducted with the help
of two free-running indium-gallium-arsenide (InGaAs) avalanche photo-diodes (APD, IDQ
220) featuring each a quantum detection efficiency of 25% and a dark count probability of
10−6/ns.

4.2.3 Low-loss and deterministic photon pair separation

In both two-photon interference experiments discussed in Sec.4.2.2, we saw that the photon

pairs generated by the type-II PPLN/W are separated by a fiber polarizing beam splitter

(f-PBS) acting like a 50/50 beam splitter. The latter is achieved by turning the photon

polarization by 45◦ in front of the f-PBS. In this case, there are only two out of four cases
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where a photon pair is actually separated. This leads to a separation probability of 1
2 which

represents 3 dB of loss affecting the measurement. This is what is known as probabilistic

separation.

Nonetheless, we stated before that suitable filtering of the photon pairs can lead to two

simultaneous advantages being:

• Ensuring high-quality entanglement by rejecting the unwanted photons in the mis-

matched regions of SPDC emission spectrua associated with different polarization

modes |H� and |V �;

• Achieving low-loss deterministic separation of photon pairs.
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Figure 4.8: High (+) and low (-) regions of the SPDC emission spectrum. The filled curves
represent the transmission spectra of the two employed DWDM filters used to determinis-
tically separate the generated photon pairs and at the same time rejecting the unwanted
photons in the mismatched regions.

The main idea toward such advantages is to divide the emission spectrum into two

regions, namely the high (+) and low (-) wavelength regions. As shown in Fig.4.8, the non-

overlapping outer side peaks are completely left out while most of the overlapping central

peak is covered. Consequently, the unwanted photons on the side peaks are rejected while

avoiding any major waste concerning the useful photons in the central peaks. This idea

of deterministic separation of photon pairs is made possible thanks to the conservation of
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energy, stating that if one photon is found, for instance, in the + region, the other comple-

mentary, i.e. energy correlated, photon is found in - region. Furthermore, our choice of the

SPDC phase matching condition permits us to have both + and - regions fell into standard,

100 GHz ITU2 channel 46 and 47, respectively. In conventional communication system, the

ITU defines the frequency grid for dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) tech-

nology which uses the full fiber bandwidth. Therefore, we can benefit from readily available,

high-performance, low-loss, and cost-effective DWDM filters to actually separate the photon

pairs such that two communicating parties Alice and Bob receive each a correlated photon.

Let us assume that photons from the + region is destined for Alice. On the other hand,

Bob receives the complementary photons belonging to the - region.

Interestingly, neither + nor - regions ever reveal the polarization state of the photons

because the related emission spectra overlay perfectly (see Fig.4.8). Consequently, we ob-

tain, in a coherent manner, |H�+ |V �− or |V �+ |H�− contributions, hence the generation of

a maximally polarization entangled Bell state |Ψ+�,

|Ψ+� = 1√
2
(|H�+ |V �− + |V �+ |H�−). (4.11)

4.2.4 Entanglement quality measurement

Up to this point, a 3.2 m long polarization maintaining fiber (PMF) is introduced so

as to erase the temporal walk-off induced by the PPLN/W birefringence. Further-

more, the deterministic separation of photon pairs is implemented thanks to a combi-

nation of two DWDM filters. Eventually, the maximally polarization entangled state

|Ψ+� = 1√
2
(|H�+ |V �−+ |V �+ |H�−) is shared between Alice and Bob. To actually measure

or quantify the level of entanglement contained in such a state, a simple experimental setup

of entanglement analyzer is implemented (see Fig.4.9). To this end, Alice and Bob both

possess identical arrangement of entanglement analyzer involving a fiber polarization con-

troller (PC), a half-wave plate (HWP), a polarization beam splitter (PBS) and an avalanche

photo-diode (APD). Both employed APDs are again free-running InGaAs detectors (IDQ

220) featuring each 20% of quantum detection efficiency and ∼ 10−6/ns dark count prob-

2ITU stands for International Telecommunication Union, an international organization headquartered in
Geneva.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental apparatus for quantifying the level of entanglement contained
in the generated maximally polarization entangled state of |Ψ+� = 1√

2
(|H�+ |V �− +

|V �+ |H�−). Alice and Bob implement identical arrangement of entanglement analyzer
comprising a fiber polarization controller (PC), a half-wave plate (HWP), a polarization
beam splitter (PBS) and an avalanche photo-diode (APD). Particularly on Alice’s side, a
Soleil-Babinet (SB) compensator is placed along other entanglement analyzer elements so
as to compensate any potential biefringence induced by the employed single mode fibers
(SMF) after the photon pair separation.

ability. A coincidence counter (&) is also employed to acquire the coincidence detection

events.

4.2.4.1 Phase measurement

With an exception to Alice’s analyzer, she is equipped with one more optical component,

being a Soleil-Babinet (SB) compensator so as to compensate any potential biefringence

induced by the employed single mode fibers (SMF) after the photon pair separation. Due

to such birefringence, a phase relation φ can be introduced between the contributions of the

entangled state |Ψ+�. This way, Eq.(4.11) can be rewritten as

|Ψ(φ)� = 1√
2
(|H�+ |V �− + eiφ |V �+ |H�−). (4.12)

As of our aim to generate the maximally entangled Bell state |Ψ+� with no phase relation

between its two contributions, mainly for ease of analysis purposes, the phase φ needs to

be canceled. Alternatively, the phase φ can also be set to π if one decides to produce the

other Bell state |Ψ−�, also maximally entangled. For this reason, the two HWP on both
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sides of the experiment are rotated to 22.5◦ such that we transform Eq.(4.12) into

|Ψ(φ)�22.5◦ =
1

2
√
2

�
(|H�+ + |V �+)(|V �− − |V �−) + eiφ(|V �+ − |H�+)(|H�− + |V �−)

�

=
1 + eiφ

2
·
(|V �+ |V �− − |H�+ |H�−)√

2
� �� �

coincidence

+
1− eiφ

2
·
(|V �+ |V �− − |H�+ |H�−)√

2
� �� �

anti−coincidence

.

(4.13)

As we are dealing with coincidence events between the two employed single photon

detectors, only photons that are simultaneously transmitted (or reflected) by both PBS are

concerned. In this regard, only |V �+ |V �− and |H�+ |H�− contributions out of Eq.(4.13) can

give rise to coincidence events. Correspondingly, the other two contributions |H�+ |V �− and

|V �+ |H�− yield anti-coincidence events. Thus, we can define two probabilities concerning

each observation as follows:

Pcoinc = cos2
�
φ

2

�

. (4.14)

Panti−coinc = sin2

�
φ

2

�

. (4.15)

According to Eqs.(4.15) and (4.15), the phase φ indeed represents a strong experimental

parameter affecting the coincidence rate of the measurement. For instance, a straightforward

calculation of imposing φ = 0 in Eq.(4.15) yields a unit probability of observing coincidence

events. This can be observed experimentally through the use of the Soleil-Babinet compen-

sator where the coincidence rate oscillate sinusoidally with the artificial phase introduced by

this device. The observed sinusoidal oscillation of the coincident rate is shown in Fig.4.10.

As expected, the observed coincidence rate attains its maximum at φ = 0. It is also

interesting to note that at φ = π, the rate drops to its minimum. As a matter of fact,

these two conditions on the φ parameter corresponds to the generation of two maximally

entangled Bell states, being |Ψ+� for φ = 0, and |Ψ−� for φ = π.
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Figure 4.10: The observed sinusoidal oscillation of the coincident rate. The two experimen-
tal points correspond to the maximum and the minimum coincidence rates symbolize the
generation of two maximally entangled Bell states of |Ψ+� for φ = 0, and |Ψ−� for φ = π.

4.2.4.2 Entanglement analysis

From the previous measurement, we deliberately set the Soleil-Babinet compensator such

that the phase relation φ is canceled, thus mandating the generation of the maximally

polarization entangled Bell state |Ψ+� = 1√
2
(|H�+ |V �− + |V �+ |H�−). At this point, the

registered coincidence rate attains its maximum. Now, we suppose that Alice’s and Bob’s

respective half-wave plate (HWP) are turned by the same angle. According to quantum

theory, we should expect the same coincidence rate as the correlation induced by the state

|Ψ+� is indeed invariant by rotation of the analyzer’s orientation. Otherwise, we are dealing

with a classical mixture of states.

In order to prove what is predicted by quantum theory and at the same time violating the

Bell-CHSH inequality [Clauser et al. 1969], we first define the following standard orientation

for Alice’s HWP:

• 0◦ ⇒ |H�;

• 22.5◦ ⇒ |D�;

• 45◦ ⇒ |V �;
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• −22.5◦ ⇒ |A�.

For each of the above, the detection rates between the two employed detectors are

recorded as a function of the continuous change of Bob’s HWP angle. With the data, we are

able to plot the so-called correlation curves which represents the simplest proof of quantum

entanglement. As can be seen in Fig.4.11, the coincidence rates oscillate sinusoidally as a

function of the angle of Bob’s HWP on all four occasions. Thus, we can confidently say that

the observed correlations are indeed induced by quantum entanglement as a measurement

on one side is correlated to the measurement on the other side. Therefore, this further

demonstrates the inseparability in term of polarization states that belongs to an entangled

photon pair. Such strong correlation in polarization can be quantified through the visibility

of the oscillations which can be defined as

V =
Cmax − Cmin

Cmax + Cmin
, (4.16)

where Cmax (Cmin) represents the maximum (minimum) coincidence rate. In order to

violate Bell’s inequality, the average visibility of the oscillations should exceed 71%. In

this regard, the higher the visibility, the greater will be the entanglement quality. As in

our case, the raw visibility is computed to be Vraw = 97.3 ± 0.6%. When subtracting the

accidental coincidence events due to the dark counts in the detectors, we obtain the net

visibility, Vnet = 99.5± 0.8%.

Another way of proving entanglement can be done by computing the so-called Bell

parameter S from the measurement outcomes which is defined by (see also 1.2.3.3)

S = E(−→a ,
−→
b ) + E(−→a �,

−→
b ) + E(−→a �,

−→
b �)− E(−→a ,

−→
b �), (4.17)

where

E(−→a ,
−→
b ) =

C(−→a ,
−→
b )− C(−→a ,

−→
b⊥)− C(−→a⊥,

−→
b ) + C(−→a⊥,

−→
b⊥)

C(−→a ,
−→
b ) + C(−→a ,

−→
b⊥) + C(−→a⊥,

−→
b ) + C(−→a⊥,

−→
b⊥)

. (4.18)

Here, C(−→a ,
−→
b ) denotes the amount of obtained coincidences for a combination of HWP

orientation −→a and
−→
b (−→a⊥ and

−→
b⊥ are perpendicular to −→a and

−→
b , respectively). By ex-

tracting the experimental points from Fig.4.11, we are able to compute the Bell parameters
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Figure 4.11: The obtained correlation curves. The coincidence rates oscillate sinusoidally as
a function of the angle of Bob’s HWP for all settings on Alice’s HWP. A direct observation
of these curves represents the simplest proof of quantum entanglement.

Sraw = 2.806 ± 0.005 and Snet = 2.824 ± 0.007 which violates the classical limit S = 2 by

more than 100 standard deviations for each value.

4.2.5 Entangled state symmetry manipulation

The two-photon interference experiments performed in Sec.4.2.2 involves wavelength de-

generate photon pairs. In those cases, the type-II SPDC emission spectrum is filtered

by a 0.8 nm band-pass optical filer centered at the degenerate wavelength of the emission

spectrum (1540 nm). Even though the two photons are cross-polarized, i.e they are distin-

guishable in term of polarization, the HOM interference effect can still be observed in such

experiment.

To explain this, assume that a pair of independent single photons is made available

for the interference at a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and it is defined by the state

|ψ� = |H� |V �. Then, their polarization states are turned by 45◦, therefore the state |ψ�
reads

|ψ� = 1

2
(|H� |V � − |H� |H�+ |V � |V � − |V � |H�) . (4.19)

If these two photons are indistinguishable in any other degree of freedom, namely the

spatial, spectral and temporal modes except for their polarization upon impinging the PBS,
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the |H� |V � and |V � |H� contributions interfere destructively. Therefore, only |H� |H� and

|V � |V � contributions are left and as a consequence, both photons will always exit the PBS

through the same output. This is how the indistinguishability between two cross-polarized

photons can be quantified by a HOM-type experiment.

Surely, the above arguments can be used to explain the HOM dips observed in Sec.4.2.2.

However, could we base on other fundamental reasons to explain the observed HOM dips?

Nevertheless, the above explanation cannot be used to describe the dip observed in all

HOM-related experiments, at least in our next proposed experiment. To prove this, we will

later demonstrate a new set of two-photon interference experiments involving cases where

two separated photons arrive at a fiber PBS in an untimely manner. Concurrently, we also

benefit from the manipulable, constant phase relation φ between the two contributions of

the general entangled state |Ψ(φ)� = 1√
2
(|H�+ |V �−+eiφ |V �+ |H�−) in order to deliberately

produce the maximally polarization entangled Bell states being either |Ψ+� or |Ψ−�.
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Figure 4.12: Experimental setup for manipulating the quantum state symmetry. Cross-
polarized photon pairs are made available after the delay scanner apparatus. The pairs
are then deterministically separated by the action of the first DWDM that belongs to an
interferometer-like configuration, such it splits paired photons that can be associated with
two different wavelength region of + and -. + label photons travel in the short arm of
the interferometer and experience a certain phase shift φ induced by the Soleil-Babinet
compensator. Meanwhile, - photons that propagate in the long arm experience a delay
of 22 ns. The paired photons are then recombined into a single spatial mode by another
DWDM. Afterward, the polarization state of the photon pairs are rotated by 45◦ using a
PC and they are subsequently subjected to an f-PBS having two detectors at its outputs.

We consider the experimental setup depicted in Fig.4.12. Basically, one should be al-

ready familiar with most parts of the experiment. As usual, cross-polarized photon pairs are
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made available after the delay scanner apparatus. The photon pairs then first encounter

a DWDM (ITU 46) which belongs to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer-type arrangement.

Things are getting interesting when the photon pairs are deterministically separated by the

action of the DWDM, such that paired photons are split and can be associated with two

different wavelength regions + and -. Just after the separation, the quantum state reads

|Ψ+� = 1√
2
(|H�+ |V �− + |V �+ |H�−). (4.20)

The Soleil-Babinet (SB) is positioned in the + arm so as to introduce a phase shift be-

tween the |H�+ and |V �+ contributions. Meanwhile, in the opposite arm, the contributions

|H�− and |V �− experience a delay of 22 ns which is equivalent to a 5m long optical fiber.

Eventually, another DWDM (ITU 47) is employed to recombine the photon pairs back to

a single spatial mode. And now comes the big question on how we describe the state after

such recombination of photon pairs.

For discussion’s sake, let us assume hypothetically that the SB introduces a zero phase

(φ = 0) and that the delay between the two arms of the interferometer is also zero (d = 0),

such that both photons arrive exactly at the same time at the f-PBS. One would consider

to describe, for instance, the state |ψ�recombine = |H�+ |V �− to the photon pairs exiting the

interferometer. The polarization of the pairs are turned by 45◦ by a PC and the pairs are

then sent to an f-PBS. The quantum state after the f-PBS reads

|ψ�recombine =
1

2

�
|H�+ |V �− − |H�+ |H�− + |V �+ |V �− − |V �+ |H�−

�
. (4.21)

Obviously, in this hypothetical situation, two-photon interference concerning cross-

polarized photons is absent due to the additional wavelength labeling on photons that

reside in the same pair. This is very contradictory to what we actually observed in the

actual experiment, not to mention the fact that the separated photons never arrived at the

f-PBS at the same time.

From now on, let us take the high road by considering the real implementation of the

experiment. Due to the phase φ introduced by the SB and the delay d between + and -
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contributions, we obtain after recombination

|ψ�recombine =
1√
2
(|V, 0�+ |H, d�− + eiφ |H, 0�+ |V, d�−). (4.22)

After a rotation of 45◦ by the PC, we have

|ψ�PC =
1 + eiφ

2
·
(|V, 0�+ |V, d�− − |H, 0�+ |H, d�−)√

2
� �� �

anti−coincidence

+
1− eiφ

2
·
(|H, 0�+ |V, d�− − |V, 0�+ |H, d�−)√

2
� �� �

coincidence

(4.23)

According to Eq.(4.23), only photons pairs that are separated by the f-PBS can give rise

to the coincidences. Meanwhile, photons that exit through the same output of the f-PBS

correspond to the case of anti-coincidences. The probabilities of observing such cases are

given by

Pcoinc = sin2

�
φ

2

�

. (4.24)

Panti−coinc = cos2
�
φ

2

�

. (4.25)

The contributions related to the coincidences (anti-coincidences) always show an even

(odd) spatial distribution due to their bosonic (fermionic) nature. This corresponds to the

maximally entangled Bell state of |Ψ+� (|Ψ−�), associated with an even (odd) wave-function

parity. The “switching” between the symmetry of the entangled state can be conveniently

achieved by fixing the phase φ, from 0 to π, corresponding to |Ψ+� and |Ψ−�, respectively.

A set of two-photon interference experiment for φ = 0 and φ = π is conducted where the

outcomes are represented in Fig.4.13. As for φ = 0, the state |Ψ+� is generated, thus the

photon coalescence in the form of a HOM dip is observed. When the the phase φ is set to

π, we deliberately turn the state |Ψ+� into |Ψ−�. As expected, a HOM peak is obtained as

the manifestation of the anti-coalescence behavior. Remarkably, both HOM dip and peak

are observed despite the “interfering” photons are not at the same wavelength and are time-

delayed by 22 ns. As a matter of fact, after the deterministic separation by the DWDM,

they never meet each other as the 22 ns delay is much greater than their coherence (∼5 ps).
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Therefore, the observed interference is not due to conventional two-photon interference.

Let us rewind a little bit. We assumed φ is set to zero previously and after the

recombination of paired photons by the DWDM, we have a quantum state |Ψ+� =

1√
2
(|V, 0�+ |H, d�− + |H, 0�+ |V, d�−). Is there any way to tell which contribution is re-

sponsible for a detected coincidence between the two detectors after the f-PBS? The answer

is no even though we are aware of the fact that both photons have different wavelengths

(+ or -) and one of them is greatly delayed in time compared to the other. In fact, the two

contributions are indeed indistinguishable and they simply interfere.

This indicates that this quantum effect, i.e. the interference observed in this particular

experiment resulting either in HOM dip or HOM peak, does not simply originate from a

conventional two-photon interference, but rather from an entangled state post-selected by

the measurement apparatus. Ultimately, the photon pairs produced by the type-II PPLN/W

are directly and naturally available in an entangled state after the PM fiber.

Figure 4.13: HOM dip and peak obtained for two different settings of the Soleil-Babinet
compensator. For φ = 0, the state |Ψ+� is generated, thus photon coalescence in the form
of a HOM dip is observed. Changing the phase to π turns the state to |Ψ−� for which a
HOM peak is obtained as the manifestation of the anti-coalescence behavior.

4.2.6 Source’s performances

Once the correlated photons are observed in term of coincidence events, two important

figures of merit concerning the performance of our type-II photon pair generator can be
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conveniently measured experimentally, namely:

• The brightness B of the SPDC source [Tanzilli et al. 2002];

• The total internal SPDC efficiency ηSPDC [Tanzilli et al. 2001,Tanzilli et al. 2002].

The normalized brightness B of an SPDC source simply means the expected amount of

photon pairs (Npair) being generated per mW of pump power, per 1 s of integration time,

and per GHz of spectral bandwidth, which is described by:

B =
Npair

mW · s ·GHz
. (4.26)

Our method to measure the brightness of the SPDC source is inspired by previous work

reported in [Tanzilli et al. 2002]. First and foremost, in the pursuance of estimating the

numerator Npairs, of Eq.(4.26), the following experimental parameters in the most original

configuration shown in Fig.4.1 are measured:

• S1: the single count rate recorded by Bob’s detector per second;

• S2: the single count rate recorded by Alice’s detector per second;

• C: the coincidence rate between the two detectors per second.

In the following, the role of the above parameters S1, S2 and C in evaluating Npairs is

progressively described. To begin with, S1 can be theoretically defined by

S1 =
1

2
µ1η1Npair →

1

2
µ1η1 =

S1

Npair
. (4.27)

Here, µ1 represents the overall transmission from the SPDC waveguide until Bob’s detector

whose quantum detection efficiency is denoted by η1. Note that the factor 1
2 comes from the

PBS found inside Alice’s and Bob’s respective entanglement analyzers. Due to the PBS,

half of the photons are lost. Similarly, S2 can be described as:

S2 =
1

2
µ2η2Npair →

1

2
µ2η2 =

S2

Npair
. (4.28)
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Meanwhile, the coincidences C between Alice’s and Bob’s respective detectors:

C =
1

2
µ1η1µ2η2Npair. (4.29)

Finally, by plugging in the parameters 1
2µ1η1 and 1

2µ2η2 in Eq.(4.29) by their previously

derived values from Eq.(4.27) and (4.28), respectively, we obtain

Npairs =
2S1.S2

C
. (4.30)

In our case, with a pump power of 1 mW in front of the SPDC waveguide, we obtained

S1 = 28000 s−1 in Bob’s detector, S2 = 25000 s−1 in Alice’s detector and C = 1100 s−1

prompting a Npair of 1.25.106 s−1. Thus, this leads to a brightness of

B =
1.27 · 104

mW.s.GHz
(4.31)

for our type-II photon pair generator.

Meanwhile, by definition, the total internal SPDC efficiency, ηSPDC , represents the

probability of successfully generating a photon pair from a single pump photon, within the

full emission bandwidth of the PPLN waveguide, formulated by the following equation

ηSPDC =
Npair

Npump
. (4.32)

Here, Npump represents the number of pump photons injected into the SPDC waveguide

and can be defined as

Npump =
Ppump · λpump

h · c
, (4.33)

where Ppump is the coupled pump power measured in W, λpump defines the pump wavelength

(in our case 770 nm), h represents Planck’s constant (h = 6.62607 · 10−34J · · · ) and c is the

speed of light in vacuum (c = 299 792 458m · s−1).

Being closely related to the brightness B of the SPDC source through the term Npair,

ηSPDC can be further rewritten as

ηSPDC =
�
B · Ppump ·∆ν · 103

�
×

�
h · c

Ppump · λpump

�

. (4.34)
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Table 4.1: Experimental results for different state-of-the-art type-II polarization entangle-
ment, waveguide or bulk, source. ηSPDC : SPDC efficiency, Vnet: calculated net entangle-
ment visibility by subtracting the accidental events, DSF: dispersion shifted fiber, PPKTP:
periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate.

Reference Configuration ηSPDC Vnet Coincidence rate

[Lee et al. 2006] DSF 3.2 · 10−32 98.3% 80 s−1

[Suhara et al. 2007] type-II PPLN/W 5.3 · 10−10 90% NA
[Piro et al. 2009] type-II PPKTP 2.8 · 10−10 98±1% 5 s−1

[Medic et al. 2010] DSF NA 99.4±1.2% 5 s−1

[Martin et al. 2010] type-II PPLN/W 1.1 · 10−9 99±2% 800 s−1

This thesis [Kaiser et al. 2012b] type-II PPLN/W 3.5 · 10−10 99.5±0.8% 1100 s−1

It is interesting to note that in order to evaluate ηSPDC , we only consider the natural

emission bandwidth of the employed SPDC waveguide. This way, the calculated ηSPDC

is not just limited to specific cases where spectral filtering of the generated photons is

implemented, but also satisfies the scenario of applications where no spectral filtering is

required. Thus, within Eq.(4.34), ∆ν represents the natural emission bandwidth of the

SPDC waveguide in GHz (in our case, the emission bandwidth of 0.85 nm corresponds to

107GHz). Apart from that, the factor 103 is introduced in such equation due to the fact

that the previous brightness B is measured per mW of pump power. By substituting all

the parameters in Eq.(4.34) with their respective values, we show that

ηSPDC = 3.5 · 10−10 pairs

pump photon
. (4.35)

In Tab.A.1, our measured SPDC efficiency value is compared to other realizations of type-II

polarization entanglement sources.

In addition, the propagation losses of about 3 dB and 3.5 dB are measured for both

Alice’s and Bob’s respective single photons, from the output of the generator to the mea-

surement apparatus. This is an exceptionally good loss figure, and mainly ascribed to the

advantageous use of off-the-shelf standard telecom components, notably the DWDMs for

deterministic separation of photon pair. Note that the main loss of around 2 dB comes from

the butt-coupling between the PPLN/W and the collection optical fiber.
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4.3 Conclusion and perspectives

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a compact, high-quality polarization entanglement

source based on a non-linear type-II SPDC interaction in a PPLN/W. The reliability of the

source is guaranteed through the use of high performance standard telecom components no-

tably, the standard polarization maintaining fiber for waveguide birefringence compensation

and a set of DWDMs for deterministic pair separation into two standard telecommunication

channels ITU 46 and 47. The observed excellent quality entanglement obtained through the

Bell-CHSH inequality test, combined with the simplicity of the setup, make this approach a

good candidate for future quantum networking solutions based on photonic entanglement.

In the meantime, the compactness of the source can be further improved if the output of

the 770 nm main pump laser is pigtailed to an optical fiber. Moreover, the same pigtailing

concept can also be applied on both input and output facets of the PPLN/W. Overall, this

would provide more stabilization to the system and at the same time considerably improves

collection efficiency of the generated photon pairs out of the waveguide. Alternatively to

PPLN/W pigtailing, one can implement a segmented tapered waveguide structure for en-

abling a better channel waveguide to fiber mode overlap [Castaldini et al. 2009]. Moreover,

the free-space based entanglement analyzer can be replaced with a fully-fibered one, com-

prising a piezo-driven fiber polarization controller and a fiber polarizing beam splitter. Note

that the free-space configuration of the entanglement analyzer typically reduces the single

photon transmission by 10%.
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5.1 Motivation: a quest for “versatility”

In this chapter, we are interested in demonstrating the generation of polarization entan-

glement by taking advantage of type-0 spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC)

process in periodically poled lithium niobate waveguide (PPLN/W). Contrarily to type-II,

type-0 is known to yield around two orders of magnitude higher interaction efficiency due

to the exploitation of the d33 coefficient which is the most efficient non-linear coefficient in

LiNbO3. Consequently, a reasonable overall experimental rate can still be maintained even

though the generated photons are subjected to suitable narrowband filtering. In this regard,

the photons produced by our source can be engineered, in term of their spectral bandwidth,

to be adapted to broad variety of quantum applications, namely QKD in standard 200,

100, or 50 GHz ITU channels, as well as cold-atom based quantum memory applications

exhibiting absorption bandwidth up to a few tens of MHz. Furthermore, our type-0 source

emits photon pairs at a wavelength that belongs to the C-band (1530 - 1565 nm) telecom

specification, thus allowing long distance propagation in standard optical fibers. Concerning

the worries about the polarization observable for long distance quantum communications,

active compensation of fiber birefringence fluctuations can be now adopted to ensure an

overall polarization stability [Chen et al. 2007,Xavier et al. 2009,Chen et al. 2009]. Last

but not least, the information inferred by the polarization state of single photons can be

conveniently analyzed in an interferometer-free environment, using only simple linear optical

components.

5.2 Versatile polarization entanglement source: the experi-

ment

The different building blocks of our versatile photonic polarization entanglement source are

depicted in Fig.5.1. Throughout this section, we will comprehensively describe the source

by respecting the chronology order, starting from the generation of photon pairs via type-0

SPDC in a PPLN/W, down to the demonstration of high-quality polarization entanglement

via the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality.
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Figure 5.1: The effective building blocks of our “versatile” polarization entanglement source
based on non-linear type-0 SPDC process. A diode laser is employed to provide the re-
quired SPDC pump field at 780.24 nm. It allows generating co-polarized photon pairs in
the type-0 PPLN/W. The photon pairs are then collected by a single mode telecom fiber
and directed toward a suitable filter whose transmission bandwidth corresponds to a spe-
cific, high demanding, quantum application. Next, a polarization controller (PC) is used to
rotate the polarization state of the photon pairs by 45◦. An unbalanced Mach-Zehnder in-
terferometer (UMI) is then used in order to engineer polarization entangled state of the form
1√
2
(|H� |H�+ eiφ |V � |V �). The UMI is made of two fiber polarizing beam splitters (f-PBS)

connected by polarization maintaining fibers (PMF). The photon pairs are then probabilis-
tically separated by a fiber beam splitter (f-BS) and the successful separated paired photons
are sent to two separated users Alice and Bob. Each user has a set of entanglement analyzer,
comprising a half-wave plate (HWP), a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and an avalanche
photo-diode (APD). The zoomed inset shows the principle of the entanglement preparation
stage. Diagonally polarized photon pairs |D� |D� enter the UMI and consequently four pos-
sibilities are made available at the output. If a photon pair is separated inside the UMI,
we end up with either |H� |V � or |V � |H� possibility. If not, the possibilities are reduced to
either |V � |V � or |H� |H�, i.e. the contributions to the desired entangled state.
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5.2.1 Photon pair generation via type-0 SPDC

As usual, we begin by describing, experimentally, the generation of the photon pairs. Let us

take a closer look at Fig.5.1. Here, vertically polarized light at 780.24 nm from a continuous

wave, commercial tapered amplifier system (Toptica Photonics TA pro), is injected into a

4.5 cm long, home-made type-0 PPLN/W. As a result, co-polarized photon pairs, around

the degenerate wavelength of 1560.48 nm, are generated via type-0 SPDC process inside the

PPLN/W. The down conversion process can be described by |V �p
type−0−−−−→ |V �s |V �i where

the subscripts p, s and i denote the pump, signal and idler photons, respectively. The desired

phase matching condition, i.e. 780.24 nm
SPDC−−−−→ 1560.48 nm, is achieved through the use of

a PPLN/W having a width of 7µm along with a poling period of 16.3µm. Additionally,

the PPLN/W is temperature stabilized at 113.85◦C.

As for the SPDC characterization purposes, we have followed the experimental proce-

dure described in the previous Chapter 3. The resulting temperature dependent emission

spectrum from the SPDC characterization for this particular type-0 photon pair generator

is presented in Fig.5.2. As can be seen in (a), the wavelength of the signal and the idler

components can be tuned over more than 50 nm in spectral range for a temperature change

of 3◦C to the PPLN/W. Meanwhile in (b), we see a degenerate spectrum at around 1560 nm

when the PPLN/W is temperature stabilized at 113.85◦C. The full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the emission bandwidth spectrum is measured to be 32 nm, which corresponds

to 4THz.

5.2.2 Adaptable photon bandwidth via suitable spectral filtering

Even though our type-0 photon pair generator exhibits a large SPDC emission bandwidth

of 4 THz, the bandwidth can always be reduced, deliberately, via suitable spectral filtering,

so as to match the acceptance bandwidth of any desired quantum applications. Within the

scope of this thesis, we aim at demonstrating three spectral filtering solutions such that each

solution is unique to a specific, high-demanding, application in quantum communication:

• The use of a standard 80GHz dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) filter

(AC photonics) to address DWDM based QKD protocols [Qi et al. 2010b, Kaiser

et al. 2012b,Yoshino et al. 2012,Patel et al. 2014];
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5.2: (a): 3-dimensional representation concerning the temperature dependent SPDC
emission spectrum of our type-0 photon pair generator. The spectral density is visualized
over the full phase matching curve as a function of the waveguide temperature. For ease of
reading, the intensity is color coded, as indicated by the on-top color bar. From the data,
we observe a wavelength tunability of our photon pair generator of more than 50 nm for
a 3◦C temperature change. (b): For the stabilized temperature of 113.85◦C, degenerate
spectrum around 1560 nm is observed. We note that all of the above measurements are
performed by pump light at 780.24 nm in a 4.5 cm long PPLN/W having a width of 7µm
and a poling period of 16.3µm.
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• The use of a 540 MHz phase shifted fiber Bragg grating filter (PSFBG from AOS

GmbH) to answer the demand of broad acceptance bandwidth quantum memories,

e.g. room temperature atomic vapors or ion doped crystals [Reim et al. 2010,Clausen

et al. 2011,Saglamyurek et al. 2011].

• The use of a narrowband 25 MHz PSFBG (Teraxion) which is compatible with the

acceptance bandwidth of quantum memories based on cold-atoms and trapped ions

[Chanelière et al. 2005b, Black et al. 2005, Choi et al. 2008, Chen et al. 2008, Piro

et al. 2009,Choi et al. 2010,Specht et al. 2011,Wang et al. 2011,Bao et al. 2012,Bimbard

et al. 2014].

Most of the optical elements of our source are indeed fiber-based, so are the three

filters mentioned above. Consequently, a desired filter can be inserted or removed without

much hassle, thus bringing huge advantages to the system. First, any additional losses

introduced by mode-matching procedures, i.e. in and out fiber coupling can be totally

avoided. Secondly, this “plug-and-play”-type filtering configuration can ensure the long-

term stability of the system.

The use of a standalone standard DWDM filter is quite convenient as this type of filter is

essentially temperature and polarization independent. Therefore, any additional stabiliza-

tion setup accompanying the use of such filter is deemed unnecessary. The DWDM filter can

simply be characterized by sending light from a tunable laser source (e.g. Tunics T100S-HP)

to the common input, and the intensity of the transmitted lights can be monitored using a

standard optical power meter (e.g. Coherent Fieldmax). As can be seen in Fig.5.3, such a

filter exhibits a flat-top transmission bandwidth of about 80 GHz.

However, one should pay close attention to the residual birefringence of both PSFBG fil-

ters as such filters are capable of associating different polarization modes with the transmit-

ted wavelengths (|H�λ1
and |V �λ2

). The corresponding disadvantage would be the degrada-

tion of the expected entanglement quality. Consequently, it is compulsory to position those

filters where only co-polarized photons are available. In this case, the best choice is to place

these PSFBGs directly after the PPLNW as |V �s |V �i photon pairs are totally immune to

such a problem. Moreover, such filters also show relatively strong temperature dependency

of the transmission wavelength. As for the 540 MHz PSFBG manufactured by AOS GmbH,
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Figure 5.3: The flat-top spectral bandwidth of the 100 GHz DWDM (AC Photonics) filter
whose FWHM is measured to be about 80 GHz.

strong temperature-wavelength dependency of ∼ 1 GHz/K is observed. This explains why

the filter is shipped in a pre-configured, Peltier element controlled, temperature stabilized

box (AOS GmbH UltraBox), allowing the fine tuning of the PSFBG’s central wavelength.

Meanwhile, the 25MHz PSFBG from Teraxion somehow exhibits less dependency value

compared to 540 MHz one (∼ 200 MHz/K). Therefore, the Teraxion filter is placed in a

home-made temperature stabilization box comprising inexpensive heating elements and a

standard PID-type temperature controller (Thorlabs TED200C).

The PSFBG filters are simultaneously characterized and configured with the help of a

laser spectroscopy setup (see Fig.5.4 (a)). For this purpose, a tunable diode laser (Top-

tica Photonics DL100 pro design) is employed. Light from the laser source is routed into

a polarization controller (PC) before passing through the desired filter. Eventually, the

transmitted power at the output of the filter is monitored. At the same time, a small pre-

split fraction of the laser light is amplified using an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)

resulting in 100 mW of power. The amplified light is then up-converted to 780.24 nm by

second harmonic generation (SHG) process in an another home-made PPLN/W. The 3 mW

SHG output then serves to perform the Doppler free saturated absorption spectroscopy in a

rubidium cell. The obtained hyperfine structure absorption lines through the spectroscopy

serve as absolute frequency references when scanning the laser. Using the above strategy,
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the transmission peaks of both PSFBG filters for vertically polarized light can be fixed at

exactly twice the wavelength of the rubidium |F = 2� → |F � = 2× 3� hyperfine transition,

against which the pump laser is stabilized (see Fig.5.4 (b) and (c). In both figures, the

stabilization point of the pump laser is marked by a star).

5.2.3 Polarization entanglement preparation stage

As been demonstrated in the previous Chapter 3, the type-II SPDC interaction can be

exploited to produce cross-polarized photon pairs, i.e. |H�p
type−II−−−−−→ |H�s |V �i and the po-

larization entanglement can simply be obtained through appropriate separation and post-

selection of the photon pairs. As for the type-0 interaction where vertically co-polarized

photons are generated, i.e. |V �p
type−0−−−−→ |V �s |V �i, such straightforward approach is not

applicable. In our case, to engineer the polarization entanglement from a type-0 generated

photon pairs, an unbalanced Mach-Zehnder (UMI) is employed. Our technique is much

more advanced compared to previous realizations [Sanaka et al. 2002,Takesue et al. 2005],

as it permits to handle bandwidth as narrow as 25MHz.

The UMI is built upon two fiber polarizing beam splitters (f-PBS) connected together

by polarization maintaining fibers (PMF). We begin first by describing the initial state of

a photon pair before the UMI,

|ψ�init = |V � |V � . (5.1)

For simplicity, both photons are considered to be perfectly indistinguishable in all de-

grees of freedom as we are dealing with degenerate photons which are collected by a single

mode fiber. Therefore, common labeling of signal (s) and idler (i) to the photons is un-

necessary. Before entering the UMI, the pair is subjected to a polarization rotation by 45◦

using a polarization controller (PC) which, in return, transforms the |V � |V � state pair into

the diagonal polarization state,

|ψ�PC =
1√
2
(|V � − |H�) 1√

2
(|V � − |H�) = |D� |D� . (5.2)

The pair then encounter the UMI. The UMI is pre-configured such that a delay of δt is

introduced between two different polarization modes |H� and |V �. In this case, the horizon-
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(b) (c)

(a)

Figure 5.4: (a): Experimental setup toward simultaneous characterization and configura-
tion of the two phase shifted fiber Bragg grating (PSFBG) filters. Optical light around
1560.48 nm from a tunable laser source is sent through the filter under test. Next, the po-
larization and wavelength dependent transmission is monitored. A laser spectroscopy setup
is also employed in order to obtain an absolute frequency reference. For this purpose, a
small fraction of the laser light is amplified by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)
and subsequently frequency doubled in a PPLN/W. The output light at 780.24 nm is then
sent to a standard rubidium saturated absorption spectroscopy setup. (b) and (c): The
Lorentzian transmission spectrum of 540 MHz and 25MHz PSFBG filters, respectively.
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tally polarized photon is sent to propagate along the short arm while the vertically polarized

one is sent into the opposite longer arm of the UMI. These two arms are recombined by

another f-PBS where the quantum state of the exiting photon pair reads

|ψ�UMI =
1

2

�
|H�e |H�e + eiφ |V �l |V �l − ei

φ
2 |H�e |V �l − ei

φ
2 |V �l |H�e

�
. (5.3)

Here, time-binning of the photons’ arrival times is applicable due to δt �= 0 and it is

represented by e (“early”) and l (“late’) subscripts. Meanwhile, φ denotes the phase relation

between the different arms of the UMI. If the recombined photon pair is subjected to a

probabilistic separation by a fiber beam splitter (f-BS) whose outputs are associated with

two separated users, namely Alice and Bob, we obtain the following output state of

|ψ�BS =
1

4

�
�
|H�e,a |H�e,a + |H�e,b |H�e,b + 2 |H�e,a |H�e,b

�

+eiφ
�
|V �l,a |V �l,a + |V �l,b |V �l,b + 2 |V �l,a |V �l,b

�

−2ei
φ
2
�
|H�e,a |V �l,a + |H�e,b |V �l,b + |H�e,a |V �l,b + |H�e,b |V �l,a

�
�

,

(5.4)

where the additional a and b subscripts correspond to Alice and Bob, respectively. From

Eq.(5.4), if we consider only cases that give rise to coincidences between the two users, we

obtain, from the post-selection, the following quantum state:

|ψ�BS−post =
1

2

�
�
|H�e,a |H�e,b + eiφ |V �l,a |V �l,b

−ei
φ
2 |H�e,a |V �l,b − ei

φ
2 |H�e,b |V �l,a

�
�

, (5.5)

after suitable normalization.

From Eq.(5.5), if we further post-select only the events involving simultaneous arrival

of the paired photons on the f-BS, it then reads

|ψ�BS−post−post =
1√
2
(|H�e,a |H�e,b + eiφ |V �l,a |V �l,b), (5.6)

after suitable renormalization.
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However, the quantum state described in Eq.(5.6) can only be achieved by post-selection,

provided δt, which is the delay between the two arms of the UMI, is greater than the

coherence time of the photons τphoton and the timing jitters τjitters of the employed detectors.

Moreover, the labeling of “early” and “late” time-bins is valid, if and only if, the photon pair

creation time is known. In the case of SPDC pumped with continuous laser, it is practically

impossible to differentiate between those two time-bins thus the labeling of e and l can be

completely dropped [Shih & Alley 1988,Franson 1989,Brendel et al. 1992,Kwiat et al. 1993].

To actually observe entanglement, the phase relation φ between the two contributions of the

state |ψ�BS−post−post should stay constant, i.e stable, at least throughout the total duration

of the experiment. In this regard, a constant φ can be preserved if the coherence time of the

pump laser τpump is greater than δt, thus permitting the following polarization entangled

state to be obtained:

|ψ�final =
1√
2
(|H�a |H�b + eiφ |V �a |V �b), (5.7)

where, in overall, the inequality τpump � δt � τphoton + τjitters is satisfied.

With our source, it is possible to prepare any arbitrary superposition of the maximally

polarization entangled Bell states |Φ+� and |Φ−�. The latter can be achieved simply by

manipulating the phase difference between the two arms of the UMI. Let us consider the

following two-photon state available at the input of the UMI:

|ψ�init = (αs |H�s + βs |H�s)(αi |V �i + βi |V �i), (5.8)

where the subscripts s and i denote signal and idler photons, respectively, and the normal-

ization of |α|2s,i + |β|2s,i = 1 is satisfied. After appropriate post-selection involving only the

cases of simultaneous arrival of paired photons, the following non-maximally polarization

entangled Bell state is obtained:

|ψ�post =
1

N
(α2 |H�s |H�i + eiφβ2 |V �s |V �i), . (5.9)

where the normalization N =
�

α4 + β4. Interestingly, we can also prepare non-maximally

entangled states as the superposition of the other Bell states namely |Ψ+� and |Ψ−� simply
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by rotating the polarization of one photon that is successfully separated by the f-BS with

the help of a half-wave plate.

5.2.3.1 Satisfying τpump � δt � τphoton + τjitters

The requirement τpump � δt � τphoton+τjitters should be experimentally fulfilled in order to

observe the entangled state |ψ�final = 1√
2
(|H�a |H�b+eiφ |V �a |V �b). Let us assume the most

extreme case where the generated photons are spectrally filtered by the ultra-narrowband

25 MHz PSFBG filter. Correspondingly, the single photon coherence time τphoton is ex-

pected to be ∼ 18 ns, which is much greater compared to the timing jitters of typical

indium-gallium-arsenide (InGaAs) avalanche photo-diodes (APD) specifically used for this

experiment, τjitters ∼200 ps. Therefore, τjitters contribution can be considered negligible.

Meanwhile, the delay δt is fixed at ∼ 76 ns which is equivalent to 18 m of path length dif-

ference between the two PMFs of the UMI. To this extent, the requirement of δt � τphoton

is fulfilled.

In the case of non-stabilized diode laser sources, it is typically difficult to maintain τpump

over more than 100 ns in the long run, thus representing a major obstacle toward fulfilling

τpump � δt requirement. However, τpump � δt can be greatly increased by stabilizing the

pump laser. It is for this particular reason why we actually opted for 780.24 nm as the

pump wavelength. At such wavelength, the pump laser can be conveniently locked to the

D2 line of rubidium by means of a laser spectroscopy setup. For this particular purpose,

a mW fraction of the laser light is directed toward a second set of saturated absorption

spectroscopy setup. In our case, the stabilization is made on the |F = 2� → |F � = 2 × 3�
hyperfine crossover transition of the D2 line of 87Rb. By using a small electromagnet, the

Zeeman shifted resonance is modulated by ∼ 20 kHz. The saturation absorption signal is

then demodulated using a lock-in amplifier (EG&G 5210), and fed forward to the laser

diode current through a home-made PID controller. The speed of the stabilization system

is sufficient in order to achieve a laser linewidth < 150 kHz, over all the relevant time scales,

which guarantees τpump>3µs, therefore τpump � δt. Overall speaking, our system now

fulfills τpump � δt � τphoton.
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5.2.4 Phase stabilization

For high-quality polarization entanglement demonstration via the violation of the Bell-

CHSH inequality, the phase relation φ between |H� |H� and |V � |V � contributions of the

desired entangled state needs to be kept stable throughout the full measurement time. This

simply translates to a constant phase requirement between the short and the long arms

of the UMI. In our case, the variation of the phase comes, notably from the surrounding

thermal fluctuations affecting the polarization maintaining fibers (PMF) of the UMI. As a

result, the refractive index of such fibers also fluctuates. It has been shown that in order to

observe near perfect entanglement visibility with the Bell-CHSH inequality test, the phase

fluctuation ∆φ should be kept below 1%, implying the following condition of ∆φ < 2π
50 .

Concerning previous works, standard temperature stabilization system acting on the

employed interferometer should deliver enough stability to the phase relation φ where the

path length difference between both arms of the interferometer is on the order of a few

tens of centimeters [Tanzilli et al. 2002, Sanaka et al. 2002, Takesue et al. 2005, Pomarico

et al. 2009]. To give a basic idea, by implementing a standard, off-the-shelf stabilization

system, a stability of about 10 mK can be expected. Therefore, such system is capable to

handle the temperature stabilization concerning a path length difference of the interfer-

ometer up to 400 cm while maintaining near 100% entanglement visibility. However, our

experiment requires a much more capable system as we are dealing with photons exhibiting

ultra-long coherence time in the extreme scenario. To accommodate such coherence times,

we recall that the path length difference of our interferometer is of about 18 m, such that

the use of a temperature stabilization system featuring sub-mK stability is mandatory.

To avoid the latter constraint, we have decided to implement an active phase stabilization

system for the UMI. In this case, the system relies on the continuous information on the

accumulated phase inside the UMI. Thanks to such information, constant correction of the

PMF’s optical length can be applied via a home-made piezoelectric (PZT) fiber stretcher

acting on the long arm of the UMI so as to reduce, to the minimum, the temperature

induced phase fluctuations. As can be seen from Fig.5.5, a telecom diode laser source

(Toptica Photonics DL100 pro design) is employed to emit low-power (≤100 nW) reference

light at 1558.6 nm, i.e. slightly shifted from the wavelength of the actual photon pairs so
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Figure 5.5: Implementation of the phase stabilization system of the UMI, i.e. entanglement
preparation interferometer. The system relies on the information of the accumulated phase
by a counter-propagating reference laser light in the UMI. Depending on the measured phase,
a correction signal is sent to a home-made piezoelectric (PZT) fiber stretcher. Moreover, the
phase inside the UMI can be accurately tuned with the help of an electro-optic modulator
(EOM).

as to avoid noise background due to scattering in the optical setup. The reference light is

then diagonally polarized and sent into the UMI via a 200 GHz ITU 21/23 DWDM filter,

i.e. through wavelength multiplexing. Note that the reference light is sent in the counter-

propagative direction compared to that of the photon pairs at 1560.48 nm. At the output

of the UMI, the polarization state of the reference light reads

|ψ�r =
1√
2
(|H�r + eiφr |V �r), (5.10)

where φr denotes the relative phase difference between the short (horizontal) and long (ver-

tical) arms of the UMI. As a side note, the subscript r represents every elements associated

with the reference laser light. The reference light is again separated from main experimental

setup via another identical DWDM filter, i.e. through wavelength demultiplexing. After the

separation, light passes then through an electro-optic modulator (EOM). Up to this point,

the previous polarization state evolves into

|ψ�EOM =
1√
2
(|H�r + ei(φr+φEOM ) |V �r), (5.11)
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where φEOM represents the manipulable artificial phase added by the EOM to the vertical

contribution. Then the polarization state of the reference light is rotated by 45◦ using a

polarization controller (not shown in Fig.5.5 for simplicity reason) resulting in the following

state:

|ψ�PC =
1− e(φr+φEOM )

2
|H�r +

1 + e(φr+φEOM )

2
|V �r . (5.12)

A fiber beam splitter (f-PBS) is employed to separate the |H�r and |V �r modes. Even-

tually, light intensities IH and IV representing the accumulated phase fluctuations can be

conveniently measured by two detectors DH and DV , respectively, where

IH ∝ sin2

�
φr + φEOM

2

�

. (5.13)

IV ∝ cos2
�
φr + φEOM

2

�

. (5.14)

Consequently, the detected intensity by DV permits inferring the phase term (φr +

φEOM ) mod 2π.

Overall, our phase stabilization scheme involves a standard feedback loop configuration.

We begin with sending a 32 kHz modulation signal originated from the lock-in amplifier to

the modulation input of the reference laser diode resulting in the modulation of the reference

wavelength. From Eqs.(5.14) and (5.14), it is obvious that the recorded intensities by both

detectors DH and DV are wavelength independent, but depends only on the combined

phase fluctuations. Therefore, the intensity, for instance IV , is measured using a fast photo-

diode (Thorlabs DET10C), labeled DV . The voltage output from such detector is sent back

to lock-in amplifier in order to be demodulated. In the meantime, the incoming signal is

multiplied with the 32 kHz modulation signal and sent to a low-pass filtering. As a result, an

error signal is obtained which corresponds to the first derivative of intensity IV . Concerning

the error signal, it needs to be kept always at zero level. In order to achieve such a phase

correction, the error signal is sent to the PZT via an integrator circuit that guarantees

to constantly keep the phase term φr + φEOM at zero. Interestingly, an accurate tuning

of φr, which represents the phase inside the UMI, can be conveniently achieved simply by

adjusting φEOM . Furthermore, the response time of our system toward correcting the phase

fluctuations is quite fast, i.e. on the order of 1 ms which is mainly limited by the response
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time of the PZT.

To ensure an overall long term stability of our system, we have employed the transfer-

cavity lock configuration. In this case, the reference laser diode at 1558.6 nm is stabilized

upon a cavity where the cavity itself is locked to the primary pump laser at 780.24 nm. As

a result, our system is capable to achieve an overall phase stability better than π
100 over

several days.

5.2.5 Filter-associated coincidence histogram

Most of the experimental requirements are now fulfilled. Here, we are interested in observing

the coincidence histogram associated with each filter configuration. The experimental setup

allowing such observation is illustrated in Fig.5.6. As has been discussed before, it is

imperative for the filters, notably the phase shifted fiber Bragg grating (PSFBG) ones, to

be positioned in front of the entanglement preparation stage, i.e. UMI, so as to avoid any

polarization dependent transmission. Moreover, as we are dealing with degenerate photon

pairs, a fiber beam splitter (f-BS) is employed for probabilistic separation of the pairs. The

truly separated photon pairs are then shared by Alice and Bob, who both use a free-running,

InGaAs APD (IDQ 220) to detect the incoming photons. Each APD exhibits a quantum

detection efficiency of 20% and a dark count probability of 10−6/ns. The coincidence rate

between the two APDs is processed by a coincidence counter (&).

Figure 5.6: Representation of the experimental setup toward observing the coincidence his-
togram associated with three different filtering solutions. Once correlated paired photons
are made available after the entanglement preparation stage (UMI), they are then proba-
bilistically separated by a fiber beam splitter (f-BS). The separated photons are eventually
detected by Alice and Bob. The coincidence is then processed by a coincidence counter (&)
thus revealing different arrival times of the paired photons.
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As can be seen in Fig.5.7, the difference in delay δt between two arms of the UMI is long

enough to resolve the three separated coincidence peaks for all three filters. The outer peaks

at ±76 ns contain the the cross-polarized photon pair contributions, i.e. pairs that have been

separated inside the UMI. Meanwhile, the central peak at zero delay is twice as high as the

outer ones as it contains the desired contributions of |H� |H� and |V � |V � to the entangled

state. We note that only the contributions at zero delay lead to the expected entangled

state described in Eq.(5.7). To observe such state, a post selection in the time domain has

therefore to be applied thanks to a suitable time window that can be easily adjusted in

position and duration with the coincidence counter. For the latter, a time-to-amplitude

converter (Ortec 567) featuring single channel analyzing capability is employed.

Figure 5.7: Coincidence histogram associated with all three filters. Three well separated
coincidence peaks are observed on all occasions. This is a clear and valid confirmation for
the chosen δt of 76 ns thus allowing appropriate entanglement post-selection of |V � |V � and
|H� |H� contributions in the central peak.

For the 80 GHz DWDM filter, a photon coherence time of 5 ps is expected. Therefore,

the width of the observed coincidence peak associated with the DWDM filter is solely defined

by the convolution of the detectors’ timing jitters. In this case, the width of the coincidence

peak is measured to be 230±2 ps which leads to a timing jitter of 230 ps/
√
2=163 ps for a

single detector (considering the Gaussian shaped profile), which is in good agreement with

the manufacturer’s specification. Meanwhile, the implementation of both PSFBG filters

results in the broadening of the coincidence peaks reflecting the increase of the photons’

coherence time. For the 540 MHz and the 25 MHz PSFBG filters, the respective coincidence

peak widths are measured to be 800±20 ps and 15.6±0.7 ns, respectively, which are in good
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agreement with the corresponding filter specifications.

5.2.6 Entanglement analysis

The main aim of this subsection is to verify the level of the entanglement quality contained

in the produced entangled state via the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality for all three

filter configurations. However, we first begin with the demonstration of our capability to

accurately tune the phase inside the UMI to either 0 or π.

We note that all of the measurements conducted in this subsection follow the experi-

mental setup shown in Fig.5.8.

Figure 5.8: Experimental setup toward demonstrating the phase tuning capability as well
as the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality. As of now, Alice and Bob install, on their
respective side, a set of entanglement analyzers comprising a half-wave plate (HWP), a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and an avalanche photo-diode (APD).

5.2.6.1 Phase tuning capability

As a first measurement, the phase tuning capability is demonstrated. To this point, it is as-

sumed that the general entangled quantum state of |ψ�final = 1√
2
(|H�a |H�b+eiφ |V �a |V �b)

is shared between two users Alice and Bob. As for now, they both fix their respective half-

wave plates at 22.5◦, thus projecting the entangled state into the phase sensitive diagonal

basis {|D� , |A�}. In the meantime, a control signal in the form of a continuous voltage

ramp is sent to the home-made piezo-electric (PZT) fiber stretcher acting on the long arm

of the UMI. The resulting coincidence rate between Alice’s and Bob’s respective detectors

is recorded as a function of the applied voltage on the PZT, therefore as a function of the

phase φ set in the UMI. These measurements are repeated for all three filters.

The observed sinusoidal oscillation of the coincidence rate for all filter bandwidths is
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shown in Fig.5.9. Correspondingly, such behavior demonstrate the generation of the max-

imally entangled polarization Bell states, being |Φ+� for φ = 0, and |Φ−� for φ = π. We

observe raw visibilities of 99.9±1.2%, 97.1±1.2%, and 88±2% associated with 100 GHz,

540 MHz and 25 MHz filter bandwidths, respectively. When subtracting the accidental co-

incidence events, the computed net visibilities are 99.9±1.2%, 99.4±1.5%, and 97±2%,

respectively. Note that the corresponding visibilities for 25MHz filter are inferior compared

to the other two filtering cases. As ultra-long coherence time photons are concerned, longer

time windows are required for the entanglement post-selection, thus increasing the prob-

ability of detecting coincidence dark count events. Consequently, the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) of the measurement is reduced.

To conclude, we stress that the curves shown in Fig.5.9 are already the signature that we

have successfully prepare maximally entangled state |ψ� = 1√
2
(|H� |H�+ eiφ |V � |V �). As a

side note, the type of measurement we have been discussing here, i.e. where the phase of the

entangled state is turned continuously, somehow correspond to what is done in energy-time

entanglement based demonstration [Tanzilli et al. 2002].

For the upcoming measurement which is the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality, we

deliberately set the phase φ at π.

5.2.6.2 Violation of Bell-CHSH inequality

As for now, the maximally polarization entangled Bell state |Φ−� is produced by our source.

Alice now fixes her HWP in four different standard settings, 0◦ → |H�, 22.5◦ → |D�, 45◦ →
|V � and −22.5◦ → |A�. For each setting, the coincidence rate is recorded as a function of the

continuous rotation of Bob’s HWP angle. Note that, for the measurements corresponding to

100 GHz and 540 MHz filter bandwidths, Alice and Bob each employs a free-running InGaAs

APD (idQuantique id220) for single photon detection. For the measurement involving

the 25 MHz filter, the previous APDs are replaced by two superconducting single photon

detectors (SSPD, Scontel TCORPS-001). Even though both SSPDs exhibits a bit lower

quantum detection efficiency of ∼7% at 1560 nm, resulting in lower coincidence counts,

they however produce less than 10 dark counts per second which in return increases the

SNR.

The corresponding correlation curves associated with three different filters bandwidths
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Figure 5.9: Results obtained through the demonstration of phase tuning capability. The
measurement consists in fixing both Alice’s and Bob’s respective HWP to 22.5◦ thus, prepar-
ing their analyzers in the phase sensitive diagonal basis. The coincidence rate between Alice
and Bob is then recorded as a function of the phase φ set in the UMI. We observe, for all fil-
ter options, high visibility coincidence rate oscillations thus validating our approach toward
achieving high phase stability. As a side note, the computed visibility for 25 MHz filter is a
bit lower compared to the other two cases due to lower SNR.

are shown in Fig.5.10. We observe raw visibilities of 99.6±1.3%, 97.1±0.9%, and 99±3%

for 100 GHz, 540 MHz and 25 MHz filter bandwidths, respectively, where such visibilities

easily exceed the non-local threshold of 71% thus proving the high-quality of the expected

polarization entanglement. Alternatively, we computed the associated raw S parameters to

be 2.82±0.01, 2.80±0.02, and 2.82±0.02, respectively. These values represent violations of

the Bell-CHSH inequality by at least 40 standard deviations. This further highlights the

high-quality of the polarization entanglement produced by our source.

5.2.7 Source’s performances

In addition to high entanglement qualities observed through the violation of the Bell-CHSH

inequality, the brightness of the photon-pair generator represents one of its key features,

since it defines the rate at which a quantum protocol can be operated. In the previous

Chapter 4, we have described extensively the experimental procedure on how to conve-

niently estimate the brightness B and the SPDC efficiency of the photon pair generator

(see Eqs.(4.26) to (4.35)). Based on the same procedure (see Sec.4.2.6), we calculate from
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(a) 100 GHz DWDM filter

(b) 540 MHz PSFBG filter

(c) 25 MHz PSFBG filter

Figure 5.10: Violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality. (a), (b) and (c): Near perfect visi-
bilities of the correlation curves are observed for filter bandwidths of 100 GHz, 540 MHz,
and 25 MHz, respectively. We note that, thanks to the use of ultra-low noise SSPDs, the
SNR for the measurement concerning the 25 MHz is improved such that the achieved high
visibility is on par with the other two cases.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the relevant figures of merit concerning our versatile polarization
entanglement source for the three filter configurations. All values correspond to raw values,
where noise contribution is taken into account. n

τphoton
: mean number of generated photon

pairs per coherence time, Vraw: raw entanglement visibility, Fraw
|Φ−�: fidelity to the closest

maximally entangled Bell state, Sraw: the computed Bell parameter from the raw data.
Note that the brightness B is defined as the expected amount of photon pairs (Npair) being
generated per mW of pump power, per 1 s of integration time, and per MHz of spectral
bandwidth. The fidelity Fraw

|Φ−� is obtained by computing 1+Vraw

2 .
Bandwidth (MHz) 80 · 103 540 c
Photon coherence time τphoton (ns) 5.5 · 10−3 0.803 15.6
PPLN/W coupled pump power (mW) 0.009 0.2 3.5

n
τphoton

(ns−1) 5 · 10−5 2 · 10−3 2 · 10−2

Detected pair rate (s−1) 2000 50 6
Heralding efficiency (%) 13 4 5
Brightness B 960 300 380
Vraw 99.6± 1.3 97.1± 0.9 99± 3

Fraw
|Φ−� 0.998 0.985 0.995

Sraw 2.82± 0.01 2.80± 0.02 2.82± 0.02

the outcomes, a brightness B of

B =
4.6 · 106

mW.s.GHz
(5.15)

for our type-0 photon pair generator. Concurrently, the SPDC efficiency is calculated to be

ηSPDC = 4.8 · 10−6 pairs

pump photon
. (5.16)

We also provide a summary of the relevant figures of merit concerning our versatile

polarization entanglement source for the three filter configurations. The summary can be

found in Tab.5.1. Finally, Tab.5.2 presents a detailed comparison of our source performances

for the three utilized filters to other pertinent and concurrent realizations of ultra-narrow

bandwidth photon pair entanglement sources found in the literature.
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Table 5.2: Experimental results for different realizations of ultra-narrow bandwidth photon
pair entanglement sources. Note that the specified brightness B values are defined as
the expected amount of photon pairs (Npair) being generated per mW of pump power,
per 1 s of integration time, and per MHz of spectral bandwidth. Also, BW. stands for the
photon’s bandwidth, λ denotes the operation wavelength of the generated photon pairs, and
Vnet depicts net entanglement visibility. KTP OPO: potassium titanyl phosphate optical
parametric oscillator, PPKTP: periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate.

Reference Configuration Observable Bw. (MHz) λ B Vnet

[Kuklewicz et al. 2006] KTP OPO polar. 22 795 0.7 77%
[Halder et al. 2007] PPLN/W time-bin 1200 1560 446 NA
[Bao et al. 2008] PPKTP OPO polar. 9.6 780 6 97%
[Piro et al. 2009] PPKTP polar. 22 854 3 98%
[Pomarico et al. 2009] PPLN/W OPO time-bin 117 1560 17 94%
[Yan et al. 2011] Rubidium atoms polar. 6 780 0.5 90%

This thesis [Kaiser et al. 2013] PPLN/W polar. 540 1560 306 99%
This thesis [Kaiser et al. 2013] PPLN/W polar. 25 1560 380 99%

5.3 Conclusion and perspectives

In conclusion, we have demonstrated remarkably versatile experimental outcomes towards

producing polarization entangled photon pairs in the telecom C-band of wavelength (1530 -

1565 nm). As discussed earlier, the versatility refers to the fact that the photons produced

by our source can be engineered, in the spectral domain, to be adapted to a broad variety of

quantum applications. Depending on the application, by adapting the phase-matching con-

dition and the filtering solution, the single photon wavelength can be tuned over more than

100 nm and associated spectral bandwidth chosen over more than five orders of magnitude.

However, we can fairly say that the versatility also covers the aspect of the entangled state

creation as well. By exploiting the advanced fiber-based entanglement preparator connected

to a highly efficient type-0 photon pair generator, we are capable of preparing any arbitrary

superposition of all the maximally polarization entangled Bell states. Our measured values

of the normalized source brightness also stand among the highest ever reported for narrow

band entangled photon pair generation. Furthermore, the correlation measurement outcome

represents the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality by at least 40 standard deviations for

all three filters, i.e. 100 GHz DWDM , 540MHz PSFBG, and 25 MHz PSFBG.

As has been discussed before in Chapter 3, we have suggested some possible improve-
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ments that can help maximizing the true potential of our entanglement source (see 5.2.7),

and similar suggestions also hold true this type-0 source. However, we could see a consid-

erable improvements in the overall experimental rate if the generated photon pairs were

separated in a deterministic manner. This is feasible but the price to pay would be on even

more complex overall experimental apparatus than the current setup of Fig.5.1.
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Photons play a pivotal role towards enabling various optical quantum technologies.

Therefore, the development of high-quality photon sources that produce pairs of entan-

gled photons, or simply a stream of well timed indistinguishable single photons, is required.

Two demonstrations of polarization entangled photon pair sources for this thesis work have

already been described in Chapters 4 and 5. Meanwhile, the next following Chapters 7 and

8 of this manuscript will deal, particularly, with the development of the so-called heralded

single photon sources.

6.1 Single photon sources: state-of-the-art

Single photons remain one of the key ingredient for wide variety of quantum applications:

• In quantum key distribution (QKD), a qubit of information can be encoded, for in-

stance, on the polarization state of a single photon. During the transfer of information,

should more than one photon carry the same value of qubit at a given time window,
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an eavesdropper can exploit the photon number splitting (PNS) attack to extract part

of the information [Brassard et al. 2000, Scarani et al. 2009]. Hence, single photon

states are required to ensure the security of QKD.

• One of the emerging aspect of quantum information science is linear optical quantum

computing (LOQC) [Knill et al. 2001]. With regard to LOQC, researchers manipulate

single photon states by exploiting the very basic building blocks of linear optics such,

as beam splitters, half-wave and quarter-wave plates, and phase shifters. More impor-

tantly, the so-called LOQC-based, CNOT gates which represent a critical “computing”

element to LOQC [O’Brien et al. 2003,Nemoto & Munro 2004], strictly require single

photons so as to ensure the correct intended functionality. In parallel, single pho-

tons are also being used in boson sampling experiments [Tillmann et al. 2013,Broome

et al. 2013].

• In quantum metrology, the calibration of, specifically, number-resolving single photon

detectors should be done at the single photon level, hence the requirements of single

photons [Polyakov & Migdall 2009,Avella et al. 2011].

The above statements alone represent enough reasons to call for the development of high-

quality, single photon sources (SPS) for quantum information science (QIS) applications.

Ideally, an SPS should be able to emit indistinguishable single photons in a deterministic

way, i.e. on-demand, at an arbitrarily high repetition rate, and with zero probability of

multi-photon emission [Scarani et al. 2009]. Ideal single photon sources should emit light in

the Fock state |1�. In experiments, the most common, yet trivial, means to attain the single

photon regime is to strongly attenuate a laser beam so as to ensure negligible multi-photon

generation events. In quantum physics, coherent states represent the most “classical” states

of the harmonic oscillator, and they can be used to describe the quantum state of a laser.

Basically, they are the eigenstates of the annihilation operator

â |α� = α |α� , (6.1)
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and they can be expressed in the basis of number states, i.e. Fock states as:

|α� = e
−|α|2

2

�

n

αn

√
n!

|n� = e
−|α|2

2

�

|0�+ α |1�+ α2

√
2!

|2�+ . . .

�

. (6.2)

The associated photon distribution follows Poissonian statistics, with a probability of

obtaining n photon(s) in a given time interval:

Pn = e−nn
n

n!
, (6.3)

where the average number of photons n = |α|2 and the variance of ∆n2 = n2 − n2 = n.

In most practical applications of quantum communication, the mean number of photons

produced per pump pulse is kept below 0.1 [de Riedmatten et al. 2004b]. In this configura-

tion, multi-photon events are negligible and P1 � Pn≥2. However, when imposing a low n,

one can straightforwardly deduce from Eq.(6.3) that vacuum represent the biggest chunk in

photon distribution, i.e. P0 � P1. Therefore, this type of source cannot be considered as

an “ideal” single photon source.

6.1.1 True single photon generation

The quest for a true single photon source has continued with the exploitation of single

quantum emitters [Grangier et al. 2004] such as quantum dots [Santori et al. 2001, Press

et al. 2007], and color center in diamond [Brouri et al. 2000,Kurtsiefer et al. 2000]. A single

photon source can be engineered from III-V semiconductor heterostructures. Particularly,

quantum dots (QD) can be fabricated in galium arsenide(GaAs) where the use of, not just

optical [Santori et al. 2001], but also electrical pumping is possible. The electrical pumping

of such structure was first demonstrated in [Yuan et al. 2002] and previously considered as

one of the major breakthroughs towards the realization of a robust and compact, future sin-

gle photon source. In order to increase the emission rate and the directionality, researchers

exploit the Purcell effect where a single quantum dot is deposited into a microcavity [Pelton

et al. 2002,Bennett et al. 2005,Press et al. 2007,Wilk et al. 2007]. To date, both optically

and electrically pumped sources have been proved to deliver indistinguishable, transform

limited single photons [Santori et al. 2001,Bennett et al. 2008]. However, the investigation
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of, namely entanglement via the violation of Bell’s inequality [Fattal et al. 2004b], as well

as quantum teleportation [Fattal et al. 2004a], are demonstrated with optically pumped

sources due to poor single photon indistinguishability from electrically driven ones. Apart

from that, QDs have also been integrated in photonic crystal waveguides to produce single

photons at telecom O band of wavelengths [Hoang et al. 2012]. A major drawback shared

by all previously mentioned QD implementations is the requirement of cryogenic working

condition due to limited material quality. Recently, a group of researchers in Japan has

successfully demonstrated, for the first time, a single photon emission at room temperature

by a gallium-nitride QD, fabricated at a pre-defined location [Holmes et al. 2014].

The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond represents the first single color center

ever detected [Gruber 1997] and since became the most widely studied approach towards

producing single photons in solid-state. One of the biggest advantage of NV centers is

the excellent stability at room temperature thanks to the rigidity of the diamond lattice.

Furthermore, previously low luminescence collection efficiency due to high refractive index of

the diamond itself has been solved by the use of nanocrystals, and recently, solid immersion

lens technique [Marseglia et al. 2011] has become the preferred solution. There also has been

a tremendous progress concerning the implementation of integrated diamond photonics.

Recently, the coupling of individual NV centers to a microring resonator fabricated in single-

crystal diamond is demonstrated [Faraon et al. 2011]. Apart from that, hybridization aspect

has also been demonstrated where a single NV center is successfully coupled to a fiber-

based Fabry-Perot cavity in free-space [Albrecht et al. 2013]. Furthermore, an electrically

driven single photon emission based on a single neutral NV center was demonstrated from a

successful collaboration between the groups in Japan and Germany [Mizuochi et al. 2012].

Albeit the advantages presented so far, color centers in diamond, generally, only emits single

photons in the visible range of wavelength, preventing such sources to be implemented in a

long distance QKD links. Overall, NV centers might be a good choice for generating single

photons for conventional scientific applications such as biological process imaging, but,

the difficulty to obtain Fourier transform limited photons from NV centers by cryogenic

cooling [Tamarat et al. 2006] made it less attractive for QIS applications.
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6.1.2 Non-linear optics based, heralded single photon sources

With regard to single quantum emitter approach, another fundamentally different strategy

towards generating single photons is to implement heralded single photon source (HSPS)

[Rarity et al. 1987]. Heralding technique is applicable when two simultaneously generated

photons are available. Upon separation, one of the two photons is detected and this serves

to announce the existence of the second one. In the meantime, the second photon, i.e.

the heralded photon can propagate through a series of manipulation before being routed

to the final destination. HSPS realizations have been demonstrated in asynchronous [Fasel

et al. 2004, Alibart et al. 2005, Brida et al. 2012] and synchronous [Pomarico et al. 2012,

Krapick et al. 2013], pair generation regimes. Through heralding, one can alter in a positive

manner, the distribution of the heralded photons. As a result, a delivery of single photons

approaching the ideal case of an SPS is obtained.

In experiments, pairs of photons are conveniently generated via:

• Four wave mixing (FWM) in χ(3) materials.

• Spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) process in χ(2) materials.

Due to probabilistic nature of of both nonlinear processes mentioned above, HSPS real-

ization from ideal SPS as:

• HSPS is not an on-demand single source due to randomly generated photon

pairs.

• HSPS is not a true single photon source due to multi-photon generation events,

that cannot be discriminated due to the current technological limitation of photon

number resolving detection capability concerning the heralding photons.

Despite this, an HSPS is indeed a viable alternative to single emitter technology towards

producing single photons and at the same time it provides greater advantages over the use

of weak coherent pulses.

Recently, FWM has experienced booming interests towards generating photon pairs in

optical fibers [Fiorentino et al. 2002,Li et al. 2004,Takesue & Inoue 2004,Dyer et al. 2009],

photonic crystal fibers [Fan et al. 2005, Rarity et al. 2005, Fulconis et al. 2005] and more
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particularly in silicon nanophotonic devices [Sharping et al. 2006,Harada et al. 2008,Clem-

men et al. 2009, Xiong et al. 2011]. In particular, with silicon nanophotonics, one can

dream of future scalable quantum processing on-chip. Benefiting from the compatibility

to CMOS technology platform and from the very high index of the silicon itself, dense in-

tegrated photonic chips can be fabricated [Bogaerts et al. 2006]. The efficiency of χ(3) in

silicon based devices can be significantly improved by exploiting the dispersion-engineered

slow-light waveguide structure [Clark et al. 2013,Xiong et al. 2013]. For the first time, the

produced heralded single photons at room temperature have been characterized in a χ(3)

silicon nanophotonic device [Davanço et al. 2012], and followed by [Clark et al. 2013]. More

advanced multiplexing techniques so as to increase the performance of silicon-based HSPS

are demonstrated [Collins et al. 2013,Zhang et al. 2015]. Additionally, the generation of pho-

ton pairs through FWM in silicon based devices has also led to the investigations of photonic

entanglement generation, either outside [Takesue et al. 2007b,Wakabayashi et al. 2015], or

on-chip configuration [Grassani et al. 2015,Xiong et al. 2015b].

Despite these promising results, however, the performance of FWM sources are heavily af-

fected by Raman scattering and multi-photon absorption: as a matter of fact, these effects

combined with generally small χ(3) coefficients, result in limitations of the source bright-

ness [Clark et al. 2012,Husko et al. 2013].

As valuable alternative to FWM, SPDC in χ(2) materials is today considered to be

a main contributor to the continuous development of heralded single photon sources. As

already seen in previous chapters, precise engineering of suitable χ(2) materials via periodi-

cally poling can lead to an accurate phase matching condition where production of photon

pairs at telecom wavelength can be realized [Tanzilli et al. 2002] as essential for long dis-

tance quantum transmission in optical fibers [Alibart et al. 2005,Aboussouan et al. 2010].

Furthermore, fine tuning of the phase matching can be easily achieved, either by modi-

fying the pump wavelength or by adjusting the temperature of the material. Although,

generated photon pairs via SPDC generally exhibit spectral correlations leading to a re-

duced purity of generated quantum states [Grice et al. 2001], such weakness can easily be

compensated via suitable spectral filtering [Mosley et al. 2008a,Mosley et al. 2008b,Martin

et al. 2009,Aboussouan et al. 2010]. Eventually, concerning the efficiency, SPDC is highly

preferred to FWM as the second order non-linearity is much stronger than the third one.
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SPDC also has the reputation of being the most convenient tool for generating photonic en-

tanglements, empowering various studies on quantum phenomena [Kwiat et al. 1995,Tanzilli

et al. 2002,Kaiser et al. 2012a]. For these various reasons, SPDC χ(2) remains the preferred

photon pair generators towards generating photon pairs in HSPS implementation. Based

on what has been discussed, we have opted for SPDC to be the workhorse for generating

photon pairs in our HSPS realizations.

6.2 Gauging the quality of an HSPS

It is interesting to compare the performance of an HSPS to an ideal SPS. An ideal SPS should

emit only single photons separated by a specific interval of time. By considering the previous

statement, let us assume a thought experiment. For now, we consider a stream of well

separated single photons as shown in Fig.6.1 (a). Quantumly speaking, if a single photon

is incident on a 50/50 beam splitter, it will either be transmitted or reflected with an equal

probability of 1
2 . Accordingly, if two single photon detectors D1 and D2 (with negligible dark

counts) are placed separately at each output of the beam splitter, no temporal coincidences

between their detection events will be observed. This is what is famously acknowledged as

the antibunchness of a single photon.

D1

D2BS

D1

D2BS

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: The thought experiment. (a): a stream of well separated single photons arriving
at a beam splitter. (b): the single photons arrive in bunches at the beam splitter.
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In case of non negligible multi-photon contributions, we can imagine that bunches of

simultaneous photons arrive at the beam splitter (see Fig.6.1 (b)). On average, half of the

photons will be directed to D1 and the other half, of course, will found the way to D2 and

coincidences between the detections of D1 and D2 can appear. A brilliant idea to observe the

photon bunching was first established by Hanburry Brown and Twiss for an application in

astrophysics [Hanbury Brown & Twiss 1956]. In order to analyze the intensity correlations

in a quantifiable manner, the second-order correlation function of light g(2)(0) is used and

it is defined by

g(2)(τ) =
�I(t+ τ)I(t)�
�I(t)� �I(t+ τ)� . (6.4)

Here, I(t) represents the intensity of the light beam at time (t).

Eq.(6.4) can be rewritten as

g(2)(τ) =
�ND2(t+ τ)ND1(t)�
�ND1(t)� �ND2(t+ τ)� , (6.5)

since the recorded rates ND1(t) and ND2(t) for both detectors D1 and D2, respectively, are

proportional to the intensity. Here, the second-order correlation function g(2)(τ) signifies

the correlation of detected photons at D1 and D2 separated by a time τ . For bunched light,

g(2)(0) > 1 where 1 ≤ g(2)(τ) < g(2)(0). Meanwhile, for the antibunched light g(2)(0) < 1

and in the case of an ideal SPS g(2)(0) = 0 (pure quantum effect described at the beginning

of the thought experiment). Aside from that, coherent light exhibits g(2)(τ) = 1 for all τ .

A basic experimental arrangement for measuring g(2)(τ) of an HSPS is depicted in

Fig.6.2. The SPDC-based source is employed for creating photon pairs comprising signal

and idler photons. Upon successful detection of a (heralding) signal photon by the detector

DH , trigger signals are released so as to gate the opening of detectors D1 and D2 placed in

the HBT detection system.

For an HSPS, we are particularly interested in the second-order correlation g(2)(τ) at zero

delay. Accordingly, we are going to express g(2)(0) in term of photon number probabilities

in weak gain regime (P2 � Pn≥3). We will consider the case of negligible dark counts which

is consistent to our experiments. We begin with the probability, P (1)
D1

, to have a click in
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DH

D1

Trigger

Signal

Idl
er

D2
HBT

BS

Pump
&

SPDC

&

Figure 6.2: Original example behind the implementation of heralded single photon source,
extended to a Hanburry Brown and Twiss (HBT) type configuration for measuring second-
order correlation g(2)(τ). Nonlinear SPDC interaction in χ(2) material is exploited for
photon pair generation. Upon successful detection of signal photons by detector Ds, an
electrical signal will be released and it will be used to trigger the opening of two other
installed detectors, Di1 and Di2, in the HBT section. Eventually, the coincidence rates
between Di1 and Di2 are recorded by an AND gate (&). BS: beam splitter.
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detector D1 given only one heralded photon is available in front of the beam splitter,

P
(1)
D1

=
ηDi1 · P1

2
, (6.6)

where ηD1 denotes the detection efficiency of detector D1 and P1 is the probability of having

only one heralded photon per heralding event. Additionally, the factor 1
2 comes from the

beam splitter whereby the photon is transmitted or reflected with 1
2 probability. Similarly,

the probability to have a click in detector D2, P
(1)
D2

, can be described by

P
(1)
D2

=
ηD2 · P1

2
. (6.7)

In the cases where two photons are available just before the HBT setup, the probability

to have a simultaneous click event in both D1 and D2 can be written as

P
(2)
D1D2

=
ηD1 · ηD2 · P2

2
. (6.8)

Here, P2 denotes the probability to have two simultaneous heralded photons impinging on

the beam splitter. As for the main figure-of-merit, the second-order correlation function

of g(2)(0), which quantify the singleness of the generated heralded photons can simply be

expressed as

g(2)(0) =
P

(2)
D1D2

P
(1)
D1

· P
(1)
D2

. (6.9)

By replacing all the parameters in Eq.(6.9) with previously obtained in Eqs.(6.6), (6.7)

and (6.8), we have

g(2)(0) =
2P2

P 2
1

. (6.10)

Alternatively, the performance of an HSPS can also be discussed in term of the

coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR) [Harada et al. 2010]. Experimentally speaking, coin-

cidence event registered between, for instance, DH and D1 (see Fig.6.2) can be processed

by a coincidence counter. The outcomes from such a device can be visualized in term of co-

incidence histogram. From the example shown in Fig.6.3, we can see a series of coincidence

peaks separated by the repetition rate of the employed laser. In this case, the ratio between
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the counts in the highest and one of the small peaks defines the CAR. True coincidence

events caused by the paired photons generated by the same pump pulse can only be found in

the highest peak at zero delay. However, accidental coincidence counts due to multi-photon

events by the same pump pulse also contribute to this peak. Meanwhile, the other small

lateral peaks contain mostly accidental counts due to dark counts of the employed detectors

dDH ,D1 , and photon pairs generated by neighboring pump pulses.

0

Repetition rate

of the pump laser

Figure 6.3: An example of coincidence histogram acquired by a coincidence counter. Each
peak is separated by the repetition rate of the employed pump laser.

In order to calculate the CAR, we first define the coincidence rate between DH and D1:

RC = f · n · µsµi, (6.11)

where f is the laser repetition rate, n denotes the mean number of photon pairs produced

per pump pulse, and µs,i represents the overall single photon transmission in both signal (s)

and idler (i) arms comprising coupling, i.e. collection, propagation and quantum detection

efficiencies. Meanwhile, the accidental count rate is given by

RC−A = f [(n+ ns)µs + dDH
] [(n+ ni)µi + dD1 ] , (6.12)

where ns,i is the probability of having a noise photon per pump pulse.
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Therefore, CAR can be described as

CAR =
RC +RC−A

RC−A

=
nµsµi

[(n+ ns)µs + dDH
] [(n+ ni)µi + dD1 ]

. (6.13)

From Eq.(6.13), we can see that in weak and high gain regimes, the noise affecting the

CAR mainly comes from the dark count of the employed detectors and the multi-photon

generation, respectively.

Both the second-order correlation function of g(2)(0) and the CAR can be used as the

figures-of-merit so as to gauge the performance of an heralded single photon source. In

various HSPS demonstrations, the g(2)(0) represents the most highlighted characteristic

which quantify the singleness of the heralded photons. The CAR on the other hand is

useful, for instance, in estimating the error rate of an entanglement-based quantum key

distribution implementation [Takesue & Inoue 2005].

6.3 Battling the multi-photon

Aside from having better g(2)(0) and CAR, among others, an HSPS should deliver single

photons at an arbitrarily high rate. A simple gesture of increasing the pump power remains

the easiest answer to such demand. This simply translates into higher mean number of

photon pairs produced per pump pulse n. Despite the convenience, increasing the pump

power is not the best solution as the source is polluted more and more by multi-photon

generation. New techniques should be introduced in order to increase the performance of

the source in term of higher single photon rates while keeping the level of n to the minimum.

Among the earliest, spatial multiplexing of separated photon pair sources has been proposed

[Migdall et al. 2002]. The simplistic idea behind this scheme is to simultaneously generate

photon pairs in separated sources but at low probability. Even though single photon rates

per source is not high enough, collectively, the rates are greater. The major downside of

this scheme is the scability, and this will become the aim of the next Chapter 7.

Another technique is to implement passive time multiplexing in pulse regime. In a sense,

this looks like much easier to be realized compared to the complicated spatial multiplexing

scheme. The basic idea is to compensate the reduction of the pump power by increasing
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the repetition rate of the pump laser. Unlike previous approach, this technique somehow

shows a very strong technological dependency. Nevertheless, the realization of an ultra-fast

HSPS is dedicated in Chapter 8.

Meanwhile, very recently, researchers are also interested in demonstrating active tem-

poral multiplexing in order to increase single photon generation probability [Mendoza

et al. 2015, Xiong et al. 2015a, Kaneda et al. 2015] where photon pair generation are re-

peated continuously and through a network of optical switches, the photons are sent to a

single mode output.
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Some results presented in this chapter were published in T. Meany, L. A. Ngah et al.,

Hybrid photonic circuit for multiplexed heralded single photons, Laser & Photonics Reviews,

Volume 8, Issue 3, pages L42-L46, May 2014.

7.1 Uniting FLDW and PPLN/W

As has been discussed earlier in Chapter 6, one way to improve the performance of an

heralded single photon source is by spatially multiplexing several SPDC sources. Ideally, this

scheme allows obtaining greater brightness, while maintaining a certain accepted level of the

injected pump power. Consequently, this leads to the lessening of multi-photon generation

events and to the reduction of overall noise level. However, the spatial multiplexing strategy

contributes to the size augmentation of such devices and moreover, the stability will become

even more critical aspect affecting its performances.
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Today, integrating several waveguides in the same non-linear crystal, e.g. periodically

poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal represents a standard achievement. For example,

the homemade PPLN sample employed in our experiment contains more than hundred

periodically poled waveguides. At the same time, femtosecond laser direct-write (FLDW)

chips allow to simultaneously send and collect photons from different PPLN/Ws by butt-

coupling technique. By butt-coupling, we mean that light exiting the PPLN/W can be

coupled directly into the FLDW chip without any intermediary. Since first demonstrated

in 1996, FLDW continue to be one of the most emerging research branch in integrated

photonics [Davis et al. 1996]. The fabrication of FLDW chips resorts to the use of short,

femtosecond-pulse laser which is tightly focused in high-quality transparent materials. The

focused laser beam then induces a permanent and localized refractive index in the exposed

area through nonlinear absorption [Little et al. 2008, Gross et al. 2012]. Thanks to the

incredibly high-precision of modern control stages used to translate the movement of the

transparent material with respect to the focalized laser beam, waveguide structures can

easily be formed according to the planned design. Moreover, these waveguides can be

formed at multiple depth of the transparent material, allowing the fabrication of the so-

called 3-dimensional integrated chips [Owens et al. 2011,Crespi et al. 2013]. Additionally,

evanescent-wave coupling can be achieved when two waveguides are inscribed close to each

other making it possible to produce directional couplers-based devices such as wavelength

division multiplexing (WDM) filters which are to be used later in our experiment.

By combining these two different technologies, we achieve the size reduction, i.e. minia-

turization of the experimental setup, thus considerably increasing the overall stability of the

system. In this chapter, we want to highlight, in particular, that such a new hybridization

has never been demonstrated before. Through this hybridization, we want to demonstrate

a spatially multiplexed heralded single photon source. The performances of the source are

evaluated in terms of the coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR). This hybridization can be

achieved with ease thanks to the following factors:

• FLDW technique allows fabrication of waveguides whose the mode size is relatively

close to that of PPLN waveguides and standard single mode fibers, hence justifying

the implementation of butt-coupling method.
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• The high-quality glass material shows relatively large transparency range of wave-

lengths, including visible and infrared ranges, which are at the center of interest in

quantum information science. This statement proves the use of two FLDW integrated

chips to send and to collect, before and after the PPLN/Ws, both visible and infrared

photons.

7.1.1 Characterization of the PPLN waveguides

In our experiment, a home-made PPLN sample is employed comprising a simultaneous use

of four different waveguides. Through SPDC, for a pump wavelength at 710 nm, the four

waveguides each generates signal and idler photons in telecom wavelengths of 1310 nm and

1550 nm, respectively. At the given pump wavelength, the main key is to have four waveg-

uides exhibiting, more or less, the same phase matching condition for a fixed temperature

stabilization. This represents a crucial requirement for the spatially multiplexed heralded

single photon source. Simple enough, this can be identified by observing the SPDC emission

spectra of the corresponding waveguides.
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Figure 7.1: Output spectra for individual SPDC waveguides are color coded: PPLN 1
(black), PPLN 2 (light green), PPLN 3 (dark green), and PPLN 4 (blue). Due to the
engineering of the PPLN/Ws, the spectra width of the idler photons are measured to be
30 nm, centered around the wavelength of 1550 nm. The inset describes the temperature
dependence of the central wavelength.
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A selection of four waveguides had been characterized and good overlap is observed

from multiple spectrum as can be seen in Fig.7.1. Here, the individual SPDC emission

spectra are color coded: PPLN 1→black, PPLN 2→light green, PPLN 3→dark green, and

PPLN 4→blue. Due to the engineering of the PPLN waveguides, the spectra width of the

idler photons around 1550 nm are measured to be 30 nm. Such a phase matching condition

is obtained through the use of four temperature stabilized 1 cm long waveguides at 90◦C,

having the same width of 7µm and the same poling period of 13.8µm. The pump wavelength

for such measurement is recorded at 710.21 nm. Furthermore, the emission spectrum can

be comfortably tuned by changing the temperature of the PPLN sample and due to the

limitation concerning the wavelength range of our tunable filter (Yenista XTM-50) used

for the spectrum measurement, we only manage to obtain the spectrum centered around

1550 nm. We note that the central wavelength of the 1550 nm spectrum can be shifted by

4 nm for each 1◦C of temperature change (see inset in Fig.7.1).

7.1.2 Integrated FLDW chips

Two FLDW integrated photonic chips are fabricated uniquely for our experiment. The first

one contains several 1→4 waveguide splitters, while the second one contains integrated, in-

line, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) filters. The spacing between the waveguides

on the edges of both FLDW chips is identical to the one between the waveguides in PPLN

sample ∼190µm, and the width of waveguides inscribed on both FLDW chips is 8µm so as

to increase spatial mode matching and coupling efficiency across the three devices.

Basically, the 1→4 waveguide splitter is a four-way beamsplitter (BS) comprising four

different inputs and four different outputs. One of the input on the front facet is pigtailed

with a polarization maintaining fiber (PMF). During the design process, 3-dimentional

interaction geometry technique was used in order to produce an equal splitting ratio across

the outputs [Meany et al. 2012]. At first, an array of four waveguides are buried with an

equal 7µm separation from each other. This initial array is then spread out resulting in a

new separation of 190µ (see Fig.7.2). From the initial point, the 1→4 waveguide splitter is

15 mm in length.

Meanwhile, the second 3 cm long FLDW chip consists of four WDM filters. These identi-

cal, rather coarse filters are used for light separation based on the input wavelength. In our
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Figure 7.2: Stitched images of 1→4 waveguide splitter captured under a microscope. The
pump light at around 710 nm is injected to one of the four pigtailed inputs. The light is
then splitted and directed to the four outputs with equal intensity. The output waveguides
are separated by 190µm
.

case, attaining such a goal requires an accurate choice of device geometries, e.g. interaction

region lengths, waveguide width and spacing, such that photons at different wavelength are

directed towards different outputs with 100% transmission. For our experiment, the WDM

filters are configured to separate lights between 1310 nm and 1550 nm, with each wave-

length region corresponds to a coarse transmission bandwidth of more than 20 nm. Along

the interaction region, the waveguide spacing is 7µm. For the whole chip, all waveguides

are 8µm in width. The wavelength dependent splitting ratio as a function of the coupling

length at the 1310 nm output is illustrated in Fig.7.3. At an interaction length of 3.35 mm,

an extinction ratio of 10 dB is obtained where ∼90% is observed for 1310 nm light and 10%

for the 1550 nm light. The recorded extinction ratio of 10 dB is comparable to previous

reported demonstration [Eaton et al. 2009].
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Figure 7.3: (a): The coarse WDM FLDW chip viewed under a microscope (reconstruction
from stitched images) where the interaction regions are clearly visible. Four waveguides on
the input facet are separated by 190µm which corresponds to the separation of waveguides
in the PPLN chip. These inputs receive the down converted light consisting of signal (green
arrow) and idler (blue arrow) photons from respective PPLN waveguides, and separate,
spectrally, 1310 nm and 1550 nm lights from the full emission spectrum of the SPDC. (b):
The splitting ratio as a function of the interaction region length is illustrated.

7.2 Experimental arrangement highlighting hybridization

The experimental setup of the spatially multiplexed heralded single photon source is il-

lustrated in Fig.7.4. A pulsed, femtosecond laser (Coherent Chameleon) is employed as

the pump laser. This particular laser originally provides 710 nm, ∼100 fs duration optical

pulses at 76 MHz repetition rate. The pump light is then directed towards a combination

of diffraction gratings and standard spatial filter so as to provide linear pulse compression,

resulting in broader pump pulse duration of 1.2 ps. This corresponds to an emission band-

width of ∆λp=0.5 nm. The pump light is then incident on a bulk half-wave plate (HWP)

where the polarization of the light can be oriented at will. Next, through a lens, the pump

light is coupled into a polarization maintaining fiber (PMF) which is pigtailed to the input

of FLDW 1→4 waveguide splitter chip. The four outputs of this 1→4 splitter are aligned

to four SPDC waveguides on a single type-0 PPLN sample, where signal and idler pho-

tons are generated via SPDC. Next to the PPLN chip, the FLDW chip integrating four

1310 nm/1550 nm WDM filters is put in place, completing the hybridization of the system.

In our experiment, the signal photons at 1310 nm serve as the heralding photons, announc-

ing the existence of the heralded idler photons at 1550 nm in the setup. Here we stress

that our source produces photon pairs at telecom wavelength thus allowing long distance
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propagation in standard optical fibers.

The heralding signal photons propagate in the so-called heralding arms, where they

are eventually routed to a series of combined optical circulator and a core scanned, laser

inscribed fibre Bragg gratings (FBG) filter [Williams et al. 2013] such that the reflected

photons exhibit a spectral bandwidth of 85 GHz at the central wavelength of 1312 nm.

These heralded photons are detected by four indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) avalanche

photo-diodes (APD, IDQ 210, 5 ns detection window, and 3µs dead time) which are exter-

nally triggered by the repetition rate of the Chameleon laser at 76 MHz. Meanwhile in the

heralded arms, the heralded idler photons pass through polarization controllers (PC) and

adequate length of optical delays (optical fibers + electronically controlled optical variable

delay) before arriving to a combination of high-speed, ultra-low loss lead lanthanum zir-

conum titanate (PLZT)-based, 2×2 optical switches (BATi NanonaTM). The use of these

optical switches is discussed in Sec.7.2.1. The PCs and the variable optical delays are used

to ensure the polarization and temporal indistinguishability of all the produced heralded

photons. Additionally, a tunable band-pass 100 GHz filter (DiCon MTF-08) is placed at the

switch combination output in order pick the heralded photons at 1548 nm who are energy-

matched with the heralding ones. The heralded photons are then detected by another APD

(IDQ 201). It is important to note that, for both heralding and heralded photons, suitable

spectral filtering are applied so as to ensure the purity in the single temporal mode of the

heralded photons [Mosley et al. 2008b,Mosley et al. 2008a]. This is achieved through narrow

filtering of the photons, leading to a coherence time greater than the pump pulse duration.

Finally, a time interval analyzer (TIA, SensL HRM-TDC) is employed to measure timing

delay between signals produced by both heralding and heralded detectors. The information

processed by this electronic device is essential in evaluating the coincidences (both true or

accidental ones, see Fig.7.5 for a conceptual example) thus leading to CAR calculation,

which is the figure-of-merit of our spatially multiplexed, heralded single photon source.

7.2.1 Active and fast switching strategy

In this experiment, the principal goal of the employed, active and fast switching strategy is

to correctly route the heralded photon to the common output. Heralded photons available at

the common output should be the ones that are correlated with detected heralding photons.
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Figure 7.4: Experimental arrangement for the spatially multiplexed heralded single photon
source. (a): Visualization of pump preparation stage and the hybrid system of integrated
photonic chips. (b): Continuity from (a). Three fast photonic switches are controlled by
a dedicated RF electronic circuit once the heralded photons are succesfully detected. A
time interval analyzer (TIA) is used to register coincidences between the heralding and the
heralded detectors which leads to coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR) measurement.
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Figure 7.5: A conceptual example of coincidence histogram. Each peak is separated by
12.5 ns, which corresponds well to the repetition rate of the laser.

As has been previously mentioned, these 2×2 optical switches are carefully aligned so as to

implement an equivalent of a single 4×1 optical switch.

This can be achieved by implementing the configuration illustrated in Fig.7.4 (b). Upon

successful detection of a heralding signal photon “i” (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), an electronic signal

is sent to the switches on the heralded photon path so as to let only the corresponding

heralded idler photon “i�” goes towards the detector. By doing so, the routing of paired

photons can be guaranteed. In order to ensure the correct functionality of the employed

switching strategy, the heralded photons need to be adequately delayed optically, prior their

arrivals at these fast switches so as to allow relatively long, combined processing delays of

the heralding detectors and the RF circuitry.

7.3 Experimental results and discussion

Some preliminary steps are taken before the experiment to ensure better overall results. As

a matter of fact, experimental losses play a major role towards the reduction in coincidence

rates, hence lower CAR. Therefore, every component is carefully selected from our inventory

so as to reduce the overall insertion losses, thus leading to the increase of coincidence rate.

The overall loss for each channel is measured (see Tab.7.1). We also employ optical filters

with good extinction ratio in order to keep the photonic noise of the setup to the minimum.

First of all, the switches positions are fixed and we characterize individual PPLN waveg-

uide by looking at the coincidence rate between the generated signal “i” and idler “i�” pho-
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Figure 7.6: Characterization of both individual and multiplex PPLN configurations by
looking at the coincidence rate as a function of the injected pump power. The measurement
results are color coded: PPLN 1 (black), PPLN 2 (bright green), PPLN 3 (blue), PPLN
4 (dark green), PPLN 1 and 4 (MUX-2-1, red), PPLN 1, 2 and 4 (MUX-3-1, magenta),
PPLN 1, 2, 3 and 4 (MUX-4-1, olive green).
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tons. Different measurement results are plotted as a function of the injected pump power in

Fig.7.6. For individual waveguides, both PPLN 1 (black) and PPLN 2 (bright green) yields

the highest coincidence rates of 27 Hz at a pump power of 4.25 mW, followed by PPLN 4

(dark green) at 17 Hz and PPLN 3 (blue) at 6 Hz. This variation is observed despite the

overlap of SPDC emission spectrum from all PPLN waveguides. Notably, PPLN 3 shows

the lowest obtained coincidences and this might due to multiple of reasons:

• The lack of inhomogeneity in term of the waveguide diameters.

• Possible damages in certain area on the input and output facets of the PPLN chip,

affecting the waveguide in question.

• Low total internal SPDC efficiency inherent to the waveguide.

• Low efficiency of the heralding detector specifically used for channel 3.

Another important element that contributes to the variation of concidence rate across

all PPLN channels is the alignment interfacing the PPLN and FLDW chips. Due to poor

efficiency of PPLN 3, the alignment is done in favor of enhancing the coincidence rate of

this specific waveguide.

Next, active multiplexing is applied thanks to the combination of fast optical switches.

The combined PPLNs include PPLN 1 and 4 (MUX-2-1, red), PPLN 1, 2 and 4 (MUX-3-1,

magenta) and finally PPLN 1, 2, 3 and 4 (MUX-4-1, olive green). As expected, compared

to the result of individual PPLN, these multiplexed ones exhibit greater coincidence rate

for every point of the experiment. However, by multiplexing all PPLNs (MUX-4-1), we

observe, approximately, the same coincidence rates as the MUX-3-1 configuration. This

is due to the lower overall efficiency of PPLN 3, as has been previously mentioned above.

Another compelling observation from the recorded data is the apparent deviation from the

linear trend of the measurement for the input pump power ranging from 2.2 mW to 3.2 mW.

At such higher pump power, the adhesive responsible for the pigtailing the 1→4 waveguide

splitter to polarization maintaining fiber can expand with the temperature, thus reducing

the coupling efficiency. Additionally, the damage threshold for such adhesive is at 20 mW

of injected pump power, translating to a maximum of 4.5 mW being able to be injected to

each PPLN.
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Fig.7.7 shows the measured CAR for every individual PPLN as a function of the co-

incidences. Unsurprisingly, PPLN 3 has again exhibited the lowest CAR. Meanwhile, the

measured CAR for multiplex configurations are plotted in Fig.7.8. As expected, the im-

provement of the CAR is proportional to the number of PPLN or sources being multiplexed,

except for the configuration MUX-4-1. One way to interpret these results is by looking at

a certain value of CAR. For example, at a CAR range between 10 to 15, the coincidence

rate concerning the multiplex configurations is greater than the single PPLN one. This

is equivalent to the fact that, by multiplexing, we manage to improve the generation of

heralded photons while maintaining a constant level of multi-pair contributions. We also

note that, for lower coincidence rate, the CAR values are approximately the same as the

heralding detectors exhibit relatively high dark count rates > 1 KHz.

Figure 7.7: The registered CAR as a function of the coincidence rate for individual PPLN
waveguide. The solid lines represents the estimated theoretical CAR using the data pre-
sented in table 7.1.
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Figure 7.8: The registered CAR as a function of the coincidence rate for multiplex PPLN
configurations. The solid lines represents the estimated theoretical CAR using the data
presented in table 7.1.

Table 7.1: For each channel associated with different PPLN waveguides, the calculated
photon pair production rate, the maximum measured CAR, losses for signal and idler arms
(ηs,i), heralding detector efficiency (ηdet) and the corresponding dark count rates for the
heralding detector (ddet) are shown below.

Single channel 1 2 3 4
µ (×10−3) 12.8 23.1 1.9 10.8
Max. CAR 21 15 7 25
ηs (dB incl detector) 33 33.5 32 33.1
ηi (dB incl detector) 19 21 26 20.5
ηdet (%) 17.5 17.5 7.5 12.5
ddet (KHz) 1.8 1.5 2 1
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7.4 Conclusion and perspectives of the source

We have successfully interfaced waveguides on a single PPLN chip with FLDW chips to pro-

duce a spatially multiplexed heralded single photon source. With proper fiber components,

namely polarization controllers and optical variable delay line, the indistinguishability of the

heralded photons could be easily engineered thus making them suitable for various quan-

tum information protocols. Moreover, the produced heralded photons are tunable across

the communication band of 1520-1580 nm. Active spatial multiplexing is demonstrated with

ease thanks to electronically controlled, fast optical switches. Compared to recent integrated

spatial multiplexing demonstration [Collins et al. 2013], our heralded photon rates are an

order of magnitude higher and we almost double the rate of another previous demonstra-

tion reported in [Xiong et al. 2013]. Again, we stress that this particular hybrid integration

proves the scability our technique.

One of the element that bring big differences in the measured CAR is the loss. In

present condition, the breakdown of the losses for different components are as follows:

PPLN→FLDW coupling (3 dB), FLDW WDMs (3 dB), combined circulators and FBGs

(3 dB), pump suppression filter (1 dB), variable optical delays (1.5 dB), in-line polarization

controllers (1 dB) and bandpass filters (3.5 dB). By replacing some of the components with

the better ones will improve the overall performance of our source. It is also important to

have an array of heralding detectors exhibiting the same characteristics in term of the dark

counts to avoid the use lower efficiency mode. Moreover, the replacement of the PPLN

sample with a new one exhibiting better performances would further enhance the results.

Future pigtailing of the 1→4 waveguide splitter can involve index matching adhesives which

is less prone to the temperature fluctuations thus provides better stability in term of the

coupling. Furthermore, the loss contributed by the filtering of signal and idler photons

can be improved by choosing filters with appropriate acceptance bandwidth. Ideally, the

bandwidth of the 1548 nm filter should be equal or greater than the sum of the pump and

the 1312 nm filter bandwidth (see Chapter 8). The main goal of any single photon source is

to produce indistinguishable photons needed by most quantum information experiment. In

order to validate this, we plan to perform a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment. This is a crucial

step in proving spatial multiplexing as an valuable strategy in building a high-performance
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single photon source. It would be possible to perform a Homg-Ou-Mandel experiment [Hong

et al. 1987] so as to verify the indistinguishability in term of the produced single photons.
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Some results presented in this chapter were published in L. A. Ngah et al., Ultra-fast

heralded single photon source based on telecom technology, Laser & Photonics Reviews,

Volume 9, Issue 2, pages L1-L5, March 2015.

8.1 Inspirations from the telecom industry

In this few decades, the advances in telecom industry are overwhelming and the industry is

still moving forward with significant pace. Through this considerable technological growth,

people are benefiting, for instance, from the incredibly high-rate and long distance connec-

tivity via worldwide networks of low-loss optical fibers. Cutting-edge technologies such as

ultra-fast telecom lasers with up to tens of Gigabit/s repetition rate or dense wavelength

division multiplexing (DWDM) technology play vital roles towards current achievements
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and are believed to continue to be the backbone for future telecom networks. These high

repetition rate lasers are responsible to drastically speed up the connectivity. In parallel,

with DWDM technology, “fiber exhaust” issue can be rectified, thus more and more data

can be transmitted on a single telecom fiber. We exploit, in a particular way, the combined

advantages offered by the telecom technology and those of non-linear optics devices such as

periodically poled lithium niobate waveguides (PPLN/W) presented in previous chapters,

and we demonstrate an ultra-fast heralded single photon source (UFHSPS).

Most of the demonstrated heralded single photon sources (HSPS) at telecom wave-

length in pulsed regime rely on visible pump fields originated from solid-state lasers which

are later responsible for the birth of photon pairs by spontaneous parametric down conver-

sion (SPDC) process in non-linear crystals. As a matter of fact, SPDC is a probabilistic

process, as has been discussed in Chapter 6 with the statistic of the generated photon pairs

follows either Poisson or thermal distribution. Accordingly, the mean number of photon

pairs produced per pump pulse n needs to be maintained well below 0.1 in order to guar-

antee negligible multi-photon contributions [de Riedmatten et al. 2004b, Jin et al. 2014].

Furthermore, solid-state lasers are limited in term of the operational repetition rate up to

only a few hundreds of MHz. This, combined with low n requirement, has, a matter of

fact, considerably limited the speed of previous demonstrated HSPSs. Due to the factors

mentioned above, researchers tend to focus most of their efforts towards:

• Increasing the SPDC efficiency by engineering ultra-bright sources [Mosley

et al. 2008a,Krapick et al. 2013];

• Optimizing photon pair collection, separation, and propagation downstream the SPDC

stage [Pomarico et al. 2012,Da Cunha Pereira et al. 2013,Ramelow et al. 2013,Guer-

reiro et al. 2013].

As has been discussed in Chapter 6, speeding up the available rate of heralded photons

can be achieved by spatial multiplexing of the pump beam over many simultaneously SPDC

stages [Migdall et al. 2002,Meany et al. 2012,Collins et al. 2013,Xiong et al. 2013]. As an

alternative, the key feature in our UFHSPS is the use of a state-of-the-art, ultra-fast telecom

laser operating at 10 GHz repetition rate, to passively time multiplex the pump beam of a

single SPDC process. Let us consider the following general formula concerning the detection
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rate of generated single photons in pulsed regime:

R = f · n · µ · ηdet. (8.1)

Here, f denotes the laser repetition rate, n depicts the mean number of emitted single pho-

tons, µ represents the overall single photon transmission, and ηdet is the quantum detection

efficiency of the employed single photon detector. As shown by Eq.(8.1), the detection

rate R can be considerably increased proportionally to the repetition rate of the pump

laser. In particular, high repetition rate lasers allow generating photon pairs at high rate

while maintaining n as low as possible, as required for negligible multi-photon generation

events [Zhang et al. 2007,Broome et al. 2011,Morris et al. 2014].

So far, we have explained the notion of passive temporal multiplexing in pulsed regime.

In Sec.8.2, we will describe the development of our ultra-fast heralded single photon source

based on the latter.

8.2 Ultra-fast generation of heralded single photons: the ex-

periment

The overall experimental setup of the UFHSPS is depicted in Fig.8.1. In the following

subsections, all the necessary development stages of our source will be thoroughly described.

This includes:

• Efficient non-linear frequency conversion stages towards generating photon pairs at

telecom wavelength around 1540 nm. Additionally, the normalized brightness B and

the SPDC efficiency ηSPDC for our photon pair generator are characterized.

• Low-loss, deterministic photon pair separation with the help of two conventional tele-

com optical filters.

• The use of fast superconducting single photon detector (SSPD) in order to detect the

heralding photons in MHz regime.

• Associated losses due to spectral filtering of the generated signal and idler photons.
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Later in Sec.8.3, a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) experimental setup towards char-

acterizing the performance of our UFHSPS in term of the second-order correlation function

of g(2)(0) is outlined.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic setup of the ultra-fast heralded single photon source. EDFA (er-
bium doped fiber amplifier), PPLN/W (periodically poled lithium niobate waveguide),
SHG (second harmonic generation), SPDC (spontaneous parametric down conversion),
DWDM (dense wavelength division multiplexer), C (optical circulator), FGB (fiber Bragg
gratings filter), BS (fiber beamsplitter), SSPD (superconducting single photon detector),
APD (avalanche photodiode). (b): The emission spectrum of the SPDC centered around
1540.56 nm. By using a combination of FBG and DWDM, signal (ITU 50) and idler (ITU
43) photons are deterministically separated fom the pair.

8.2.1 Efficient sequential non-linear, frequency conversion stages

In our setup, we employ a 10 GHz repetition rate telecom laser (Pritel UOC). This laser

delivers 2 ps light pulses at 1540.56 nm, with an emission spectrum bandwith of 1.5 nm (see

Fig.8.2). We note that due to SPDC phase matching condition for generating both signal

and idler photons in telecom C-band of wavelengths, a second harmonic generation (SHG)

stage is indispensable to convert the pump laser light from 1540 nm to 770 nm.

The employed experimental setup in order to observe, both SHG and SPDC emission

spectra, is illustrated in Fig.8.3. 1540.56 nm light form 10 GHz Pritel laser is first amplified

by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). Towards achieving frequency doubling, the

amplified light is then passed through a polarization controller (PC) before being injected

into a 1 cm long, type-0 PPLN/W. Using the PC, pump light is vertically polarized, so as

to fulfill the QPM. With the help of a flipping mirror, the frequency doubled light is then
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Figure 8.2: Emission spectrum of Pritel UOC when operating at 10 GHz repetition rate.
For this laser, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is measured to be about 1.1 nm
and the spectrum is centered around 1540.56 nm.

directed towards an optical spectrum analyzer (Anritsu MS9710B) for spectrum measure-

ment. The observed SHG spectrum shown in Fig.8.4 (a) is centered around the expected

value of 770.2,nm. Its FWHM is measured to be 0.4 nm, as expected for Fourier transform

limited pulses of 2 ps duration. Such a phase matching condition is achieved through the

use of a waveguide having a width of 6µm and a poling period of 15.7µm. Furthermore,

the fine tuning of the intended phase matching condition is achieved by stabilizing the

temperature of the SHG PPLN/W around 112◦C. The PPLN/W is fabricated using our

expertise in Nice, exploiting the use of the so-called soft proton exchange technique [Tanzilli

et al. 2002]. Additionally, for a maximum ∼1 W of infrared pump power, the intensity of

the frequency doubled light is measured to be 98 mW which corresponds to a conversion

efficiency of around 9.8%/W.

Subsequent to the SHG stage, another home-made PPLN/W is installed. This 2 cm long,

type-0 PPLN/W is injected with the frequency doubled light at 770.28 nm. SPDC, which

is the inverse process of SHG, generates, inside the PPLN/W, photon pairs at telecom

C-band of wavelengths. For the SPDC spectrum measurement, down-converted photons

are collected with a standard single mode fiber butt-coupled to the output facet of the

corresponding waveguide. The collected photons are then sent to a tunable filter (Yenista

XTM-50). The transmission bandwidth of the filter is set to ∼1 nm, thus providing sufficient
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Figure 8.3: Experimental setup for both SHG and SPDC characterizations. 1540.56 nm
light form 10 GHz Pritel laser is first amplified by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA).
The amplified pump light is then passed through a polarization controller (PC) before being
injected into a type-0 SHG PPLN/W. A flipping mirror (fM) is used to route the frequency
doubled light towards an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). With the OSA, SHG emission
spectrum is registered. For SPDC characterization, the frequency doubled light is directly
injected directly into another home-made type-0 PPLN/W. The generated photon pairs via
SPDC in this particular PPLN/W are collected by a single mode fiber and sent towards
a tunable filter, followed by an avalanche photo-diode (APD, free-running IDQ 220). The
photons are then counted as a function of the wavelength given by the tunable filter, thus
revealing the SPDC emission spectrum.

resolution and adequate number of photons for fast SPDC spectrum acquisition. Photons

transmitted by the filter are then detected by a free-running APD (IDQ 220). Here, the

photons are counted as a function of the wavelength given by the tunable filter. The phase

matching condition for the SPDC is obtained through the use of a PPLN/W featuring a

width of 5µm and a poling period of 16.3µm. The PPLN/W is also temperature stabilized

at 96.42◦C. As can be seen in Fig.8.4 (b), a broad SPDC emission bandwidth of about

80 nm with the degeneracy of 1540.56 nm is observed. In this context, the term degeneracy

refers to the condition of both idler and signal photons emitted at the same frequency.

Interestingly, by extending the experimental setup shown in Fig.8.3 to that of Fig.8.5,

we can easily estimate the brightness B as well as the SPDC ηSPDC efficiency of our photon

pair generator. We note that the measurement procedure is very similar as the one described

in Chapter 4 of this manuscript. In this case, the generated photon pairs are sent to the

same Yenista filter. Only this time, the central wavelength of the filter is fixed at 1540.56 nm

corresponding to the degenerate wavelength of the produced photon pairs. The transmission

bandwidth of such filter is maintained at 1 nm large. After the filtering stage, a fiber beam

splitter (f-BS) is employed to probabilistically separate the paired photons whose outputs
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Figure 8.4: (a): SHG spectrum centered around 770.28 nm with an FWHM of 0.4 nm. (b):
Emission spectrum of SPDC exhibiting a large spectral bandwidth of about 80 nm. The
spectrum is centered around 1540.56 nm.
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Figure 8.5: Experimental setup used for characterizing the normalized brightness B and
the SPDC efficiency ηSPDC of the type-0 photon pair generator. After the SPDC stage, the
generated photon pairs are subjected, again, to the Yenista filter whose central wavelength
is fixed at 1540.56 nm. After the filtering stage, a fiber beam splitter (f-BS) is employed
to probabilistically separate the paired photons. Two avalanche photo-diodes (APD) are
employed to detect the separated paired photons.

are connected to two APDs (free-running IDQ 220 featuring 20% of quantum detection

efficiency and ∼ 10−6/ns dark count probability). Accordingly, the recorded singles S1 and

S2 on detectors APD1 and APD2, respectively, read

S1 =
1

2
µ1η1Npair, (8.2)

S1 =
1

2
µ1η1Npair. (8.3)

Here, µ1 and µ2 represent the overall transmission from the SPDC PPLN/W to APD1 and

APD2, whose the quantum detection efficiency is denoted by η1 and η2, respectively.While

Npair represents the amount of photon pairs being generated per second, and the coincidence
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rate C between the two detectors is given by

C =
1

2
µ1η1µ2η2Npair. (8.4)

Eventually, we obtain

Npair =
2S1S2

C
. (8.5)

In our case, the recorded singles and coincidence rate prompt an Npairs of 1.53.106 s−1.

Thus, this leads to a brightness of

B =
2.5 · 105

mW.s.GHz
, (8.6)

and to an SPDC efficiency of

ηSPDC = 6.4 · 10−7 pairs

pump photon
(8.7)

(see Sec.4.2.6).

8.2.2 Deterministic photon pair separation

Photon pairs at telecom wavelength are available after the SPDC stage. As per heralding

scheme requirement, the idler and signal photons must be separated from the pair. To do

so, we take advantage of a combination of standard 200 GHz dense wavelength division mul-

tiplexing (DWDM) and fiber Bragg grating (FBG) telecom filters to perform the so-called

low-loss deterministic photon pair separation. Both filters exhibit flat-top type acceptance

and the responses in spectrum is shown in Fig.8.6. This filter combination allows picking

up, within the SPDC spectrum, signal and idler photons slightly away from perfect de-

generacy and thus deterministically separable. By referring to the full experimental setup

shown in Fig.8.1 (a), photon pairs generated by the SPDC stage are first directed towards a

DWDM filter where the heralding idler photons are selected at 1543.73 nm (ITU 42) within

a bandwidth of 1.2 nm. The selected idler photons are then transmitted towards a fiber

Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) type setup [Hanbury Brown & Twiss 1956]. Meanwhile,

being reflected by the DWDM filter, the heralded signal photons counterparts at 1537.4 nm
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(ITU 50) are eventually picked by the FBG filter with an acceptance bandwidth of 250 pm.

The mapping of the mentioned ITU channels 42 and 50 on the SPDC emission spectrum is

illustrated in Fig.8.4 (b). Concerning the photon pairs generated by our SPDC stage, the

used of optical filters is not just limited to gain certain coherence time for purity required

by various quantum protocols, but also to prevent the saturation of the employed single

photon detectors due to ultra-broad SPDC emission in the frequency domain.
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Figure 8.6: Typical response in spectrum of (a): DWDM ITU 42 filter and (b): FBG ITU
50 filter. The measured FWHM for both filters are 1.2 nm and 250 pm, respectively. The
spectrum of the DWDM filter is centered around 1543.73 nm while the FBG one is centered
at 1537.4 nm.

8.2.3 Detection of heralding photons in MHz regime

Signal photons which are earlier picked by the FBG filter (ITU 50) are directed towards

the so-called heralding photon path and they are eventually detected by a superconducting

single photon detector (SSPD, SCONTEL LTD 24/30-008).

Compared to other commercially available, off-the-shelves single photon detectors at

telecom wavelength, e.g. InGaAs APDs, the use of SSPD is critical to our experiment due

to the following reasons:

• The SSPD exhibit a dead time <2 ns, i.e. extremely short recovery time and it pro-

vides afterpulsing-free environment. Just to give an example, typical InGaAs APDs

at telecom wavelength have a dead time around a few of µs and due to afterpulsing,

the detection rate is limited, typically, around 100 kHz.
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• Low dark counts of < 100 Hz allow the use of the SSPD in gated-free, i.e. free-running

mode which is crucial as there are no commercial InGaAs APDs that can be gated in

the GHz regime.

• SSPD is well known to have the best timing jitter among in-house and commercially

available single photon detectors at telecom wavelength. In the gigahertz regime,

inadequate timing jitter can give rise to intersymbol interference phenomena [Gordon

et al. 2005,Takesue et al. 2007a,Clarke et al. 2011] which leads to erroneous counts

due to detection error is bigger then the pulse separation.

Our SSPD exhibits a quantum detection efficiency ηSSPD of 0.17 and a measured timing

jitter � 57 ps. Collectively, thanks to extremely short dead time and short timing jitter,

this type of detector is capable of detecting single photons up to 10MHz counting rates. A

brief information on the working principle of an SSPD is documented in annex 1.

The first figure-of-merit associated with our UFHSPS is the detection rate of the SSPD,

i.e. the heralding rate RH . Besides ηSSPD, in the limit of negligible dark counts, RH also

depends on the laser repetition rate f and on the photon pair generation probability, thus

leading to

RH = f · n · γ · TH · ηSSPD. (8.8)

Here, n represents the mean number of emitted heralding signal photons per pump pulse

bounded by the applied filtering spectral bandwidth. Furthermore, γ denotes the coupling

efficiency between the SPDC waveguide and the collection fiber at its output, and TH stands

for the transmission from the collection fiber to the SSPD.

8.2.4 Associated losses due to spectral filtering of photons

After the output of the collection fiber, our measured propagation losses are 2.5 dB on the

signal path and 1.9 dB on the idler one. These values include the non-unitary transmission

of employed optical filters and other telecom components. Beside these contributions and

depending on the spectral filtering conditions, extra losses can be introduced by what we

call the “filtering factor”.

As has been already discussed, during the creation of photon pair by SPDC process, a
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pump photon is annihilated in order to give birth to a photon pair comprising a signal and

an idler photon whose combined energy is equal to the energy of the original pump photon.

The conservation of energy can be written as

ωp = ωs + ωi, (8.9)

where ω denotes the photon angular frequency.

As the pump has a certain spectral width, this leads to spectral width of signal photons

of

∆ωs = ∆ωi +∆ωp. (8.10)

In our case, the detection of a signal photon is used to herald the presence of an idler

photon. For practical applications, heralded idler photons need to be further spectrally

filtered. We indicate as ∆ωfi ≤ ∆ωi the filter bandwidth acting upon the heralded photons.

As a matter of fact, any signal photons phase-matched with the idler ones within ωi±∆ωfi

must be considered. This imposes the filtering of signal photons within the bandwidth of

∆ωs given by

∆ωs = ∆ωfi +∆ωp. (8.11)

By taking the above into consideration, a filtering factor F is generally introduced:

F =
∆ωfi

∆ωfs +∆ωp
. (8.12)

Here, F < 1 simply implies extra losses to the experimental setup due to imperfect choice

of ∆ωfs . For our experiment, the term ∆ωp can be read directly from Fig.8.4 (a). In the

same manner, ∆ωfs and ∆ωfi can be obtained from Fig.8.6 (a) and (b) respectively. In our

case, ∆ωp, ∆ωfs and ∆ωfi are calculated to be 202GHz, 32 GHz and 151 GHz, respectively.

By plugging in all the calculated values into Eq.(8.12), we obtain a filtering factor F > 1.

This confirms that no extra losses are acquired from the filtering on both signal and idler

photons.
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8.3 Characterizing the quality of single photon sources via

HBT
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Figure 8.7: The fiber Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) setup comprising a fiber beam
splitter and two avalanche photo-diodes (APD) is outlined.

Heralded idler photons are directed towards the fiber Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT)

setup comprising a fiber beam splitter and two detectors. Here, heralded photons are char-

acterized in terms of P1 and g(2)(0) (see Fig.8.7). P1 represents the probability of observing

one heralded photon per heralding event while the second-order correlation function g(2)(0)

is responsible to quantify the singleness of the heralded photons. As has been discussed in

Sec.8.2.4, the heralded photon bandwidth has been chosen so as to adequately collect the

idler photons who are energy-matched with the heralding ones given the spectral width of

the SPCD pump. At both outputs of the HBT, two detectors, APD1 (IDQ 210) and APD2

(IDQ 201) are employed. Both detectors exhibit each a detection efficiency η1,2 of 25%, a

timing jitter of ∼120 ps, and a dark count probability of 10−6/ns.

APD1 is externally triggered by the detection signal from the SSPD, while APD2 is

triggered by S1, the detection signal of APD1. Accordingly, the detection rate of APD2 S2

gives the coincidence signal between the two APDs. In order to reduce the contribution

of accidental detection of signal and idler photons generated by different pump pulses, at
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the output of each APD, we use a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC, Ortec 567) provided

with single channel analyzer (SCA) option so as to post-select detection events within a

narrow time window after the trigger signal. Ideally, optimal filtering is achieved by an

SCA detection window shorter than the delay between subsequent pump pulses, i.e. 100 ps.

Experimentally, however, the accuracy on the detection time is essentially down-limited by

the convolution of the detectors’ timing jitters of
�

1202 ps + 572 ps = 138 ps. Accordingly,

in order to efficiently collect the coincidence events, we set for APD1 and APD2, SCA time

windows of ≈ 300 ps and ≈ 400 ps, respectively.

As detailed [Alibart et al. 2005], the values of P1, P2 and g(2)(0) can be expressed in

terms of the conditional detection rates, S1 and S2, by taking into account the non-unitary

detection efficiency of the APDs as well as their dark count rates. In the limit of negligible

detector dark counts and of S2 � S1 we obtain

P1 �
2S1

RH · η1
and P2 �

2S2

RH · η1 · η2
, (8.13)

which then lead to the final approximate value of g(2)(0),

g(2)(0) � RH · S2 · η1
S2
1 · η2

, (8.14)

where, in the actual data analysis, RH , Si and ηi (i=1,2) are corrected by the effect of the

APDs dead times (10µs for each APD) [Ramelow et al. 2013]. We stress that, compared

to [Alibart et al. 2005] where the heralding detector is used to trigger both APD1 and APD2,

in our configuration, APD2 is triggered by the detection of APD1. In this case, Eq.(8.13)

(8.14) take into account this modification. As the heralding efficiency, P1, linearly depends

on the transmission of the heralded photon path, T , and on the coupling efficiency, γ, P1

can be equivalently expressed as P1 � γ · T . As shown in Fig.8.8 (a), in all of our tests,

we measure P1 ≈ 0.42, corresponding to an estimated γ of 0.60. Coupling efficiencies as

high as 0.80 have been recently measured for SPDC in bulk crystals [Ramelow et al. 2013,

Guerreiro et al. 2013], however our pertinent choice to use a non-linear interaction in optical

waveguides presents the advantage of better SPDC efficiency together with a simplified and

more stable setup. Besides, an improvement of our coupling efficiency could be obtained by
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AR coating the facets of our SPDC crystal [Krapick et al. 2013].
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Figure 8.8: Experimental results for the heralding efficiency P1 in (a) and for the heralded
photon autocorrelation function g(2)(0) in (b), as functions of the rate of detected heralding
photons, RH . The inset of in (a) shows the mean number of produced pairs in the heralding
photon bandwidth per pump pulse vs. RH . In (b), the blue dots represent experimental
data and the red dots depict the theoretically calculated g(2)(0) in the single mode theory
(see [Sekatski et al. 2012], the line is a help to the eye).

In order to experimentally prove the ultra-fast operation of our source and the high

quality of the produced single photons, we checked the evolution of our heralded states as

a function of increasing values of the mean number of photon pairs generated. Variations

of n can be simply obtained by increasing the power of the pump light at 770.28 nm at the

input of the SPDC stage. The experimental values of n are then retrieved by inverting the
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Eq.(8.8) and dividing the corresponding RH by the laser repetition rate, and the overall

collection, transmission and detection efficiency on the heralding photon path [Pomarico

et al. 2012]. As already stressed, n calculated in this way coincides with the mean number

of heralding photons generated per pump pulse.

RH is varied from a few tens of kHz up to 2.1 MHz, which corresponds to a maximum

n � 0.005 (see inset of Fig.8.8 (a). Such values are well below the limit of 0.1 demanded for

single photon states with negligible multi-photon contributions [de Riedmatten et al. 2004b].

This is confirmed by our experimental results for the autocorrelation function, g(2)(0). This

quantity is ideally 0 for perfect single photon Fock states but increasing with the probability

of unwanted multiple-photon events. Fig.8.8 (b) shows the measured g(2)(0) values (in

blue) together with the theoretical prediction for a perfect single mode heralded photon

(in red) [Sekatski et al. 2012]. Our highest experimental g(2)(0) is 0.023, representing, to

our knowledge, the best measured value for the autocorrelation function of heralded single

photons announced at a rate in the MHz regime. The mismatch between the theory and

the experiments observed for RH ≥1 MHz can be explained by non-negligible photonic

noises due to unwanted time and spectral modes on the heralded photons. As discussed

in [Mosley et al. 2008a, Mosley et al. 2008b], by choosing to collect all heralded photons,

energy-matched with the heralding ones, we optimize the heralding efficiency P1 at the price

of a reduced heralded photon spectral purity (see also [Allevi et al. 2010]). The number

of spurious spectral modes, Nf , is approximately given by the ratio between the heralded

and heralding photon bandwidths, which is ∼ 8 in our case. This value must be multiplied

by the number, Nt, of parasite temporal modes which affect our g(2)(0) measurements and

that can be estimated as the ratio between the detection window and the laser repetition

rate, ∼ 4 in our experiment. Accordingly, we find that in order to keep the mean number

of heralded photon below 0.1, the mean number of heralding photon must be as low as

0.1/(Nf ·Nt) ≈ 0.003, in agreement with a heralding rate of ≈1 MHz.

In Tab.A.1, we compare our results with those obtained in other recent implementations

of HSPSs. As it can be seen, our results represent the best observed in terms of fast photon

generation and low rate of multi-photon emissions. Besides, we recall that the experimental

value of RH is proportional to the quantum efficiency of the heralding photon detector ηD. In

our experimental setup, heralding photons are detected by an old-generation SSPD showing
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Table 8.1: Experimental results for different HSPSs realizations. For each group, only
the values corresponding to the highest measured RH has been reported. a theoretically
calculated. b estimated from reported data and P1. c expected values.

P1 ηD RH n g(2)(0)

Nice 0.42 0.17 2.1 MHz 0.005 0.023
Geneva [Pomarico et al. 2012]) 0.45 0.50 4.4 MHz 0.1 0.18a

Milan [Brida et al. 2012] 0.13 0.40 ∼10 kHzb - 0.0050
Paderborn [Krapick et al. 2013] 0.60 0.55 105 kHz - 0.40
Vienna [Ramelow et al. 2013] 0.82 0.95 6 kHz - -
Tokyo [Jin et al. 2014] <0.3 0.70 ∼150 kHzb 0.00021 -
Nicec 0.5 0.90 15 MHz 0.005 �0.020

a ηD � 0.17. This value is well below the detection efficiency of Si-APDs used in many

previous experiments [Brida et al. 2012,Pomarico et al. 2012,Krapick et al. 2013,Ramelow

et al. 2013] which relied on non-degenerate emission of pairs of photon with heralding

photons in the visible and NIR range of wavelengths. At the same time, we note that new

generation SSPDs shows now quantum efficiency at telecom wavelength as high as 90%

[Marsili et al. 2013,Yamashita et al. 2013]. Accordingly, by just replacing our SSPD with

an improved one (and with no other fundamental change in the experimental setup), our

observed RH values would be increased by a factor 5 without introducing any degradation to

the value of g(2)(0). As already explained, a further improvement would be that of a better

coupling efficiency at the SPDC output up to the optimal case ∼ 0.80. For a comparison

with results from other groups, the last line of Tab.8.1 reports expected results for our

scheme, when using state-of-the-art SSPD detectors and exploiting optimized waveguide-

to-fiber coupling.

8.4 Conclusion and perspectives

In conclusion, we have employed advanced telecom technologies combined with nonlinear op-

tics to realize an UFHSPS able to provide high-quality single photons at telecom wavelength

by taking advantage of passive temporal multiplexing enabled by the use of state-of-the-art,

ultra-fast telecom laser. In order to prove the high quality of our heralded single photons,

we measured their characteristics, obtaining heralding rates up to MHz with n < 0.1 and

second-order correlation function g(2)(0) ≤ 0.023. These results prove that our source is a
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valuable candidate for many quantum optics and quantum communication scheme where the

requirement of fast data exchange and negligible-multiple photon emission are mandatory.

As has been discussed previously, noticeable improvement to the performance of our

UFHSPS can be achieved by employing new generation SSPD featuring 90% quantum

detection efficiency, and AR coating the facets of our SPDC crystal so as to optimize the

waveguide-to-fiber coupling efficiency.
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As has been discussed before in Chapter 2, the achievable operational distance of quan-

tum communication links is severely affected by losses in the transmission channels, as well

as low detection efficiency and potentially high dark count rates of the employed single

photon detectors. Aside from technological improvements, one can manipulate the theory

of quantum physics for finding alternative solutions. This is exactly where This very fun-

damental, yet practical, and feasible approach relies on entanglement swapping [Zukowski

et al. 1993,Gisin et al. 2002,Waks et al. 2002,Jennewein et al. 2002,Collins et al. 2005,Goebel

et al. 2008,Ma et al. 2012b,Jin et al. 2015], i.e. teleportation of entanglement in a quantum
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relay configuration. Being an extension of the quantum teleportation protocol, entanglement

swapping carries the same notion of benefiting the fact that one can cause two independent

photons, i.e. sharing no common “quantum past” to become entangled.

The fully extensible architecture of a quantum relay (see Sec.2.1) is based on a simplis-

tic approach of breaking a single, long quantum communication link onto several shorter

sections. With each section is propagated by an entangled photon, the inter-quantum-

connection between adjacent sections is established by performing the so-called Bell state

measurement (BSM, also known as joint measurement) on the two inner photons com-

ing from two distinct, remote entangled photon pair sources (see Fig.2.4). Consequently,

these two photons are now projected onto an entangled state. Upon successful correlation

detection, teleportation of entanglement to the remaining outer photons can be announced.

9.1 Theoretical framework

Considering the work of this thesis to demonstrate entanglement swapping between two

remote communicating parties, say Alice and Bob, with time-bin entangled qubits, the

following mathematical proofs throughout this section are tailored accordingly.

From now on,assume that an unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer (see Fig.9.1),

defined as the pump interferometer, splits incoming laser pulses, and subsequently gener-

ates, two new pulses with a fixed phase. This phase ϕ is defined by the setting of this

interferometer, which is the path length difference between the long and the short arms.

Pump laser
BS1 BS2

To Alice

To Bob

To BSM

SPDC1

SPDC2

Pump

interferometer

a

b

c

d

Preparation

stage

Figure 9.1: Simple configuration where a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is used to give back
the coherence to the system due to the use of a pulsed laser. Photon pairs generated by both
SPDC stages are entangled in time-bin observable. BS: beam splitter, SPDC: spontaneous
parametric down conversion.
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The pump interferometer is also known as the qubit preparation stage. Therefore, a

qubit whose state reads

|ψ� = 1√
2

�

|1, 0�p + eiϕ |0, 1�p
�

, (9.1)

is found at the first output of the pump interferometer. Conversely, the qubit state at the

second output reads

|ψ�� = 1√
2

�

|1, 0�p − eiϕ |0, 1�p
�

, (9.2)

as an additional phase of π
2 is acquired upon reflection of the output beam splitter (BS2).

This explains the orthogonality between the qubit states |ψ� and |ψ��. Here, the state

|1, 0�p describes pump photons, p, to be designated in the first time-bin, passing through

the shorter arm of the interferometer. In contrast, pump photons that propagate in the

opposite long arm, are slotted in the second time-bin, and represented by the state |0, 1�p.

Both prepared qubits, |ψ� and |ψ��, are now subjected to be transformed into entangled

time-bin qubits by sending them to two SPDC stages. The creation time of photon pairs,

bounded by non-linear interaction in one SPDC stage, is given by the superposition of two

values:

|φ� = 1√
2

�
|1, 0�a |1, 0�b + eiϕ |0, 1�a |0, 1�b

�
, (9.3)

where photons a and b are time-bin entangled. Similarly, photons c and d, generated by

the other SPDC stage are also entangled,

|φ�� = 1√
2

�
|1, 0�c |1, 0�d − eiϕ |0, 1�c |0, 1�d

�
. (9.4)

Again, it is important to stress that, due to the phase acquired at the beam splitter in the

pump interferometer, the state |φ� is generated in one of the SPDC stages and the state

|φ�� in the other one.

As the origin of the two photon pairs are independent, and prior to this, no form of

entanglement exist between either photon a or b, with photon c or d, the product of these

two states, |φ�ab ⊗ |φ�� = |φ�abcd, can be expressed as

|φ�abcd =
1√
2

�
|1, 0�a |1, 0�b + eiϕ |0, 1�a |0, 1�a

�
⊗ 1√

2

�
|1, 0�a |1, 0�b − eiϕ |0, 1�a |0, 1�a

�
.

(9.5)
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By rewriting the computational basis in the Bell-state basis:







|0� |0� = 1√
2
(|Φ+�+ |Φ−�),

|0� |1� = 1√
2
(|Ψ+�+ |Ψ−�),

|1� |0� = 1√
2
(|Ψ+� − |Ψ−�),

|1� |1� = 1√
2
(|Φ+� − |Φ−�).

(9.6)

Then, the four Bell states can be introduced in the quadripartite state |φ�abcd such that

|φ�abcd =
�

|Φ+�bc
1√
2
(|1, 0�a |1, 0�d − ei2ϕ |0, 1�a |0, 1�d) +

|Φ−�bc
1√
2
(|1, 0�a |1, 0�d + ei2ϕ |0, 1�a |0, 1�d) +

|Ψ+�bc
1√
2
(eiϕ |0, 1�a |1, 0�d − eiϕ |1, 0�a |0, 1�d) +

|Ψ−�bc
1√
2
(eiϕ |0, 1�a |1, 0�d − eiϕ |1, 0�a |0, 1�d)

�

=
1

2

�

|Φ+�bc |Φ−(2ϕ)�ad + |Φ−�bc |Φ+(2ϕ)�ad +

|Ψ+�bc eiϕ |Ψ−�ad + |Ψ−�bc eiϕ |Ψ+�ad
�

. (9.7)

As for now, the most important requirement to perform entanglement swapping is ful-

filled. Two time-bin entangled photon pairs, or EPR pairs, are created. The all four corre-

sponding photons, which are properly labeled a, b, c and d, will be distributed accordingly.

Both photons a and b are destined for Alice and Bob, respectively. As for the rest, photons

b and c will be directed towards the Bell-state measurement apparatus.

The next step consists of performing the so-called Bell state measurement (BSM) be-

tween the inner photons b and c. Before we proceed further, it is important to understand

the interpretation conveyed by the Eq.(9.7). BSM permits projecting photons b and c onto

one of the four maximally entangled Bell states (|Φ+�bc , |Φ−�bc , |Ψ+�bc , |Ψ−�bc) and these

four possible outcomes are bounded by an equal probability of 1
4 . Moreover, these outcomes

will also determine the entangled state projection for the remaining outer photons a and

d. For instance, an outcome of |Ψ−�bc causes photons a and d belonging to Alice and Bob,

respectively, collapse onto entangled state |Ψ+�bc. This is also true for the other three

possible outcomes of BSM.
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Eq.(9.7) also shows that the level of complexity concerning experimental realization

could be drastically reduced if photons b and c are projected onto the state |Ψ−�bc, thus

having the phase ϕ of the pump interferometer only as a global phase. In this scenario, the

photon pair creation process is completely independent to any drift in term of the wave-

length of the pump laser, as well as the phase fluctuations inside the pump interferometer.

Furthermore, in order to verify whether the entanglement swapping is taking place or not,

we should analyze the correlation between photons a and d in term of time-bin entangle-

ment. Yet the entanglement swapping can be done, if and only if, each source produces one

photon pair. The most feasible approach to be able to select such cases, is to condition the

time-bin correlation of photons a and d on the coincidences between the two inner detectors

employed in the BSM system. In this case, only the projection of photons b and c onto the

state |Ψ−�bc will result in a coincidence between the inner detectors due to fermionic nature

governing this state thus allowing post-selection type procedure.

Upon successful projection of the state |Ψ−�bc at BSM, Both Alice and Bob share en-

tangled photons in the state

|Ψ+�ad =
1√
2
(|0, 1�a |1, 0�d + |1, 0�a |0, 1�d) . (9.8)

9.2 The quantum relay dilemma

BSM lies at the very heart of a quantum relay architecture and a linear optics implemen-

tation relies on two-photon interference (see Sec.9.3.2). In order to observe this unique

quantum phenomenon, interfering photons at BSM need to be perfectly indistinguishable

in every degrees of freedom. This specific point of view, at this stage, one surely should not

be able the to tell the difference between the incoming photons by their arrival time. This

represents the biggest challenge so far towards achieving a fully operational quantum relay

for long distance quantum communication.

Consequently, the very strong constraint on the synchronization between separate entan-

gled photon pair sources needs to be addressed. In particular, any timing uncertainty during

the process of creating or detecting the interfering photons, has to be smaller than their

coherence time. In this regard, this represent the ultimatum of perfect synchronization [De
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Riedmatten et al. 2005, Yang et al. 2006, Halder et al. 2007, Yang et al. 2009, Kaltenbaek

et al. 2009,Takesue & Miquel 2009,Aboussouan et al. 2010,McMillan et al. 2013].

Being a more conventional and straightforward approach, pulsed operational regimes

are adopted in quantum relay architecture in order to comfortably control the creation time

of the entangled photon pairs, associated with optical path length matching procedures so

as to ensure perfect temporal overlap of the interfering photons at the BSM apparatus.

Using ultra-short, femtosecond pump pulses is a well known strategy to reduce the time

uncertainty on entangled photon creation process. More interestingly, combining this strat-

egy with broadband filtering for the interfering photons (up to 1 nm bandwidth), one is

capable of removing any residual time uncertainty. This really highlights the advantages of

the pulsed regime. In [Kaltenbaek et al. 2009], the above strategy was implemented in a

Master-Slave configuration, where two pulsed lasers, one master and one slave, are employed

to pump their respective entangled photon pair sources (see also [Kaltenbaek et al. 2006]).

In this case, the slave is triggered by the master. This technique relies on the complex

implementation of sophisticated phase-locked loops where additional electro�optical con-

version stages are required, thus introducing unwanted timing jitters to the photon pairs

creation time. Consequently, quantum relay link would be limited to distance below 30 km.

Apart from that, especially for long distance applications, another cumbersome chal-

lenge would be the necessity of stabilizing the length of the employed optical fiber, within

the coherence length of the photons, which is extremely hard to achieve. Previously demon-

strated entanglement swapping in femtosecond pulsed regime, either based on polarization

entanglement [Pan et al. 1998, Yang et al. 2006, Kaltenbaek et al. 2009, Jin et al. 2015]

or time-bin entanglement [de Riedmatten et al. 2003, De Riedmatten et al. 2005, Takesue

& Miquel 2009], show a limitation in terms of achievable distance below 30 km, not to

mention the laser repetition rate limitation below 500 MHz due to basic pump laser cavity

construction.

Another approach is to opt for continuous wave (CW) regime where entangled photon

pairs are randomly, and continuously created. By doing so, the synchronization constraint

between two remote sources is completely relaxed. This way, both sources are considered

to be completely autonomous. The post-selection of BSM events showing perfect overlap of

indistinguishable photons, are accomplished by means of detection. In much simpler words,
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it is now the employed single photon detectors which carry the burden to discriminate

such events (see also [Aboussouan et al. 2010]). In this case, provided the absence of

any time-binning possibility due to continuous working regime of the pump lasers, the time

uncertainty is solely contributed by the timing jitter of the detectors. In CW regime, possible

arrival of multiple photons with extremely short coherence time is hidden within the timing

jitters of the detectors. To date, designing detectors with such extremely low jitter, in

the order of tens of femtoseconds, still remains uncertain due to technological constraints.

One of the possible solution is to use ultra narrow band filters (on the order of 10 pm)

which greatly increase the photons’ coherence time up to 350 ps, combined with low jitter

detectors such as superconducting single photon detector (SSPD) [Halder et al. 2007,Halder

et al. 2008]. The main concern is that any small drifts in the central wavelength of the

mentioned filters greatly affects the quality of indistinguishability in terms of spectral mode.

In addition, the extremely small acceptance bandwidth of the filters also reduces the overall

experimental rates.

9.3 Our approach: all-optical synchronization

In Nice, we proposed an original scheme which is conceptually less complex, inspired by

the latest technological advances offered by the telecom industry and non-linear optics

as enabling technologies. With this scheme, we aim at demonstrating an all-optical, ultra-

fast, and picosecond regime approach towards accurate synchronization of remote entangled

photon pair sources within quantum relay architecture at long distances. Additionally, our

scheme can be done in a fully guided-wave manner1.

9.3.1 Single, master optical clock operation

The principle of the new proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig.9.2. Within this framework,

we emphasize the use of an ultra-fast, state-of-the-art telecom laser at 1540 nm, capable

of operating at high repetition rate (from 1 GHz up to 10GHz), and emitting picosecond

pulses. This laser serves as common master optical clock to “trigger” our two entangled

photon pair sources. The wavelength of 1540 nm is opted to be the operating wavelength

1Patent pending.
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to ensure long range propagation of light in low-loss telecom optical fibers. On the other

hand, the very high efficiency of periodically poled lithium niobate waveguides (PPLN/W)

has led to the investigation of sequential nonlinear processes. In such a configuration,

nonlinear interaction of second harmonic generation (SHG) up-converts the incident light

pulses from telecom to visible wavelength, and simultaneously, up-converted light serves as

pump pulses for the subsequent SPDC process, creating photon pairs back in the telecom

range of wavelengths.

Inspired by such concept, the optical clock pulses produced by the ultra-fast laser not

only serve as a trigger for time-binning, but simultaneously act as essential pump field

needed by the SPDC to give birth to the photon pairs. The very same approach has been

adopted in the development of our ultra-fast heralded single photon source (UFHSPS, see

Chapter 8). In other words, the layout of our scheme is no more than a combination

of two UFHSPS. The fact that these optical pulses lie in the telecom wavelength range

allows unprecedented separation between two remote sources as they propagate over long

distances in current telecom optical fibers (∼100 km). The next phase consists of separation

and distribution of the photon pairs in a fully guided-wave fashion for appropriate Bell-state

measurement and detection. Up to this level, the separation between our two photon pair

sources is about 200 km and it is estimated that when the implementation is finalized, the

distance separating the two communicating parties, Alice and Bob, can be increased up to

400 km.

Speaking of the advantage of our scheme, the notion of “all-optical” approach ensures

high timing accuracy whereas, compared to others, our configuration consists only of one

telecom laser as master optical clock, avoiding any necessity for opto-electrical conversion

stages. The only conversion that takes place is the up conversion of optical master clock

pulses from 1540 nm to 770 nm in which any small timing uncertainty of optical conver-

sion process is completely negligible, i.e. essentially jitter-free environment. Additionally,

operating in the picosecond regime allows us to exploit off-the-shelves, high-performance,

low-loss and inexpensive telecom devices for photon filtering namely the DWDM and Bragg

gratings filters. Apart from that, the path length (a few mm) and also the central wave-

length of the employed filters can be easily stabilized using simple and off-the-shelves PID

controllers [Takesue & Miquel 2009,Aboussouan et al. 2010].
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Figure 9.2: Outline of the proposed all-optical synchronization scheme. SHG (second har-
monic generation block), EPPS (entangled photon pair source), BSM (Bell-state measure-
ment), APD (avalanche photodiode).

Even though photons in the telecom range of wavelengths experience less absorption

in existing deployed optical fibers (typical loss of around 0.2 dB/km), this eventually will

become one of the major limiting factor as we are trying to push the quantum communi-

cation channels beyond hundreds of kilometers. To overcome this problem, it is vital to

increase the throughput capacity of the SPDC process for photon pair generation, so as to

be able to operate always above the intrinsic dark counts level of the employed single photon

detectors at the end of the channel, while maintaining the mean number of created paired

photon per mode (temporal, spectral, and spatial) to a level that guarantees high-quality

entanglement. In the case of quantum relay implementation, researchers often try to find a

good compromise, i.e. trade-off between the maximum achievable count rates and the best

entanglement visibility. In most cases, higher count rates are achieved by increasing the

pump power resulting in poor entanglement quality due to multi-pair contributions pollut-

ing the experiment [Herbst et al. 2014], as well as rendering potentially implemented QKD

protocols less secure.
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Our strategy of integrating the UFHSPS (at a lower speed) demonstrated in Chapter

8 of this manuscript can guarantee high success rates for any subsequent protocols while

maintaining the multi-pair contributions to the minimum, as well as ensuring the optimum

entanglement visibility. Underlying is the idea of “filling the empty spaces” in the temporal

domain.

9.3.2 Hong-Ou-Mandel interference for validation

On the contrary to CW regime, the intrinsic time-binning of the photons induced by the

pulse regime operation allows the perfect control of not only the creation time of entangled

photon pairs by suitable nonlinear crystals, but also the simultaneous arrival time of two

identical photons at a 50/50 beam splitter as required by the Bell state measurement. A

feasible way to verify the latter is to take advantage of the so-called quantum effect of

two-photon interference, i.e. photon coalescence [Hong et al. 1987,Rarity & Tapster 1989,

Rarity 1995,Legero et al. 2003,Halder et al. 2005,Aboussouan et al. 2010]. Thus, successful

observation of such quantum interference serves as a validation tool for an operational

quantum relay architecture.

Consider two photons are sent into two different inputs of a 50/50 beam splitter. To-

gether, upon arrival at the beam splitter, if these two photons cannot be distinguished in

any degree of freedom, namely the spatial mode, spectral mode, polarization mode and time

of arrival, a quantum interference effect will occur. To quantify and observe such effect, the

ideal and practical approach would be the scanning of the arrival time of one of the pho-

tons at the beam splitter. With the help of two single photon detectors connected to both

outputs of the beam splitter, a dipping signature will be revealed during the acquisition of

coincidence events due to the fact that both photons, provided they are indistinguishable,

exit the beam splitter together through the same output. This absence of coincidences in

the form of a dip is known as Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) dip [Hong et al. 1987].

9.3.2.1 Quantum two-photon interference model

The modeling of two-photon interference effect begins with describing the input number

state, or Fock state, of two photons sent to a 50/50 beam splitter through two different
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BS

a

b

Figure 9.3: Representation of two photons impinging on a beam splitter, with their corre-
sponding states are described. BS (beam splitter), η (reflectivity of the beam splitter).

input modes (see Fig.9.3);

|Ψin� = |1�a |1�b = â†b̂† |0� , (9.9)

where a and b represent two different input mode of the beam splitter and both modes

carry the creation operators â† and b̂†, respectively. In the following, we consider these

two photons are perfectly indistinguishable, in term of spatial, spectral, and polarization

modes, as well as in term of temporal overlap within their coherence time. Being a unitary

transformation, the effect of such a beam splitter with certain reflectivity η on the operators

leads to

â†
BS−−→ i

√
ηâ† +

�

1− ηb̂†, (9.10)

and

b̂†
BS−−→

�

1− ηâ† + i
√
ηb̂†, (9.11)

where the pure imaginary complex number i denotes a π
2 phase acquired each time a photon

is reflected on the beam splitter. Eventually, we obtain the output state

|Ψout� = (i
√
ηâ† +

�

1− ηb̂†)(
�

1− ηâ† + i
√
ηb̂†) |0�

= (i
√
η
�

1− ηâ†2 + (1− η)â†b̂† − ηâ†b̂† + i
√
η
�

1− ηâ†2) |0� (9.12)

after the beam splitter. In the case where the beam splitter exhibits a reflectivity of 1
2 ,

Eq.(9.12) can be further simplified to

|Ψout� =
1

2
(iâ†2 + ib̂†2) |0� = i√

2
(|2, 0�+ |0, 2�). (9.13)
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The final state of Eq.(9.13) is famously know as the N00N state, simply because upon

exiting the beam splitter, the two photons can always be found together at one of the

outputs in a random manner. This is due to the destructive interference concerning the

case where the two photons exit the beam splitter at different output.

9.3.2.2 Visibility tuning by adjusting the temporal overlap

The control of the indistibuishability of two photons plays an important role on determining

the quality, i.e. visibility, of the two-photon interference effect. The level of indistinguisha-

bility becomes an important parameter that can be adjusted by experimentalists in order

to achieve the best interference visibility possible. As synchronization is at the heart of

our approach, in this section, we are interested solely in the study of achievable visibility

characterized by the temporal overlap of two photons impinging on a 50/50 beam splitter,

provided the other degrees of freedom are perfectly under control.

Consider photons that share the same temporal distribution, whose the Gaussian tem-

poral function is defined by

f(t) =
1√

2πστc
e
− t2

2σ2
τc , (9.14)

with στc representing the standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution related to the coher-

ence time τc of the photons. By introducing a relative time difference δt on the arrival times

of the two photons at the 50/50 beam splitter, the corresponding probability of having an

interference is given by

Γ(δt) =
(f(t) ∗ f(t))(δt)
� +∞
−∞ dtf(t)f(t)

= e
− δt

4σ2
τc . (9.15)

A straightforward calculation shows that when imposing δt = 0, Γ(0) = 1 is obtained,

corresponding to 100% probability of obtaining an interference. So far, we assume no time

incertitude influencing the temporal overlap of both photons. When this time incertitude

is taken into account, the new probability of observing an interference can be expressed as

Γ(δt+∆t). We will assume that the time fluctuations ∆t are gaussian distributed around

∆t = 0 with a deviation στerr, and follow the function:

ferr(∆t) =
1√

2πστerr
e
− (∆t)2

2σ2
τerr . (9.16)
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When averaging the function Γ(δt) on the different ∆t contributions, we obtain

�Γ(δt)� =
� +∞

−∞
d∆tΓ(δt+∆t)ferr(∆t) =

1
�

σ2
τerr

2σ2
τc

+ 1

e
− δt2

4σ2
τc (1+ρ2) . (9.17)

On the contrary to the ideal case, here, a δt = 0 leads to a maximum visibility of

V max
err =

1
�

σ2
τerr

2σ2
τc

+ 1

=
1

�

ρ2 + 1
≤ 1, with ρ2 =

σ2
τerr

2σ2
τc

. (9.18)

Eq.(9.18) clearly states that a near 100% interference visibility can be obtained by approach-

ing the parameter ρ2 to zero. This condition of στ
c � στ

err emphasizes the requirement of

manipulating photons showing a larger coherence time respect to any time uncertainty.

Eventually, we note that, based on Eq.(9.17), we expect to achieve a greater visibility with

lower standard deviation for smaller ρ as illustrated in Fig.9.4.

Figure 9.4: Achievable visibility under hypotheses of Eq.(9.17) as a function of ρ and δt.
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9.4 Preliminary tests

In order to check the quality of our setup, we run a preliminary two-photon interference

experiment in a quantum relay configuration where the interfering photons are originated

from two independent sources. Through the HOM dip experiment, certain important as-

pects such as the generation of photon pairs through SPDC process, spectral tailoring by

means of filtering, the quality of indistinguishability of interfering photons and overall pho-

ton detection scheme are validated. The overall experimental apparatus for preliminary test

is represented in Fig.9.5. Here, we momentarily use a standard solid-state laser (Coherent

MIRA 900-D) which simulates the combined ultra-fast master clock laser together with the

SHG stage to produce SPDC pump photons.
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Figure 9.5: Momentary experimental apparatus for the HOM dip experiment. BS (beam
splitter), R (motorized retroreflector), HWP (half wave plate), L (lens), PPLN/W (periodi-
cally poled lithium niobate waveguide), C (optical circulator), PC (polarization controller),
FBG (fiber Bragg gratings filter), FBS (fiber beam splitter), APD (avalanche photodiode),
& (4-fold coincidence counter).

Apart from the repetition rate, the Coherent MIRA 900 laser exhibits the same spectral
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characteristics as the visible light generated by the intended SHG stage in the original

proposed scheme (see also Sec.8.2.1 for Chapter 8): the laser operates at the wavelength

of 770 nm, providing 2.2 ps temporal duration pulses at repetition rate of 76 MHz. Using

a suitable arrangement of standard optical components, the beam is then divided into

two paths towards two SPDC stages implemented each in a 2 cm long, home-made type-

0 PPLN waveguide (the same as used in UFHSPS implementation of Chapter 8) which

generates wavelength degenerate photon pairs at 1540 nm. The waveguide structures of the

nonlinear crystals provide high SPDC efficiencies due to high confinement of light along the

waveguide. Due to phase matching conditions, the temperature for both SPDC stages is

carefully tuned and stabilized at around 101◦C by using commercially available temperature

controllers (THORLABS TEC 200). As shown in Fig.9.5, just before the SPDC stage on

the right, the pump beam at 770 nm passes through a motorized retro-reflector.

Next, the produced down converted photons pairs at each output of both SPDC stages

are collected with single mode fibers and the paired photons are deterministically separated

thanks to a combination of two fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) filters, ensuring the selected

photons meet the Fourier transform criterion. As already discussed, the task of the employed

FBG filters is to select corresponding photons in certain region along the broad emission

spectrum of SPDC and their center wavelength is carefully chosen so as to satisfy the

conservation of energy. The first FBG selects photons at 1542 nm within a bandwidth of

800 pm (idler photons), meanwhile the other is centered at 1538 nm within a bandwidth

of 250 pm and picks up the corresponding, symmetrical, twin photons at lower wavelength

(signal photons). Narrow filtering on signal photons provides some degrees of relaxation

for the time accuracy in the interference experiment. Moreover, broader filtering of idler

photons allows respect the energy conservation in broadband regime. Here, the detection of

idler photons using two InGaAs APDs (IDQ 210) herald the presence of signal photons in the

experimental setup. The signal photons from each source are then directed towards a 50/50

fiber beam splitter for the two photon interference at the output of which are put another

two InGaAs-APDs (IDQ 201) connected to an electronic AND gate for the coincidence

measurement. We stress that, as these APDs are gated by the signals coming from idler

photon detections, the output of the AND gate gives 4-fold coincidence events. Prior to

observing the so-called HOM dip phenomena in a two-photon interference experiment, the
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indistinguishability of the signal photons with respect to the spatial, spectral, and the

polarization modes need to be validated. The spatial mode matching is guaranteed by the

use of single mode fibers to collect the down converted photons exiting both SPDC stages.

Identical FBGs at 1538 nm ensure that signal photons exhibit the same spectral properties.

Polarization indistinguishability is verified by using standard polarization controllers and

an additional polarizing beam splitter (not represented in Fig.9.5) put at the output of

the 50:50 beam splitter and then removed during the coincidence measurement. Once the

mentioned degrees of freedom are perfectly controlled, the motorized retro-reflector in one

of the pump path is scanned. By doing so, the arrival time of emitted signal photons at one

of the inputs of the fiber beam splitter is tuned as required to reveal a dipping signature

during the acquisition of 4-fold coincidences, i.e the HOM dip.

Figure 9.6: The accumulated 4-fold coincidences during 60 hours HOM dip measurement
for a total of 20 points. The solid line represents a Gaussian fit to the data. The recorded
raw visibility is 98.6%.

The experimental results of the raw 4-fold coincidence rates are represented in Fig.9.6.

The total duration of the HOM dip experiment is 60 hours with an integration time of 3

hours for each 20 points. With 1 mW of pump power supplied to both SPDC stages, the

obtained raw visibility of the HOM dip is 98.6± 3%. In addition, the 4-fold coincidence

rates induced only by the dark counts of detectors employed is measured to be negligible.

Besides, the measured coherence time directly obtained from the FWHM of the HOM dip

is in good agreement with the theoretical value of the coherence time of the corresponding
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photon at 1538 nm (τcoh = 14 ps) with a Gaussian spectral profile, given by

τcoh = 0.44
λ2

c∆λ
. (9.19)

Through this preliminary test, we have successfully validated some important aspects of

our scheme namely the photon pairs generation through SPDC process at the desired phase

matching condition, the photon choice by means of filtering, and the quality of indistin-

guishability of interfering photons through the HOM dip experiment (see also [Aboussouan

et al. 2010]).

9.5 Towards the first prototype of HOM experiment

With respect to the preliminary test setup, the following points are highlighted to reflect

the important changes that will be introduced in the first prototype for HOM experiment

of our scheme (see Fig.9.9).

As operating at much higher repetition rate easily increases the overall rates of the ex-

periment, an ultra-fast picosecond telecom laser at 1540 nm operated at 2.5 GHz will

be employed as master optical clock. Locally, cascaded non-linear frequency conversion

(SHG+SPDC) will be exploited so as to comply with the phase matching condition for

creating photon pairs in telecom wavelength by the SPDC process in the PPLN/W. As has

been mentioned before, this leads to a configuration extremely similar to the one used for

the ultra-fast heralded single photon source (UFHSPS, chapter 8). For this particular exper-

iment, the SHG up-conversion stages consist of AR coated, bulk magnesium-doped PPLN

(MgO:PPLN) crystals (Covesion). Traditionally, undoped PPLN devices (bulk or waveg-

uide structure) suffer greatly from photorefractive effect [Buse et al. 2007,Kashin et al. 2011]

due to their intrinsic properties of large electro-optic coefficient, strong photo-voltaic effect,

and strong space charge field. Contrarily to undoped PPLN devices, 5% of magnesium are

added to lithium niobate in order to make the crystal more resistance against such effect,

hence higher damage threshold. Additionally, this advantage is achieved while the high

nonlinear coefficient of lithium niobate is preserved thus making doped crystals suitable

for high power applications. In our experiment, two bulk PPLN samples are used as SHG
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stages. The characterizations of the two periodically poled bulk samples have been carried

out. All the characterizations have been done using 2.5 GHz repetition rate laser (Pritel

UOC) emitting light at 1540.135 nm along with an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA).

In the following, the characteristic from one sample is presented for simplicity reason. The

recorded SHG spectrum is shown in Fig.9.7 while Fig.9.8 describe the evolution of the SHG

output intensity as a function of the injected pump power. Note that the two PPLN bulk

samples exhibit similar performances.
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Figure 9.7: Recorded SHG spectrum centered around 770.05 nm with an FWHM of 0.48 nm.
Such a phase matching condition is obtained through the use of periodically poled grating
of 18.80µm. The sample is temperature stabilized at 111.2◦C.

Further modifications are done to the setup on the choice of photon filtering, i.e. the

wavelength of signal (ITU 50, 1538 nm) and idler photons (ITU 42, 1543.73 nm). Further-

more, as it will be shown, we replace the 50/50 fiber beam splitter with a combination of two

fiber polarization beam splitters (f-PBS) and a polarization controller. This configuration

provides a better robustness against the variations of the interfering photon polarizations

along the propagation. Moreover, the filtering of signal photons originating from different

SPDC sources is performed by a single FBG, so automatically ensuring the indistiguisha-

bility in term of spectral mode. In other word, the spectral mode is immune to the shifting

wavelength of the FBG.
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Figure 9.8: Recorded SHG output intensity as a function of the injected pump power (mW).

9.5.1 Setup for the two photon interference

In contrast to the preliminary HOM dip experiment discussed in Sec.9.4, and as shown in

Fig.9.9, we implement here a different setup for the two-photon interference. In this scheme,

the two interfering signal photons are sent to a fiber polarization beam splitter (f-PBS)

cleaning their respective polarizations and projecting their original state on the quantum

state |ψ� = |H� |V �. A polarization controller (PC) is used to turn the polarization state of

the pair by 45◦, leading to the state:

|ψ�PC =
1

2
(|H� |V � − |H� |H�+ |V � |V � − |V � |H�) . (9.20)

If the two original photons are indistinguishable in any degree of freedom, namely spatial,

spectral and temporal modes, except for their polarization upon impinging the f-PBS, the

|H� |V � and |V � |H� contributions interfere destructively, therefore reducing the state to

|H� |H� and |V � |V � contributions only. As a consequence, when sending the state of Eq.9.20

to a second f-PBS, both photons will always exit through the same output. This is how the

indistinguishability between two cross-polarized photons can be quantified by a HOM-type

experiment. We stress that, in our case, the filtering of signal photons originating from

separate SPDC sources is performed by a single fiber Bragg grating (FBG) filter, placed
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Figure 9.9: Experimental arrangement towards enabling the first prototype of HOM ex-
periment for the validation for our synchronization scheme at 2.5 GHz. BS (beam split-
ter), PC (polarization controller), EDFA (erbium-doped fiber amplifier), L (lens), PPLN/B
(PPLN bulk), PPLN/W (PPLN waveguide), HWP (half-wave plate), f-PBS (fiber polariz-
ing beam splitter), DWDM (densed wavelength division multiplexer), C (circulator), FBG
(fiber Bragg gratings filter), APD (avalanche photodiode), SSPD (superconducting single
photon detector), & (4-fold coincidence counter).
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right after the first f-PBS. Accordingly, the indistinguishability in term of spectral mode is

automatically ensured and it is immune to the shifting wavelength of the FBG filter.

9.5.2 The path length matching procedure

Adjusting the length of optical paths along which the interfering photons travel is mandatory

for obtaining the condition δt = 0, i.e. for ensuring that, in the HOM dip experiment,

the two photons perfectly overlap on the f-PBS in the temporal domain. However, when

working with high repetition rate regimes, the path length matching procedure represents

one of the most difficult tasks towards observing the HOM dip. For practical reasons,

we opted for a path length matching strategy based on the synchronization of classical

(bright) optical signals. The synchronization is performed through the detection of pulses

obtained by splitting in two, the pulses from an additional, low repetition rate telecom

laser that replaces the master clock. This approach brings huge advantage of “universality”

with respect to operational repetition rate of the experiment and permits changing on

the fly the operational repetition rate of the master clock laser without introducing any

further modifications to the optical paths. Note that slow repetition rate regime simplifies

the alignment procedure as it allows comfortably discriminating signals originated from two

subsequent laser pulses [Aboussouan et al. 2010]. Particularly, we employ an alignment laser

emitting femtosecond pulses at the repetition rate of 76 MHz (Calmar Mendocino). The

laser exhibits a broad spectral bandwidth of more than 30 nm which is enough to provide

photons corresponding to the central wavelength of all the filters used in our experiment,

so as to have, at a given time, single photons propagating in all of the four paths after the

SPDC stages. The path length matching procedure is two-fold:

First step Rough alignment of optical path matching based on the observation of the

coincidence peak between two single photon detectors.

Second step Fine tuning with the help of classical single photon interference.

FIRST STEP: In Fig.9.11 (a), the ultra-fast 2.5 GHz laser is replaced by the femtosec-

ond Calmar laser. This laser exhibits pulse duration of 100 fs, and spectral bandwidth of

about 30 nm centered at 1553 nm (see Fig.9.10). The pulses are strongly attenuated, down

to the single photon regime, and each of them is split into two by a fiber beam splitter.
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Due to waveguide structure of the SPDC stages, two polarization controllers are used to

later match the polarization mode to the axis of the crystal. Next, corresponding pulses in

each path propagate freely through the EDFAs and the cascaded PPLN stages until finally

arriving at the DWDM filters. We stress that low power are employed so as to neglect SHG

effects on the Calmar pulses and detector saturation. After the PPLN waveguides, the laser

photons conform to the transmission wavelength of the DWDM filter pictured to the left,

are detected by APD2.

On the contrary, the rest of the reflected photons from both DWDM filters, are then

recombined at f-PBS1 whose transmission is optimized with the help of two polarization

controllers. The transmitted photons continue to propagate in the same spatial mode until

they are filtered by the FBG. Filtered photons are eventually directed towards f-PBS2 whose

output is connected to APD1. Coincidences between the two APDs are visualized in the

form of an histogram with the help of a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) (not represented

in Fig.9.11 (a)). In the case where the two optical paths exhibit a certain difference in

length (starting from f-BS until f-PBS2), two potentially mismatched coincidence peaks are

observed. Depending on which path is longer or shorter, these two coincidence peaks can be

easily superposed by introducing optical fiber delays in the bold orange paths (see Fig.9.11

(a)).

SECOND STEP: This step of fine tuning consists of scanning the position of the

employed motorized delay line so as to figure out the expected position corresponding to

the bottom of the expected HOM dip. Taking advantage of a big Mach-Zehnder-type inter-

ferometer configuration (represented by red paths in Fig.9.11 (b)), classical interference can

be observed. Here, the optimal interference visibility corresponds to path length matching

within the coherence length of the Calmar laser. In this regard, the use of the femtosec-

ond pulsed laser provides better precision to the measurement. A standard power-meter

(Coherent Fieldmax) is placed at one of the output of the second f-PBS. Depending on the

amount of mismatch, the measured power is Pfieldmax = 1
2(1 + cosφ). By scanning the

motorized delay line put right after one of the SPDC stages, the position that gives near

100% visibility for the observed oscillation is noted to be the expected position to have near

100% visibility for our future HOM dip.

By scanning the motorized delay line, interference fringes can be observed. The scan-
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Figure 9.10: Typical emission spectrum of the femtosecond Calmar Mendocino laser.

ning position that gives near 100% visibility for the observed oscillation is noted to be the

expected position to have near 100% visibility for our future HOM dip.

9.5.3 Experimental results and discussions

In this experiment, a free-running avalanche photo-diode (IDQ 220) featuring a quantum

detection efficiency of 25%, 7µs dead time, and dark count probability of 10−6/ns is em-

ployed at one of the f-PBS outputs as heralding detector providing trigger signal towards

three other gated APDs (IDQ 201). All the three id201s exhibit 20% quantum detection

efficiency, 7µs dead time, and a dark count probability of 10−5/ns. To observe the dip be-

havior, the arrival time of one of the photons on the second f-PBS is tuned by the employed

motorized delay line and 4-fold coincidence rate among the signals are registered for each

position of the delay line.

The accumulated raw 4-fold coincidences are plotted in Fig.9.12. All data are normalized

to the heralding detector rate. In our case, the use of the free-running IDQ 220 as the

heralding detector limits the maximum achievable heralding rate. As a matter of fact, in-

deed, such a detector is only capable of counting photons up to 60KHz. This imposes a
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low pumping regime and, as a consequence, a low 4-fold coincidence events. Due to this,

we obtained on average, fifteen 4-fold coincidences for three hours of integration time. The

whole measurement takes a duration of 21 hours with an integration time of 3 hours for each

7 points. Due to the long time acquisition and some instability issues, notably mechanical

fluctuations of the translation stages supporting the employed PPLN samples, a progressive

reduction in the overall experimental rate is observed.

Let us now emphasize that the obtained HOM dip stands as a preliminary result, asso-

ciated with encouraging results. First and foremost, the position of the delay line, where

the minimum 4-fold coincidence rate is observed, corresponds well to the one found through

the path length matching procedure described in Sec.9.5.2. Moreover, the temporal width

(∼13.6 ps) of the observed dip is in agreement with the coherence time of the photons (14 ps).

This strongly indicates that such a measurement outcome is definitely due to HOM-type

interference. Last but not least, and despite the normalization of the data we observe a

near perfect raw visibility as the 4-fold coincidence counts drop almost to zero at zero delay.

Accordingly, the synchronization scheme with a 2.5 GHz repetition rate pulsed laser clock

is validated through this particular experiment.

Without doubt, the choice of the heralding detector is important in order to unleash

the true potential of our proposed synchronization scheme. Measurement are currently

ongoing with a new detection scheme able to handle much higher detection rate without

being limited by saturation effects.

9.5.4 Conclusions and perspectives

In this chapter, the application of ultra-fast telecom technology, notably for quantum re-

lay application, is proposed. In this framework, The scheme relies on the use of ultra-fast

master-clock optical pulses delivered by a 2.5 GHz repetition rate telecom laser, which then

serves as pump for entangled paired photons generation in separate sources. The distribu-

tion of such optical clocks at telecom wavelength is done in a fully guided wave fashion, thus

allowing unprecedented separation between two remote sources. Moreover, such ultra-fast

pulsed laser is useful in fighting low success rates of quantum protocols due to probabilistic

photon pair generation via SPDC process based on non-linear crystals. Also note that our

synchronization technique offers great simplicity to the experimental setup compared to pre-
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Figure 9.12: The accumulated 4-fold coincidences during 21 hours HOM dip measurement
for a total of 7 points. A perfect raw visibility for the HOM dip is observed. The solid line
represents a Gaussian fit to the data.
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vious reported works. This can be directly observed through the demonstrated prototype

HOM experiment, where opto-electrical conversion stages are not required due to the use

of a single master-clock laser. Additionally, operating in the picosecond regime allows us

to exploit off-the-shelves, high-performance, and cost-effective telecom components, namely

DWDM and FBG filters.

So far, encouraging results have been obtained. A near perfect dip visibility in a HOM

experiment is observed thus validating at once our proposed all-optical synchronization

method. Such an outcome also highlights the quality of our approach in preparing the

single photons required for two-photon interference. As of the moment, extensive efforts

have been focused on increasing the overall experimental rate. The use of standard InGaAs

APDs impose low pumping regimes and as a consequence, low 4-fold coincidence events.

It is our plan in the future to employ a superconducting single photon detector (SSPD),

like one that had been used in the realization of the ultra-fast heralded single photon

source (UFHSPS, see Chapter 8). In the meantime, the heralding rate is also optimized by

multiplexing four free-running IDQ 220 detectors. Once the condition of the experiment is

improved, we plan to demonstrate a two-photon interference experiment at long distances

whereby our two SPDC stages are separated by 100 km at high detection rates. Beyond

that, it is also our aim to exploit this synchronization configuration for demonstrating long

distance entanglement swapping using time-bin qubits.
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The 1980’s marked the advent of quantum communication. Alain Aspect and his co-workers

demonstrated, in a very convincing manner [Aspect et al. 1981,Aspect et al. 1982a,Aspect

et al. 1982b], the existence of entanglement that was first introduced in 1935 by the Einstein,

Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) trio [Einstein et al. 1935]. Meanwhile in 1984, the field of quan-

tum key distribution (QKD) was officially launched by Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard

through the introduction of the BB84 QKD protocol [Bennett & Brassard 1984]. Compared

to conventional method where the security level of exchanging information is defined by the

adversary’s computational power, BB84 offers unconditional security by taking advantage

of the no-cloning theorem and the concept of complementarity between measurement bases

offered exclusively by quantum physics. The conceptuality of QKD was proven through the

first experimental, proof-of-concept demonstration performed by Bennett and his co-workers

in 1992 [Bennett et al. 1992]. As of December 2015, a team of researchers from the Univer-

sity of Geneva has successfully demonstrated a record QKD distance spanning over 307 km

of optical fibers in a laboratory environment. QKD is also being pushed to be implemented

outside laboratories, and it is the aim of this research community to look forward for archi-

tectural QKD networks. Across the globe, QKD networks have been established, including,

Vienna (SECOQC2), Tokyo, and Los Alamos. Last but not least, China, as a new big player

in this affair, has started installing, presumably the worlds longest QKD network spanning

over 2000 kilometers of telecom optical fibers between Beijing and Shanghai. With their

enormous resources, China also plans to launch the worlds first satellite-to-ground QKD

link in 2016. Besides, integrated QKD systems are also commercially available, notably

from companies such as idQuantique (Geneva), SeQureNet (Paris), MagiQ Technologies

(New York), and QuintessenceLabs (Australia). Above all, most of the advances presented

so far are made possible with the exploitation of photonic qubits at telecom wavelength.

Moreover, they can be comfortably manipulated using readily available, high-performance,

low-loss, and cost-effective telecom components.

Since the late 1980’s, we also have seen the exploitation of bulk and waveguide-based

2SECOQC stands for Secure Communication based on Quantum Cryptography.
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crystals featuring χ(2) non-linearities, which then emerged as the workhorse toward produc-

ing entangled photon pairs. Tremendous efforts have been focused on the study of these

kind of materials, making them more reliable, practical and efficient, notably for quantum

communication applications at telecom wavelength. Such advances have made entanglement

more accessible, and moreover, entanglement can distributed over longer distances [Inagaki

et al. 2013]. In addition, high efficiency photon pair sources have induced the development

of heralded single photon sources, where high quality single photons at telecom wavelength

can be delivered at an arbitrarily high rate.

Within the framework of this thesis, on the basis of exploiting the advantages offered

by telecom wavelength, we aimed at contributing to the field of quantum communication

by demonstrating two polarization entangled photon pair sources (EPPS), two heralded

single photon sources (HSPS), and a genuinely-synchronized quantum relay experiment. In

all of our experiments, paired photons at telecom wavelength are generated via SPDC in

periodically poled lithium niobate waveguide (PPLN/W).

The first EPPS is based on non-linear type-II interaction in PPLN/W. A full guided-

wave approach has been used to compensate the natural birefringence inherent to the

PPLN/W and also for deterministic paired photons separation into two telecom channels.

Excellent quality of entanglement has been measured through the Bell-CHSH inequality

test [Kaiser et al. 2012b]. With the level of simplicity offered by this source, it is, undoubt-

edly, a good candidate for DWDM-based, Ekert-type QKD implementation [Ekert 1991].

The second EPPS generates paired photons, out of a type-0 non-linear interaction in a

PPLN/W, that can be easily engineered in term of their spectral bandwidth and entangled

state. As the first EPPS, this particular source is also ready to be implemented in Ekert-

type QKD. Even more than that, the photon spectral bandwidth can be tailored down to

25 MHz, allowing this source to be implemented in DLCZ protocol along with cold atom

quantum memory devices, provided a coherent quantum interface is employed for frequency

conversion [Kaiser et al. 2013].

The first HSPS emphasizes, in a miniaturized fashion, spatial multiplexing of four

PPLN/Ws in order to reduce multi-photon generation events while maintaining a reason-

able pump power. Such unprecedented scability is achieved through hybridization between

PPLN/Ws and femtosecond laser direct write technique. Thanks to the spatial multiplex-
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ing, we could demonstrate an almost four times increase in the available heralded single

photon rate [Meany et al. 2014]. The second HSPS is capable of delivering heralding rates

in the MHz regime at negligible multi-photon events by performing passive temporal mul-

tiplexing on a single PPNL/W. In this case, the pump field for the non-linear process is

delivered by a 10GHz repetition rate telecom laser [Ngah et al. 2015]. Both sources produce

single photons at telecom wavelength, thus making them suitable to be employed in long

distance QKD links. Besides, the high quality single photons delivered by these sources

can be exploited by other branches of quantum information science, namely linear optical

quantum computing, and quantum metrology.

Through the quantum relay experiment, we have proposed an efficient way toward syn-

chronizing two remote EPPS. The scheme relies on the use of ultra-fast master clock optical

pulses delivered by a 2.5 GHz repetition rate telecom laser, which then serves as pump for

entangled paired photons in both sources. These produced optical clock pulses at telecom

wavelength is distributed in a fully-guided wave manner thus allowing unprecedented sep-

aration between these two sources. Last but not least, working at 2.5 GHz repetition rate

regime helps in fighting low success rates experienced by most of quantum protocols due to

probabilistic photon pair generation via the process.

As we are much inspired by countless quantum photonic experiments before us, it is our

aim that this thesis work, in one way or another, might inspire others for the sole purpose

of maintaining the continuous development in the field of quantum communication.





Appendix A

Single photon detectors and

coincidence electronics

Detecting single photons events is crucial to this thesis work. All of the demonstrated

experiments involve the use of indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) avalanche photo-diodes

(APD), and/or superconducting single photon detector (SSPD), as well as coincidence count

electronics.

A.1 InGaAs avalanche photo-diodes: working principle

Generally, an avalanche photo-diode (APD) is based on a P-N junction in a semiconduc-

tor which is capable of sustaining reverse bias voltages. In an indium gallium arsenide

(InGaAs) APD, for instance, a photon is absorbed in a narrow bandgap n-InGaAs region,

and an electron-hole pair is created. The photo-generated hole is then injected into an InP

multiplication zone, via a reverse biased voltage, where a charge avalanche is generated.

Note that separate absorption and multiplication zones are implemented. Generally in InP,

the multiplication, i.e. the avalanche effect is optimized due to low excess noise. Using

suitable electronics, the charge avalanche is measured. After signal detection, the avalanche

is actively stopped by using electronics. This is done in order to free the detector for the

next photon detection. The time required for stopping the avalanche is generally referred as

the dead time of the detector in which no photon detection can occur during this period of

time. In such a detector, associated dark count rate can be further reduced by cooling down

the detector to 200 K, and this can be done through the use of Peltier elements. However,

this unfortunately implies longer dead times so as to reduce the probability of having an

after-pulse.
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Figure A.1: Separate absorption and multiplication zone. A single photon is absorbed in
the n-InGaAs zone and electron-hole pair is created. The hole is then injected into p-InP
region. Here, a charge avalanche is generated, followed by a detection in the p+-InP zone.
Due to InGaAs exhibit narrow bandgap compared to others,

A.2 Superconducting single photon detectors: working prin-

ciple

Superconducting single photon detector (SSPD) generally consists of ultra-thin niobium

nitride film (with a typical wide of 100 nm, covering an area of several µm2), cooled down in

helium liquid until a cryogenic temperature range between 1.5 K to 4 K. In this temperature

range, the film is superconducting and it has the capacity of conducting electricity with zero

resistance. When the film becomes resistive, it is operated just below its critical current

which refers, for instance, to the case of single photon absorption by the thin film. In this

case, a hot spot is locally created thus perturbing the current distribution of the thin film.

Consequently, the film loses its superconducting capacity for a short amount of time, and a

short voltage pulse is observed. This pulse can be amplified by suitable electronic amplifier

thus announcing the detection of a single photon.

For our ultra-fast heralded single photon source (UFHSPS) experiment in Chapter 8, an

SSPD from Scoentel (model LTD24/30-008) is used detect heralding photons at 1537.4 nm.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.2: Working principle of a superconducting single photon detector. (a): The
material is cooled down to cryogenic temperature of 2K and the structure is now in su-
perconducting state. The straight lines indicate that the current is unperturbed. (b): A
photon is absorbed by the thin film. (c): A hot spot is created by the absorbed photon
and the current distribution is disturbed. (d): At one point, the critical current density is
reached. The material then loses its superconducting capacity and a short voltage pulse is
observed.

The efficiency of this detector as a function of the registered dark count rate is shown in

Fig.A.3.
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Figure A.3: Measured SSPD efficiency as a function of the registered dark count rate. The
characterization was done using attenuated laser beam at 1537.4 nm.

A.3 Figures-of-merit and comparison

Several main features, are associated with a single photon detectors:

• Quantum detection efficiency ηd determining the percentage of the detected photons;

• Dark count probability pdc;

• Detector timing jitter τj representing the detection time uncertainty;

• Dead time DT in which no photon can be detected during this specific interval;

• Operating mode M ;

• Maximum count rate Rmax;

• Wavelength range λ.

Concurrently, we use the above parameters to provide comparisons between all the

employed single photon detectors for this thesis work (see Tab.A.1).
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Table A.1: Figures-of-merit for employed single photon detectors.

IDQ 201 IDQ 210 IDQ 220 Scontel SSPD

ηd at 1550 nm 10-25% 5-25% (gated) 20% 17%
pdc; 10−5 ns 10−6 ns 10−6 ns 10−8 ns
τj at max.1 ηd 150 ps 210 ps 160 ps 57 ps
Typical DT 40µs 4-10µs 7-10µs <2 ns
M gated gated/free-running free-running free-running
Rmax 100 kHz 9-10MHz
λ 1300-1600 nm 1300-1600 nm 1300-1600 nm visible - near-infrared

A.4 Coincidence detection scheme

The importance of detecting a coincidence has been portrayed throughout this manuscript.

For this thesis work, two type of devices have been employed, a time-to-amplitude converter

(TAC, ORTEC 567) and a logical AND gate (&, ORTEC CO4020).

With the TAC, a delay ∆T between “start” and “stop” signals can be transformed into

amplitude. With an acquisition card attached to a computer, a coincidence histogram can

be constructed. In the case of, for instance, time-correlated photon pairs, a coincidence

peak is observed. However, the TAC device can only analyze positive delays such that the

“stop” signal should be adequately delayed with respect to the “start” signal. As a side note,

between two input signals, the “start” input should be assigned with low-count one, so as

to prevent the saturation of the TAC.

On the other hand, the logical AND gate is useful when working with signals in the

MHZ regime. However, unlike TAC, the logical gate do not provide the ∆T . It only deliver

conventional electrical pulse when a coincidence is detected. As there is no additional

information provided by such device, coincidence peak cannot be observed.
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